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ABSTRACT
We introduce a novel stochastic Petri net formalism where discrete and continuous phase- 
type firing delays can appear in the same model. By capturing deterministic and generally 
random behavior in discrete or continuous time, as appropriate, the formalism affords higher 
modeling fidelity and efficiencies to use in practice. We formally specify the underlying 
stochastic process as a general state space Markov chain and show that it is regenerative, 
thus amenable to renewal theory techniques to obtain steady-state solutions. We present 
two steady-state analysis methods depending on the class of problem: one using exact nu­
merical techniques, the other using simulation. Although regenerative structures that ease 
steady-state analysis exist in general, a noteworthy problem class arises when discrete-time 
transitions are synchronized. In this case, the underlying process is semi-regenerative and 
we can employ Markov renewal theory to formulate exact and efficient numerical solutions 
for the stationary distribution. We propose a solution method that shows promise in terms 
of time and space efficiency. Also noteworthy are the computational tradeoffs when an­
alyzing the •‘embedded” versus the “subordinate” Markov chains that are hidden within 
the original process. In the absence of simplifying assumptions, we propose an efficient 
regenerative simulation method that identifies hidden regenerative structures within con­
tinuous state spaces. The new formalism and solution methods are demonstrated with two 
applications.
xiv
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 M otivation
The Petri net formalism has proven its usefulness in modeling discrete-state systems that 
move between states in discrete or continuous time and that may be characterized as se­
quential or concurrent, synchronous or asynchronous, deterministic or stochastic, or any 
combination for that matter. Through higher levels of abstraction, a Petri net (PN) per­
mits a compact specification of the underlying mathematical model (usually a stochastic 
process) that is amenable to computer analysis. But applying PN modeling to arbitrarily 
complex systems requires the solution of difficult problems from a computational point of 
view.
A common problem is the computational complexity often required to solve stochastic 
PN (SPN) models with realistic assumptions about the logical and timed behavior, as op­
posed to simple behavior that restricts the applicability to toy models. SPNs are most easily 
solved when firing delays of transitions are either exponentially or geometrically distributed. 
Then, the underlying stochastic process is a continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) in the 
former and a discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC) in the latter. Efficient solution tech-
2
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niques for such Markov chains are well known. However, such modeling assumptions may 
be unrealistic for many systems, leading to inaccurate results when adopted.
A more general approach is to allow the transition firing delays to have general distri­
butions. In their full generality, such SPNs are classified as non-Markovian and specify gen­
eralized semi-Markov processes (GSMPs). Unfortunately, in the absence of any restrictions 
the study of such nets by analytical or numerical means is so computationally expensive 
that simulation becomes the only practical means to a solution. With certain restrictions, 
however, the solution to the model can be made efficient while still lending itself to useful 
applications. Our research focuses on the efficient analysis of such classes of non-Markovian 
PNs using either simulation or numerical methods, as appropriate.
Much of our research finds its foundation in the early work of Molloy [35], Bobbio 
and Cumani [2], and Marsan et al. [32, 30]: Molloy introducing execution policies, the 
combination of deterministic and discrete-time random behavior, and the expansion of 
phase-type firing delays at the state-space level, and Bobbio, Marsan. et al. doing the 
same for continuous time. Complete specifications of the semantics of a stochastic Petri 
net requires consideration about how (and in what order) enabled transitions are selected 
to fire and what happens to the remaining firing time of other enabled transitions when 
another transition fires. An execution policy formally defines such semantics by specifying 
the policy used to select the enabled transition that fires and the way memory is kept of 
the past history of the net [30].
In [35], Molloy provided a comprehensive overview of the SPN semantics and behavior as 
a function of the execution policies. He also showed that when the probability distributions 
of SPN transitions are discrete phase-type, an otherwise non-Markovian underlying process
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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can be transformed into a homogeneous DTMC defined over an expanded state space. 
Particularly relevant to this work is that Molloy showed how transitions with deterministic 
firing delays can be combined with geometric firing-delay transitions with the restriction 
that the deterministic delays are equal to the basic step of the geometric distributions. These 
ideas were brought up-to-date by Ciardo [1 0 ] while introducing the discrete deterministic 
and stochastic PN (DDSPN) formalism that allows firing delays with discrete-time, phase- 
type distributions—hereafter referred to as “ph in t”—all sharing a basic step, and having 
an underlying DTMC. The notion of a “basic step” is important here as well; denoted by 
r, it is defined as the sojourn time in each state of the underlying DTMC.
In [32], Marsan and Chiola introduced the deterministic and stochastic PN (DSPN), 
and marks the first time deterministic behavior was integrated with continuous-time random 
behavior. Bobbio and Cumani in [2] showed how continuous-time, phase-type firing delays— 
hereafter referred to as “ph r e a l”—can be expanded at the state-space level to form a 
CTMC. This was discussed again by Marsan et al. in [30] while providing an extensive 
discussion of execution policies for generally-distributed firing delays.
1.2 Contribution
The research presented here offers three main contributions, all primarily focused on steady- 
state analysis of non-Markovian SPNs:
1 . formal development of a new class of non-Markovian SPN, based on phase-type firing 
delays in both discrete and continuous time, present simultaneously in the same model,
2 . an efficient numerical solution method supporting novel computational and memory
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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tradeoffs, and
3. an efficient regenerative simulation method that identifies hidden regenerative struc­
tures within continuous state spaces.
Each contribution is discussed below in more detail.
Overall, our research involves the formal development of a new class of non-Markovian 
SPNs. VVe build upon the extended SPN formalism, one that includes constructs that 
increase its modeling power, from a logical point of view, to that of a Turing machine as well 
as features that provide modeling conveniences. Such modern extensions include inhibitor 
arcs, transition priorities, transition-enabling guards, marking-dependent arc multiplicities, 
and marking-dependent execution policies.
The concept essential to studying a non-Markovian process using Markovian techniques— 
which is what we must do to be efficient—is the inclusion of additional information in the 
state for the purpose of remembering the time each enabled transition has to delay before 
its scheduled firing: the remaining firing time, or RFT. This time is initially sampled from 
its probability distribution function when a transition first becomes enabled. Compared 
with general firing delays, phase-type firing delays have the advantage that the extra RFT 
information included in the state is conveniently discretized into states of an absorbing 
Markov chain—greatly simplifying the solution when either ph re a l  or ph in t transition 
delays are used alone.
Random variables of ph in t  or ph re a l  type can approximate any general random vari­
able arbitrarily well. The use of phase-type firing delays has had success in the past as a 
way of broadening the applicability of SPN models. Indeed, continuous ph re a l random
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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variables like Erlang can even approximate discrete, constant random variables by including 
enough stages, since the variance diminishes as the number of stages increases. Similarly, 
the discrete geometric random variable can approximate the continuous exponential ran­
dom variable arbitrarily well by reducing the basic step size. But approximating general 
timing behavior by allowing either ph re a l  or ph in t  delays alone in a given model offers 
less modeling convenience.
Limiting a model to either ph re a l  or ph in t  timing may also require more compu­
tational work. Capturing a deterministic activity into a model with only ph re a l  timing 
requires an approximation using an Erlang random variable and may require many stages, 
and hence adding to the state space. Fortunately, such restrictions are unnecessary.
We propose, instead, a new class of phase-type SPN formalism for use in both discrete 
and continuous time by permitting transition firing delays with both ph re a l  and ph in t  
distributions. In this way, non-Markovian timing may prove useful to many problems while 
still affording efficient analysis. VVe call this new formalism a Phased Delay Petri Net 
(PDPN). This is the first time that ph r e a l  behavior has been combined with ph in t  
behavior in the same model, thereby extending the aforementioned research that considered 
each separately. Alone, ph re a l and ph in t  models enjoy the “memoryless” property of 
underlying CTMCs and DTMCs, respectively, making efficient solutions possible. Together, 
the reasoning about the combined behavior becomes complicated. We will show that the 
underlying process is semi-regenerative at best (perhaps degenerating to a DTMC, CTMC, 
or semi-Markov chain at times) and a GSMP at worst [5, 12], which can be defined by 
a general state space Markov chain (GSSMC). So, our first contribution also includes a 
formalized understanding of the stochastic process underlying this new class of SPN and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the development of efficient algorithms for its solution.
After presenting the PDPN in a general setting, we proceed with the second contribution. 
That is, we show how certain simplifying assumptions restrict the underlying stochastic 
process to one that is manageable with efficient solutions. Although these assumptions may 
also restrict the set of problems that can be modeled, we anticipate nevertheless that this 
will not preclude the usefulness of the PDPN to many interesting applications.
R em ark  1.1 While the PDPN approach has the benefit in fidelity that comes from mixing 
ph real and ph in t  behavior, the expansion of the state space required by this approach 
will undoubtedly compound the well-known ‘‘state-space explosion problem. " However, this 
extra burden on memory, when computing exact solutions, can be alleviated by utilizing 
advanced data structures and manipulation algorithms. For instance, decision diagrams 
proposed in [15, 34J offer very compact storage with a fraction of the memory requirements 
as conventional sparse storage structures where the memory usage grows linearly with the 
number of states. These advanced data structures should be just as applicable to storing 
the PDPN reachability graph (for performance analysis) as well as the reachability set (for 
logical analysis).
R em ark  1.2 We can also exploit the convenient formulation of the ph rea l and ph in t  
state space expansion using Kronecker addition and multiplication, respectively. By employ­
ing data structures and manipulation algorithms similar to the aforementioned ones, we can 
take advantage of the Kronecker representations to efficiently store the expanded state space 
implicitly. That is, the sparse ph real and ph in t  Markov chains can be stored in isolation 
and the expanded state space and matrix entries can be constructed as needed using the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Kronecker operators. Such techniques have already been investigated in [4, 4T 16f. and we 
feel that these recent advancements in compact state-space and matrix storage techniques 
make phase-expansion approaches worth revisiting.
For the third, and last, contribution we propose a new regenerative simulation tech­
nique that offers efficient analysis of PDPNs where solution by numerical means or other 
(known) types of regenerative simulation is too difficult. As far as we know, simulation of 
phase-type stochastic processes has not been specifically addressed before in the literature— 
not surprisingly, since phase-type distributions are typically introduced to allow an exact 
numerical solution. Nevertheless, when considering ph re a l  and ph i n t  transition delays 
simultaneously, we may now have a need to simulate, and we do so with a  new approach us­
ing regenerative simulation. One could then wonder—why phase-type distributions?—when 
completely general distributions could be used instead. Regenerative simulation of PDPNs 
is an intriguing idea for at least two reasons. First, simulating a PDPN is easy and efficient 
since only exponential random variables and uniform random variables between 0  and 1  are 
needed: the former are used to determine the time until the next phase-change event of 
ph re a l  type (for ph in t  transitions, this time is just the constant r) , the latter are used to 
select the next phase from the stochastic transition matrix associated with each phase-type 
distribution. The second reason is that, unlike general SPNs, a PDPNs possess properties 
that aid the identification of hidden regenerative structures and, hence, the determination 
of regeneration times.
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1.3 Assum ptions and Notation
For the definitions and methods that follow, we restrict ourselves to homogeneous (time 
invariant) models and assume a race execution policy: the transition with the earliest firing 
time is selected to fire next. Nevertheless, a preselection execution policy can be modeled 
by our formalism since a mechanism to resolve “contemporary” events is still required. 
We assume that transition firings are atomic (no time elapses) and always sequential even 
if the firing times are contemporary. From a modeling perspective, contemporary firings 
still occur at the same time. It is only that we choose to impose a sequential ordering 
policy so that new markings can be unambiguously determined, and we sometimes allow 
the transition firing delays to be marking dependent.
Sets are usually denoted with calligraphic letters. Vectors and matrices (usually lower 
and upper case letters, respectively) are usually denoted with bold text and the correspond­
ing elements are denoted with (usually subscripted) plain text. The notion of “state” for the 
models and stochastic processes presented herein is actually a vector, dimensioned on the set 
of natural numbers N and sometimes paired with supplementary information, also vectors 
dimensioned on N or the set of real numbers R. Except for simulation, our model solutions 
take the form of probability distribution vectors that either provide the state-occupancy 
probabilities at certain times or at steady state, or provide cumulative probabilities of oc­
cupying states over intervals of time. In either case, each (vector) state i  € Nn must be 
mapped to some index i € N that is associated with the state’s lexicographic position in 
the solution vector p  =  [pi] 6  R ^  on the complete set of states S , also known as the state 
space. When we refer to state “*” in bold text, we mean its vector form, and when we refer
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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to state “i” in plain text, we are referring to its lexicographic index, unless otherwise stated.
1.4 Organization
Relevant background material is provided in Chapter 2, providing the foundation for what 
follows. The formalization of the PDPN is presented in Chapter 3. which includes the spec­
ification of the underlying stochastic processes and PDPN classifications. Two important 
classifications separate the PDPN into “synchronous” and “asynchronous” classes. The 
former has restrictions that simplify the analysis, whereas the latter is unrestricted yet 
useful towards understanding why the analysis is much more difficult. Chapter 4 presents 
the numerical solution algorithm applicable to the synchronous class of PDPN, followed by 
an application of the method in Chapter 5. Chapter 6  presents the regenerative simula­
tion algorithm applicable to the asynchronous class of PDPN, followed by an application 
in Chapter 7. Concluding remarks and a discussion of future research are provided in 
Chapter 8 .
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Chapter 2
Background
This chapter provides the relevant background material and foundation for our chosen 
approach and the new solution methods that follow. Topics include discrete- and continuous­
time Markov chains, semi-Markov chains, semi-regenerative processes, generalized semi- 
Markov processes, general state space Markov chains, characteristics specific to each, and 
known solution methods. These are the classes of underlying stochastic processes for popular 
SPN formalisms used today, and the classification of these formalisms is closely related 
to the stochastic process which they can specify. The generality and solution complexity 
associated with these stochastic processes determine the modeling power and efficiency, and 
therefore, the SPN’s applicability and practical usefulness. Therefore, by also discussing the 
complexity issues germane to the solution methods, the background chapter also serves to 
motivate the proposed approach towards our objective: developing a SPN formalism that 
lends itself to useful modeling applications and efficient analysis.
11
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2.1 P etri N ets
A Petri net, such as the one pictured in Figure 2.1, is a directed bipartite graph described by 
the tuple P N  = ( V . T ,  A , .4", .4+, -4°, g, •<, mo ) with finite vertex sets V  (places) and T  
(transitions) and a finite set of arcs (drawn as directed line segments), A C . V y . T l i T  x P . 
Places (drawn as circles) can contain an integer number of tokens (drawn as dots or denoted 
by a number inside the place). We denote the marking of the net by a row vector m  6 NlPI
that contains as entries the number of tokens in each place. Hence, m p denotes the number
of tokens in place p of marking m  =  [ m i, m 2 , -----m \j>\ ]• The vector mo denotes the initial
marking.
Markings can be altered when enabling rules are satisfied at transitions (drawn as rect­
angles), permitting one or more transitions to fire, thereby removing tokens from input 
places and depositing them to output places according to the connecting arc multiplicities. 
Arc multiplicities are defined on arcs as either nonnegative integer constants or marking 
dependent functions that return a nonnegative integer: the semantics depend on the type 
of arc. For input arcs, the multiplicity, denoted by (m), specifies the minimum number 
of tokens needed in place p before transition t can become enabled in marking m; this 
number of tokens is then removed if the transition is indeed chosen to fire. Special input 
arcs, called inhibitor arcs (drawn as directed lines with a circle at the end instead of an 
arrow), have a complementary effect on the enabling of transitions. For inhibitor arcs, the 
multiplicity, denoted by A°p(m), is the minimum number of tokens needed in place p to 
disable transition t in marking m . For output arcs, the multiplicity, denoted by Afp(m),  
specifies the number of tokens that will be deposited in place p when transition t fires in
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marking m .
Guards, denoted by g and defined for transitions, are functions —» { true, false} 
that conveniently specify additional firing rules on transitions. Given some marking m , 
gt (m ) must return true to enable transition t.
The P N  component x c T x T sp e c if ie s  an acyclic, preselection, priority relation, which 
can resolve conflicts between competing transitions attempting to fire.
Figure 2.1: Example Petri net model.
Either inhibitor arcs, guards, priorities, or marking-dependent multiplicities alone in­
creases the modeling power of a PN to that of a Turing machine (so we can represent any 
computational model), and hence are referred to as Turing extensions [23, 1]. Including all 
four Turing extensions merely provides additional modeling conveniences since the modeling 
power can no longer increase.
A transition t 6  enabled(m), the set of  enabled transitions in marking m , if all of the 
following hold:
I. <7t(m ) =  true
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2 . all of its input places p contain at least as many tokens as the corresponding input 
arc multiplicity A^p{m):
Vp € V , mp > Atp(m)
3 . all of its inhibitor arc places p contain fewer tokens than the arc multiplicity A
V p e V ,  rrtp < A°p{m)
4 . no other transition with higher priority -< is enabled:
Vu € T . u yi. t or u £ enabled(m )
The firing of a transition is assumed to be atomic, consuming zero time. Timing con­
straints aside, the PN defined above can evolve through markings originating from the 
initial marking by firing enabled transitions in any order. A transition t € enabled(mo) 
can fire thereby changing the marking, mo — ► m i, where m i is obtained by consuming 
tokens from input places and depositing tokens to output places according to the input and 
output arc multiplicities .4^ and .4£, respectively. By treating the and as vectors, 
we can write an equation for the next marking as
m i = m 0  +  .4t+.( m 0) -  (m 0)
= m 0  -i- 1 ( A (m 0)
where A = A + -  A  is called the incidence matrix and It is a unit vector with a 1 at the £th 
position and 0 everywhere else. It is convenient to extend this next-marking computation
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to one that takes a  sequence s € T* of transition firings as input, where T* denotes the set 
of transition sequences obtained by concatenating zero or more transitions from T. We do 
this by defining the function next-marking : T* x to operate on a transition
firing sequence s =  ( 11 , t2 , ■ ■ ■, tn ) € T" and a marking m  and return a new marking. With 
5  =  () denoting the null sequence, the function next .marking is defined recursively as
nextjnarking(e, m )  = m, 
next_marking((ti,t2i---i<n),n,») = next_marking( (t2> • • • rtn) ,m  + l£l A{m))
if t\ e  enabled(m),
and is undefined otherwise.
The PN behavior characterized by the set of markings reachable from the initial mark­
ing and the transition firings that cause the net to enter one marking from another can 
be represented as a directed graph with vertices corresponding to markings and arcs corre­
sponding to the firing of transitions, completely constructed using next-marking. Such a 
graph is called the reachability graph. The reachability set, A i, the set of reachability graph 
vertices, is the set of all markings reachable by a sequence of transition firings starting from 
the initial marking mo:
M  = { m : 3s € T * , m  =  new_marking(s,mo) }
The reachability graph of the example PN model is portrayed in Figure 2.2 assum­
ing for the moment that the net is untimed. The possible state space is subject to the 
number of tokens that can reside in each place Pi,P 2 i ■ ,P6 and the possible sequence
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of transition firings that move the net between markings starting from the initial mark­
ing (mim 2 . . .m 6) =  (111000). Without timing constraints, transitions and £ 3  are
concurrent with each other and each can fire asynchronously. However, synchronization 
is imposed after these three transitions fire before transition U can become enabled and 
fire, returning the net to the initial marking. Because all transitions have a fair chance of 
firing, the reachability graph contains all possible markings and all possible transition firing 
sequences.
Petri nets as defined are useful in the study of many types of systems, with or without 
concurrency, with or without synchronization. But without the inclusion of time, we are 
limited to the qualitative analysis of properties like liveness, deadlock, boundedness, and 
invariants [36]. To broaden the applicability of PNs, the notion of time has been incorpo­
rated into the Petri net by various researchers with various generalities by requiring that
state = marking f ]  01
a
\ 0 1 0
Figure 2.2: Reachability graph of the example PN model.
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an enabled transition delay some amount of time before firing. Ultimately, the specification 
captured by the Petri net must be transformed into an (underlying) mathematical model 
that can be solved to obtain quantitative measures. When the firing delays are specified as 
random variables (or even if deterministic but contemporary transition firings are allowed), 
the underlying model is a stochastic process, the solution of which governs the overall com­
plexity of the model solution. As one would expect, the tractability of the solution decreases 
as the generality of the model increases.
Extended Petri nets with the most convenient stochastic models include those with 
geometrically-distributed (geom) firing delays [35] having an underlying DTMC and those 
with exponentially-distributed (expo) firing delays [31] having an underlying CTMC. These 
Markovian extensions have proven useful in the years for studying discrete-event systems 
with random behavior. But with the usefulness of these models to more complex and real­
istic systems in question, more recent extensions have tried to incorporate non-Markovian 
behavior. Noteworthy extensions and associated underlying processes are the phase-type 
SPN with an underlying, expanded CTMC [2], the extended SPN (ESPN) [18] with an 
underlying semi-Markov chain, the deterministic and stochastic PN (DSPN) [32] and the 
Markov regenerative SPN (MRSPN) [20, 6 , 3] with an underlying semi-regenerative pro­
cess, and the discrete deterministic and stochastic PN (DDSPN) [10] with an underlying, 
expanded DTMC. However, the complexity of solving more general underlying stochastic 
processes oftentimes limits in practice their usefulness to problems with small dimensions.
Consider now the SPN where the states reachable from the initial state are subject 
to the possible state transitions under the constraints imposed by the timed execution. 
Sometimes the reachability graph of the PN is isomorphic to the underlying stochastic
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process that models its timed execution. It is important to know when this property holds 
because it determines when and how the reachability graph of markings and the underlying 
stochastic (marking) process can be constructed. When they are isomorphic, there is a one- 
to-one correspondence between states in the reachability set M  and the state space of the 
stochastic process, usually denoted by S . This is the case for SPNs with geom or expo firing 
delays, which have underlying Markov chains. In such cases, it may be convenient to build 
the reachability graph first and then construct the (matrix) equations for the stochastic 
process from it second [9]. Also when they are isomorphic, one may wish to perform the 
qualitative analysis by operating on the incidence matrix or reachability graph separately 
from studying the stochastic marking process [36]. If we know that isomorphism is not 
guaranteed or does not exist, then S  may be a strict subset of M .  Consequently, the results 
from reasoning about the reachability set M. independently from the timing specification is 
less meaningful, and possibly misleading.
The semantics of a SPN model also depends on the chosen execution policy. The execu­
tion policy specifies two aspects: 1 ) how the next transition to fire is selected among those 
enabled and 2) how memory is kept regarding the remaining firing time (RFT), or similarly 
the ”age," of transitions with non-memoryless distributions.
In regard to selecting transitions to fire, the policy most frequently assumed is the race 
policy where the transition selected to fire is the one with the minimum remaining firing time 
over all enabled transitions. But it is also possible to perform the selection on the basis of 
additional specifications that do not depend on the duration of the activities associated with 
the transitions that are enabled. One such policy is called preselection where transitions 
are selected to fire among the enabled set according to a priori information, independent
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of the firing delay distributions. For example, a probability mass function (pmf) can be 
defined over the set of enabled transitions in a given marking, and used to choose the 
transition that fires next. This preselection can be done globally, defined for all markings 
of the net, which implies serialization of all activities. Alternatively, the preselection can 
be done locally, defined over transition groupings, not necessarily disjoint, within which 
a preselection policy is applied. Local preselection can be done in concert with the race 
policy as follows. In a marking that enables transitions belonging to these groups, the 
next transition to fire is identified by selecting first, with time independent criteria, an 
enabled transition (if one exists) from each of the groups, and then by choosing among the 
preselected transitions the one whose firing delay is minimal [30].
We allow a combination of race policy with pre- and post-selection in terms of priorities. 
Under the race policy, we select among the enabled transition whose sampled firing delay is 
the shortest. This policy provides very useful models of systems that exhibit concurrency 
where multiple activities compete such that the first to finish determines the change in 
system state. We assume that immediate transitions, those that fire in zero time, have a 
higher priority of firing over timed transitions. Thus, we implicitly employ a preselection 
policy between timed and immediate transitions. Other execution policies like pre- or post­
selection among timed transitions are discussed at length in [30] and may be required as 
well to resolve confusion, which is discussed later.
In regard to how memory is kept about the age, or RFT, of transitions, the memory 
policy is only meaningful for transitions with non-memoryless firing-delay distributions since 
these are the only transition that can “age.” Transitions that have memoryless distributions 
(the expo in continuous time and the geom in discrete time, the const(O) is a special case of
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the geom) are not affected since their firing delays can equivalently be sampled after every 
transition firing. Memory policies are as important to the semantics of non-Markovian 
SPNs as the net topology and the policy used to select the next transition to fire. There are 
three policies that are most-frequently used in modeling applications, namely, resampling, 
enabling memory, and age memory [35, 30]. The chosen memory policy need not be global: a 
different policy can be associated with different transitions and be marking dependent [14]. 
A resampling policy requires that transitions obtain a new firing delay, sampled from the 
respective distribution functions, after some transition fires, including itself. Since each 
transition firing causes a state change, a resampling policy for all transitions results in a 
semi-Markov process, which enjoys an absence of memory after each state change. Such a 
policy (with race execution) is useful for modeling competing activities (modeled of course by 
transitions where the amount of work performed is represented by the firing delay) in which 
the next state of the system is decided by the activity that finishes first. Consequently, the 
work performed by the losing transitions is lost. Alternatively, an enabling-memory policy 
causes the firing delays to be resampled only when a transition becomes enabled again after 
being disabled. The enabling memory policy is useful in modeling activities where work 
is performed until either completion or termination by another (competing) event causing 
the work performed to be lost. Finally, the age-memory policy causes the firing delay to 
be resampled only after the transition itself fires, even though it may have been disabled 
and re-enabled many times. Thus, the work performed by age-memory activities is never 
lost, which makes such transitions useful in modeling tasks that can be preempted and then 
resumed at the same point.
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2.2 Markov M odels
When the SPN firing delays are defined by random variables, the SPN provides a compact 
specification of an underlying stochastic process. Hereafter, we will denote this stochastic 
process as { X(9)  : 9 > 0 }: a collection of random variables defined over the same proba­
bility space, indexed by a time parameter 9, and taking on values in a state space S, which 
may be finite or infinite as well as continuous or discrete. A stochastic process that has a 
discrete state space is called a chain. The index (time) parameter 9 can also be continuous 
or discrete. Hereafter, we will denote discrete-time processes by { Xg : 9 € N }.
A stochastic process (chain) (X(0) : 9 > 0} with the property
Pr{ X (u  + 9) = j \  X(v)  =  i, X (0  =  x(C), 0 < C < u } =
PT{X(v + 9 ) = j \ X ( v )  = i}
V t, j, x(Q  € 5 , 9 > 0, v  > 0, is called a Markov process (chain) and the property is 
referred to as the •‘memoryless” or Markov property. Thus, the determination of the state 
the process will transition to next depends solely on the current state and not the past 
history of the process. When the value of that conditional probability is independent of 
v, the process is said to be homogeneous or time invariant: this is one of our assumptions. 
Also, because of the discrete nature of the PN markings, we will mostly concern ourselves 
with discrete-state processes or chains. There will be occasions, presented later, when 
the “state” is supplemented with additional, continuous-valued information for modeling 
purposes thereby giving rise to a continuous-state process.
The amount of time that a process spends in a state is referred to as its sojourn time.
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Clearly, if the evolution of a Markov process depends only on the current state, it should 
not matter how long the process remains in the current state before making a transition. 
Thus, the sojourn time is geometrically distributed (geom) for DTMCs and exponentially 
distributed (expo) for CTMCs. This is expected since the geom and expo random variables 
are the only ones tha t exhibit the "memoryless property” for discrete and continuous random 
variables, respectively. Without limiting ourselves to only expo and geom firing delays, the 
efficient analysis of SPNs using DTMCs and CTMCs will be the main focus of our research. 
It follows from the memoryless property of Markov chains, letting
Pij(0) = P r { X ( e ) = j \ X ( O )  = i},
that
Pij(S + v) = Y >PikWPkj(v). 
kes
This is known as the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation for Markov chains and is key in 
formulating the analytical solutions of Markovian models.
2 .2 .1  D is c re te -T im e  M ark o v  C h a in s
Consider a DTMC defined by its transition matrix 17 =  [17y], i . j  € «S, where
n ij =  P T { x l = j \ x 0 =  i }
gives the conditional transition probabilities between states in one step or jump. It is often 
the case with DTMC models that the time spent in each state is of no concern, only the 
states that can be occupied after a given number of “jumps” is of interest. But we can also
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imagine that the DTMC remains in each state a fixed amount of time r. referred to as its 
basic step time.
A fundamental property of DTMCs is that the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation takes 
the form
Pij(9) =
where 6 € N. However, we do not have to, nor would we want to. compute the matrix I I 0. 
Instead, we can compute the unconditional probability vector
x w  = [Pr{Xg = i } ] = x w n e
iteratively using the recursive relation
XW = X(« -D |j
known as the power method where x ^  = [Pr{ Xo = i }] € is given by the initial 
probability distribution.
We can also compute the cumulative probability vector =  y'0'1 =  J 0 x ^ ui>du.
defined as
y~P =  E[ number of visits to j  € S  until time 0 ] 
with an extended power method:
y ( « )  _  y ( n - l )  + X ( n - U
x (« ) _  x ( n - l ) | 7
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for n =  1 , 2 , .... 6 with initial condition =  0 (the vector of all zeros).
If the DTMC contains transient states that lead to strongly-connected recurrent states 
(including absorbing states), then we can partition the state space into S t  and S r , the set 
of transient and recurrent states, respectively, such that S  =  S t U S r .  Then, by defining 
a new matrix 77 that restricts 77 to states in S t  only, we can compute the cumulative 
probability vector y = [y7] 6  R ^  defined as
yj = lim y\0^  =  E[number of visits to j  € St  until absorption]
6 — 00  ]
with the same extended power method except that matrix 77 is used instead of 77, x  6  R ^  
is used, and we stop when probability mass remaining in S t , determined from the vector 
norm || *  ||i, becomes small enough.
The power method can also be used to compute the stationary, or steady-state, solution 
x  =  [xj], i € S, of DTMCs where x, =  lim^,*, Pr{ Xg — i }, by iterating long enough for 
the sequence { ^ n^}^L0  to converge to x .
For the limiting measures where d —<■ oc, convergence utilizing the power method may 
take a long time, making for a poor method in practice. Alternatively, we can observe 
that a stationary solution *, if it exists, would satisfy the equation x77 = *. This is just 
the case for ergodic DTMCs (those that are irreducible, aperiodic, and positive recurrent). 
Fortunately, ergodic DTMCs have a unique stationary solution that satisfies the system of 
equations
*77 =  x  subject to ^ X j  =  1. (2.1)
ies
Of course, we could utilize direct methods like standard Gaussian elimination or LU decom­
position to solve for *. But because the coefficient matrix based on 77 would be modified
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and susceptible to fill-in and because 77 is typically very large for realistic models, direct 
methods are rarely used in practice. Even though the DTMC specified by 77 (and most 
any stochastic model for that matter) is large, it is at least sparse in general. So iterative 
methods like Gauss-Seidel and successive overrelaxation (SOR), which have much faster 
convergence than the iterative power method, are usually employed to compute x. These 
methods do not modify the iteration matrix based on 77 and. if sparse matrix storage is 
used, the time complexity is O(Nq)  where N  is the number of iterations needed for con­
vergence and t) is the number of nonzero entries in matrix 77. Unfortunately, N  may be 
unbounded since these iterative methods do not guarantee convergence for all initial guesses 
for x. This is because 77 is a stochastic matrix (each row sum is one), which makes the 
spectral radius (the largest eigenvalue) equal to one. Iterative methods have guaranteed
convergence for any initial guess only when the spectral radius is less than one [47].
With these iterative methods, we can also solve the following system of linear equations 
for the cumulative probability vector y  when S  contains transient states:
y = x (0) + y77
or equivalently
y ( I - 7 7 )  = x (0>. (2.2)
While the use of iterative methods to solve Equation 2.1 may not converge for all initial 
guesses, convergence is instead guaranteed for Equation 2.2, since (I — 77) is an M-matrix, 
(nonsingular, elements are less than or equal to zero, and having a nonnegative inverse 
[47]), which always has a spectral radius less than one. Therefore, solving Equation 2.2 
with iterative methods has guaranteed convergence, regardless of the initial guess [44].
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2 .2 .2  C ontinuous-T im e M arkov Chains
Consider now a CTMC, where, for all continuous points in time, state transitions can occur 
and the process is memoryless. Let the rate at which the process transitions from state i to 
state j  be denoted by AtJ 6  R+, i . j  6  S . The sojourn time in each state i is exponentially 
distributed, so by letting A* =  YijeS  we can obtain the expected sojourn time from
By observing the CTMC just after each state transition, we can construct a DTMC 
consisting of the possible sequence of states the process can move between over time 9. If 
only limiting measures where 0 —* oo are sought then we can also compute the probability 
of transitioning between state i and state j  in the DTMC from the ratio Xij/Xi since the 
sojourn times are exponentially distributed. Let diag(Aii) be the matrix with Aj along the 
diagonal V i £ S  and zero elsewhere. Then the embedded DTMC matrix I I  6  R ^ x ^  
constructed from the CTMC is defined as
Constructing a DTMC by observing a stochastic process (a CTMC in this case) at times 
when the Markov property holds is called embedding. Then steady-state, state-occupancy
E[ sojourn time in state t] =  Aj l.
The interpretation of the rates is such that
(2.3)
(2.4)
I I  =  diag(Aj) 1 [Aij]* j^ (2.5)
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measures such as the stationary distribution or time-to-absorption (TTA) can be computed 
from the embedded DTMC (EMC) using Equations 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. But, since 
the quantities x  and y from Equations 2.1 and 2.2 for the EMC are interpreted as or are 
based on the ^number of visits” to states, we must convert these measures back to the 
original CTMC by appropriately scaling them. The needed "scaling factors” come from the 
knowledge that, with each visit, the expected sojourn time in each state i is just A"1. For 
example, the CTMC stationary distribution p  =  [p*], p, =  Ume_oo Pr{ X(9) = i }, can be 
computed by using the embedded DTMC matrix (2.5) and then computing
x l l  = x  subject to Xi =  1, xt =  x* A“ l , pj —
i€S kes
where the last step is needed to re-normalize the distribution so that it sums to one once 
again.
Embedding a CTMC is applicable for steady-state solutions, not time-dependent solu­
tions. W ith simple embedding, the CTMC is observed only at times when state transitions 
occur. Consequently, information concerning how long the process sojourns in states is lost 
making the EMC time-dependent solutions useless. For time-dependent analysis, we must 
once again make use of the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation. For steady-state analysis, em­
bedding will once again be useful for more complicated stochastic process than CTMCs, as 
discussed in more detail in later sections.
y .  ik
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By manipulating the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation:
k € S
Pi3(0 +  v) -  Pij(0) =  £  P*(8)Pkj(u) ~  Pij{0)
k  65
Pi3(0 + u )~  Pi3(0) = £  Pik(0)Pk3(u) -  ( 1  -  Pjj(u)) Pij(0)
then dividing by v  and taking the limit as v  —► 0 :
and finally substituting 2.3 and 2.4, we get what is known as Kolmogorov’s forward equation:
= £  Pikmkj -  pism,- (2-6)
k^j
The interchange of the summation and the limit, needed to obtain Equation 2.6, is not 
always justified, but it does hold for most models including those with finite state spaces, 
as is the case here [38]. Similarly, we can derive the Kolmogorov’s backward equation,
2§PiiW) =  £  ^kPkj(e)  -  \ iP i3(0), (2.7)
k^i
by looking backwards in time from a given state.
By defining what is called the infinitesimal generator matrix, Q — [Qy] € Rl5 lxl5 l, as
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and letting P(0)  =  [Pij{9)\ 6  Kolmogorov’s forward and backward equations can
be rewritten in matrix form as
± P { 0 )  = P(0)Q  (2.8)
and
± P { 0 ) = Q P ( 9 )  (2.9)
respectively. These differential equations can sometimes be solved with conventional, di­
rect or indirect means (such as Runge-Kutta or Laplace transforms) but this restricts the 
usefulness of CTMC models to small problems. Instead, we could make use of the known 
solution
P(0) = e**0, 
which is a matrix exponential computed from
^ - £ < s * r  (2 .io)
n = 0
However, the matrix exponential method is susceptible to subtractive cancellation errors 
due to the positive and negative entries in Q, which makes the method unstable.
In practice, the time-dependent solution of the CTMC is usually computed using Jensen's 
method, also known as uniformization. The basic idea behind uniformization is to perform 
time-dependent analysis on a DTMC constructed from the CTMC in a way similar to 
“embedding” except that all states are forced to have the same expected sojourn time by 
imposing selfloops on states where necessary. By uniformizing the CTMC, the CTMC is ob­
served at times of state transitions, when they occur naturally, and at more frequent times.
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when self-transitions occur. Hence, information is retained about how long the CTMC 
occupies each state, unlike the embedding method.
The basic uniformization algorithm defines a  DTMC matrix, A  € as
A  = g~lQ  + 1  (2.11)
where q > max, Qa is chosen as the "sampling” rate, at least as large as the maximum 
outgoing rate of all CTMC states. The sampling rate q is normally chosen to be slightly 
larger than the maximum outgoing rate to ensure that the DTMC will not be periodic. 
Also, all A  entries are non-negative. So. substituting
Q = ( A - l ) q ,
derived from 2 .1 1 , into the matrix exponential 2 . 1 0  provides an efficient and much more sta­
ble computation of P{0),  for a given initial probability distribution =  [Pr{ X q =  *'}]€ 
R ^ , that makes use of the Poisson random variable:
x [o)P[0) =  x^e**6
=  x (0)e Aq0e -lqO
( 0  ) ^ A n(q0)n ^ P ( - q 0 ) ns r ' 1  y -v
n\ ' n!
n = 0  n = 0
j ^ A n{qer  y { - q 0 .
n! “ 1 ti\
n = 0
y *  W ) ne
n !
x v 1
 n = 0
n = 0
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The summation can be easily computed with
00
7 ^ x (n)poiss(n. qO) (2 . 12)
n = 0
where
x (n )  = a . ( n - l  ) A
and
poiss(0 , qd) =  e
So we see that uniformization is another version of the power method, only extended for 
suitability in studying CTMCs. Essentially, uniformization subordinates the uniformized 
process with a Poisson birth process. This has a nice interpretation. The Poisson process 
determines the probability that the uniformized process (the DTMC) can make n jumps 
within fixed time d. Given n jumps, A n determines the set of states that can be occupied 
conditioned on the initial state. By doing this for all possible n (and summing the proba­
bilities), we can uncondition on n and obtain our desired solution for the original CTMC
sum the remaining terms in a numerically stable way. To do this, we employ the Fox-Glynn 
algorithm [19], which defines left and right truncation points, Li and Ri, respectively, so 
that
process.
In practice, computing x ^ e ^ 0 requires that we truncate the infinite series 2.12 and
x (O)eQ0  sg ^  *(n)poiss(n,<7 0 )
n=Li
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and the error is bounded by 1 0 -d  {d digits of precision) if
Li =  max 
fee N {
 k ^  IQ—d i
^  poiss(n , qd) < j
=  min < 1  — Y  poiss(n.q 0 ) < 1 0 -rf 1
fc6N \  t u  f
Ri 
Note that although the Poisson probabilities are only computed in the range L\, < n  < R\, 
the vector-matrix multiplications must be done for 0 < n <  Ri-
Just as in the power method for DTMCs, we can compute the same y ^  and y, defined 
in the previous section as
yW  =  f  x ^  du =  x ^  f  e ^ u du
Jo Jo
y  =  lim y (0)
6—<x
at the same time x ^ e ® 6 is computed [37]. Substitution of the uniformization computation 
for e ^ u yields
*<°>1 j  e^“ du =  J  ^  x(n) • po iss(n , qu) ^  du
and after factoring the summation series over n, we have
°° r6
\ J x ^  /  p o iss (n,qu)du.  
J°
which can be written equivalently as
-  y  x (n) ( 1  -  y  poiss(£, q0) J 
9  n = 0  \  e=o )
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using integration by parts. Although we must begin at n = L2 =  0 here, a right truncation 
point R‘2 can be found with bounded error. Since the total sojourn in all states over an 
interval [0.0] must be 9. so that
we can stop when the difference between 9 and ( 1  — £3”=0 p o iss(f. q9)) becomes small. 
Thus, we have the right truncation point
L =  0 and largest right truncation point R = max(/?i. /?■») are chosen.
In case the CTMC with generator Q  is ergodic, we can also test for stationary conditions 
to check whether 9 is large enough for the DTMC to have reached steady state. Detecting 
stationary conditions that occur before the right truncation is reached, and halting, can 
result in significant performance gains.
But if stationary solutions are sought then there is a better way just as in the DTMC 
case. When stationary or steady-state equilibrium is reached, the change in probability 
mass between states becomes zero. So we can set the derivative in Equation 2.8 to zero and 
obtain global balance equations for the CTMC:
distribution when the CTMC is ergodic. The same argument used in the previous section
i ? 2  =  min ke n
When computing both e ^ u du and x ^ e ® 9, the smallest left truncation point
xQ  = 0 (2.13)
where x  satisfies the stationary solution lim^oo x ^  independent of the initial probability
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against employing direct methods apply here as well; iterative methods are better even 
though convergence is not guaranteed for all initial guesses.
With iterative methods, we can also solve the following system of Unear equations for 
the cumulative probability vector y  = limg^oo y ^ :
2/Q  =  -x<0). (2.14)
Like in Equation 2.2 for the DTMC case, the use of iterative methods for Equation 2.2 
enjoys guaranteed convergence since — Q  is also an M-matrix. Because the use of Equations 
2.13 and 2.14 has the same complexity as Equations 2.1 and 2.2, respectively, steady-state 
solutions are computed directly from the CTMC in practice.
Because the uniformization algorithm is integral to the solution algorithms developed 
later, we provide it here as Algorithm 2.1, without steady-state detection. The algorithm 
computes the transient probability vector t t ^  € R ^  on the CTMC state space 5, orig­
inating from the initial state i where tTj =  Pr{ X(0) — j  \ X{0) = i } and the cumulative 
probabiUty vector tr = Jq i r ^  du. The algorithm assumes that it contains the initial prob­
ability distribution when the algorithm is invoked.
2.3 Phase-Type M odels
Phase-type random variables are defined as the TTA of Markov chains with at least one 
absorbing state. An absorbing CTMC (via a rate matrix) is used for continuous phase- 
type distributions (ph re a l) , and an absorbing DTMC (via a stochastic matrix) is used for
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A lgorithm  2.1 Extended uniformization algorithm.
l: Given the solution time 9, generator Q  6  R ^  x and 
initial probability vector ir € Rl5 ,l,
2 : Let q <— 1.02 • max, |Qjj| and A  «— q~lQ  + 1 
3: x  *— 7T 
4: ir *— 0 
a: (T «— 0  
6:  S ' —  1
7: Choose L and R  for desired precision 10-d 
8 : Compute po iss(n ), Vn, L < n <  R  using Fox-Glynn algorithm 
9: for n ♦— 0 to L  — 1 do 
1 0 : <T «— tr +  x
11: X  «— i A
12: end for
13: for n * —  L to R  do 
14: s «— s — po iss(n)
15: 7T <— 7T ■+* po iss(n ) • X
16: tr *— tr +  s ■ x
17: X  *— x A
18: end for 
19: tr <— tr/q
20: return solutions 7T, tr
discrete phase-type distributions (ph in t) . Each must also include a specification of the 
initial state occupancy probabilities that the absorbing Markov chain assumes when a new 
random variable is “sampled.” For example, Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show phase-type random 
variables where the initial states are given the largest (integer) index, except for the hyper­
exponential random variable, hyper(Ai, Aa) in Figure 2.3, which uses the special initial state 
“6 ” instead. The special state b is vanishing, meaning that the chain does not sojourn there 
but is used merely to denote an initial probability distribution. In this example, the chain 
initially assumes state 1 with probability a  or state 2 with probability I — a. Other special 
cases of ph re a l , as shown in Figure 2.3, include: exponential (expo), Erlang (erlang), and 
hypo-exponential (hypo). Special cases of ph in t ,  as shown in Figure 2.4, include: geometric
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(geom), constant integer multiples of r  (const), and discrete uniform (equiprob).
expo( X) Q - O  hypo( X l.X i.... Xk) Q - X . - 0 .  X2—  '*• - X k  ~ Q
eriang( X. 2 )
hyper(
Q - x- Q - x- Q
.—V  OX1.X2) •: b r  I  ° 1
* > • ^ 1 -a  ^ ^ ^ p X 2
arbitrary ph
Figure 2.3: Example continuous-time phase-type (ph real) random variables.
geom(
o  o
a , t ) (  1 j -  a  0 \  geom( a ,  3 t
t ( 3 t )  0  > -“ O - 1 - 0 ‘ i _ 0
I - a
equiprob( 1,3, t )  I 3 fc-2/3- * ! 2 » 1 /2  1
arbitrary ph int
Q - ' - 0 T
2t w/p a  
3 t  w/p 1 - a
Figure 2.4: Example discrete-time phase-type (ph in t) random variables with step r.
The reachability graph and corresponding state space of a SPN with ph re a l or ph in t  
firing delays is constructed by expanding the state space and state transitions so as to re­
member the RFT of each enabled transition until one or more transitions can fire. The RFT 
for phase-type firing delays is naturally discretized, and so the pairing of each possible phase 
vector 0  together with each possible, discrete PN marking vector m  produces a state (m , 0) 
within an expanded Markov chain. By including enough information in the current state
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about the past evolution of the process, the past can be forgotten, essentially Markovizing 
the process. Because the idea of supplemented states is important to our research, we will 
soon revisit this topic in greater detail. After firing a  transition t, the execution policies 
that define what happens to the RFT of transitions still enabled are then applied to create 
a new phase vector <f>' paired with the new marking given by next_marking(t. m ).
If the transition t that fires is once again enabled in the new marking, then a new firing 
delay is sampled from its ph re a l  or ph in t  distribution function (an absorbing Markov 
chain) and included in <f>' of the new state. If the firing transition t is not enabled in the 
marking, then its phase component. <j>'t, within vector </>' is unspecified, a "don’t care.” This 
procedure continues until no new state is discovered or until no transitions can fire (this 
event results in an absorbing state in the reachability graph).
For all phase-type transitions t and all reachable markings m , the possible combination 
of phases can be obtained by performing the Cartesian product of the phase space, denoted 
by V 1, of each absorbing Markov chain that specifies the phase-type firing delay: a stochastic 
matrix, D t(m),  for ph in t  phases or a rate matrix, E l{m),  for ph read phases. We allow’ 
the firing delays to be marking dependent by letting these matrices be functions of the 
marking. For ph in t  phases, the result is a Cartesian product of the constituent phase 
spaces and an arithmetic product of all corresponding one-step probabilities. For ph r e a l  
phases, the result is a similar Cartesian product and an arithmetic sum of all corresponding 
rates. Hereafter, we let 2? denote the potential phase space in the expanded model. When 
discrete-time and continuous-time models are considered separately, an expanded DTMC 
results from ph in t  phases and an expanded CTMC results from ph re a l  phases.
For ph in t  models, the expanded DTMC states and transition probabilities are spec­
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ified formally using the Kronecker multiplication. Letting A  € Rrxr and B  6  Rsxs. the 
Kronecker product ® is defined as
' a u B ai2B  ■■■ a VrB
a2\B a22B  — a2rB
ar \B ar2B  ■ ■ ■ Hyp B
the result being of order rs [43]. Then, for each ph in t  transition t, the expanded DTMC 
on the total, potential phase space V  is given by
D ( m )  =  0 D ‘ (m ) (2.15)
t
with order | ^ £|- The stochastic matrix D( m)  completely specifies all conditional next 
phases and associated probabilities that can occur in one basic step. By referring to a 
‘‘potential” phase space, we emphasize that not all combinations of discrete phases given 
by the matrix equation 2.15 are reachable.
For ph r e a l  models, the expanded CTMC states and transition rates are specified for­
mally using the Kronecker addition. Using ® and the identity matrices J r and I 3 of order r 
and s, respectively, to obtain the correct dimension for summing A  and B , the Kronecker 
sum © is defined as
A e B  = A ® I s + I r ® B
Then, for each ph re a l  transition t, the expanded CTMC on the total, potential phase 
space T> is given by
E ( m )  = ©  E \ m )  (2.16)
t
with order I &  |- The rate matrix E { m )  completely specifies all conditional next phases
and associated transition rates that can occur in continuous time.
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An example reachability graph isomorphic to an expanded DTMC is shown in Figure 2.5 
assuming ph in t  transition timing: £i ~  geoa(p,r). < 2  ~  geom(g. 3r). £ 3  ~  const(2r), and 
£ 4  ~  const(r). The states are composed of both marking and RFT information correspond­
ing to the discrete, firing delay phases of each enabled transition. Phases of transitions not 
enabled are of no importance and consequently are indicated by symbols.
011100
-21-
111000
121-
111000
132-
010101010101 010101
- 2- -
t, -  geom(p.x) 
t2  -  geom(q,3x) 
13 -  const(2 x) 
t4  -  const(x)
110001
1 2 --
110001
1 1--
110001
1 3 --
state
marking
phase
100011 000111
Figure 2.5: Markovized stochastic process of the example SPN of Figure 2.1.
Note that the state transitions associated with “e” are those where no transition actu­
ally fires, but merely update the phase information. The one-step transition probabilities
originating from state (110001,11-----) are shown in Figure 2.6. Here we see the presence of
the simultaneous firing of £ 1  and £ 2  between states (1 1 0 0 0 1 , 1 1  ) and (0 0 0 1 1 1 , -------- 1 ).
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Unlike the continuous-time ph r e a l  models where the probability of any two transition 
having the same firing time is zero, such contemporary firings are possible, indeed likely, 
with ph in t  models.
010101
Figure 2.6: Transition probabilities for a portion of Figure 2.5.
Contemporary firings not only have the potential of making the reachability graph more 
dense (more state transitions) than one with ph re a l  transitions, but can create confusion. 
Two transition are said to be concurrent when each can fire and the firing of one does not 
affect the firing of the other. Two transitions are said to be in conflict when the firing of 
one prevents the firing of the other. When we have both concurrency and conflict, we may 
have confusion [36].
Consider the examples of possible confusion in Figure 2.7 where contemporary firings 
are possible and where there exists a mix of concurrency and conflict. In both examples, 
transitions a and c are concurrent, and transitions b and c are in conflict. In the bottom ex­
ample, there is also conflict between transitions a and 6 . Even though contemporary firings
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Petri net confusion
10100 ac
ca 01001
stochastic confusion
PI
P2
ac
00ca
Figure 2.7: Examples of possible Petri net and stochastic confusion.
are possible, a firing sequence must be chosen and applied to the function next-marking, 
to determine each new marking. PN confusion can occur when the next marking depends 
on the order in which transition firings are chosen. When considering the marking
(mim^m^Tn^m^) =  ( 1 0 1 0 0 )
shown in the top example, we only see the concurrency between transitions a and c, but if 
we choose to fire transition a first, and move to the next marking
{m\m.2mzm±m*,) =  (0 1 1 0 0 ),
we encounter a conflict between transitions 6  and c. If we instead choose to fire transition
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c first, and move to the next marking
42
(7711012/71377147715) =  ( 10001).
then transition 6  is prevented from firing regardless of whether or not transition a fires next 
in the same marking. Thus, different outcomes arise depending on which transition, a or 
c, is chosen first as shown by the reachability graph in the top-right corner of Figure 2.7. 
The confusion about which transition to fire first must be resolved by either avoiding the 
confusion in the first place, by preventing the bothersome enabling of transitions, or by 
forcing a particular firing sequence. Either fix can be accomplished by employing a different 
net specification, guards, or preselection priority. Preselection priorities can resolve conflicts 
in untimed PNs or within timed PNs for immediate transitions that can fire in zero time. 
Using preselection priorities for example, different probabilities can be assigned to each 
sequence leading to the three new states, such that all probabilities sum to one. This 
results in a stochastic model even though the PN may be untimed.
When analyzing timed PNs, we may also have stochastic confusion. In the bottom 
example of Figure 2.7, PN confusion does not exist since the net reaches the same marking 
no matter which sequence is chosen. However, if impulse rewards1 7  : T  —> R are used such 
that 7 (a) -(-7 (c) i=- 7 (b) then stochastic confusion results since the reward measure depends 
on the chosen sequence. If the stochastic outcome differs depending on the order in which 
transitions in a contemporary firing sequence are selected to fire, then the model is not "well 
defined.” Such confusion may be resolved the same way as with PN n e t  confusion or with 
the addition of postselection priorities. Rather than preventing the simultaneous enabling of 
‘Each time a state transition occurs due to the firing of t, a  reward of 7(f) is accumulated.
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transitions that may lead to confusion, we may instead leave them be, let them delay, and 
if their simultaneous firing leads to confusion, decide then which transition gets to fire first 
using postselection priorities. The understanding of this problem and possible solutions, 
including the use of postselection priorities, have already been discussed in [40, 8 , 48] and 
can be brought to bear on the research proposed here.
2.4 Semi-M arkov Models
If the sojourn times in states are expo or geom random variables, we have a Markov chain: 
a CTMC in the former, which is memoryless for all time, and a DTMC in the latter, which 
is memoryless at times multiple of the basic step. Alternatively, if the sojourn times in 
states are all equal to the same constant r  € N, we still have a DTMC. From the previous 
section, we know that, although such models are restricted, they lend themselves to efficient 
time-dependent and steady-state analysis.
In more general cases, semi-Markov processes satisfy the Markov property at times of 
jumps when state transitions occur, but not necessarily between jumps. Consequently, 
the sojourn times for semi-Markov processes can be arbitrary, nonmemoryless random vari­
ables. Satisfying the Markov property in at least a “semi” way affords efficient, steady-state 
analysis just as strict Markov chains, but time-dependent analysis becomes difficult. The 
following theory used to study semi-Markov chains is provided below in preparation for 
the more general theory needed to study semi-regenerative processes, of which Markov and 
semi-Markov chains are special cases.
Consider a random variable X n, defined for each n 6  N and taking values from the state
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space S, and a random variable Tn, likewise defined for each n but taking values in R+ such 
that To =  0 and Tn < Tn+1 , Vn € N. The process { ( Xn,Tn) : n 6  N} is called a Markov 
renewal process (MRP) with state space £  if the following holds Vn € M. Vj € £:
Pt{ -^n+ 1  = Tn+1 — Tn ^  0 | Xo, X \ , . . . ,  X n;To, T j,.. .. Tn } =  
Pr{X n+l = j ,T n+l - T n < e \ X n } = P r { X l = j , T l < e \ X 0 }
The sequence {Xn :n € N} is a DTMC. An example MRP sample path is portrayed in 
Figure 2.8.
Figure 2.8: Markov renewal process.
Consider a stochastic process { X(9) : 9 > 0 } with state space S  that has an embedded 
MRP with state space £ C S . That is, observing X(6) at certain, random times Tn 
and recording the state X n occupied at those times produces a MRP. Analogous to the 
CTMC embedding discussed in the previous section, if we can determine the transition 
probability matrix I I  of the embedded DTMC (EMC) and its stationary solution x; =  
limn _ 0 0  Pr{ X n = i }, i € £, then we can easily compute the stationary distribution pj = 
lim0 _oo Pr{ X(9) = j } ,  j  6  5 , of the complete process. For a semi-Markov process, one 
that enjoys a renewal after every state transition, as portrayed in Figure 2.8, we have S  = £
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and E[ Ti | X q =  i ] =  E[sojourn in i ], i 6  £, and
x, =  ■ E[sojourn in t], Pj = (2.17)
kes
This well known technique of “embedding” is based on the following reasoning. The station­
ary probability distribution can be interpreted as the fraction of time the process resides in 
each state. For there to be a unique stationary solution, the EMC must be ergodic: i.e., it is 
aperiodic, positive recurrent, and irreducible. The aperiodic property ensures that we can 
compute an unique stationary solution, given that the other two properties also hold. The 
positive recurrent property means that the process after leaving some state will eventually 
return to the same state in some finite time. The irreducible property means that every 
state can reach every other state. So to determine the expected cycle time of the stationary 
process, we need only pick a single reference state. Let state k be this reference state. Then 
after determining the stationary solution of the EMC, x*, V i € 8, we can interpret the 
ratio Xi/xk  as the expected number of visits to state i between two visits to state k. The 
expected sojourn time in state i within a stationary cycle is just E[sojourn in i ] • x,/x*. and 
the expected cycle time is just E[sojourn in j  ] ■ i j / x k -  Equations 2.17 then follows 
from the interpretation that the stationary probability distribution is the fraction of time 
the process resides in each state within the expected cycle time.
The embedding method makes intuitive sense as well when we think of it as just scaling 
the stationary probability distribution of the EMC according to the expected sojourn times 
and then normalizing so that the new distribution sums to one. This idea of “scaling” is 
useful in understanding the theory that follows.
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2.5 Sem i-Regenerative M odels
For a semi-regenerative process, one that becomes a probabilistic replica of itself at certain 
random times Tn, given the same state X n, the stationary solution is computed in a way 
similar to semi-Markov processes except that I I  and E[sojourn in k during [0, T\) | -Vo =  i ], 
i € S, k  € Si, must be computed by studying the subordinate process, the process with state 
space Si that evolves between renewals [5]:
Xk = ^ 2 x i '  E[sojourn jn fc during [o,7\) | -Yo =  i ], Pj =  . j  € 5  =  Si. (2.18)
An example sample path of a semi-regenerative process is portrayed in Figure 2.9.
subordinate
••••••(••••••••••••UMIWtUMaaNNMMCMaHMMnHMMMMMUIMMHMMUWUWtMMMMtMaMMMISHMNIM
0  " "  <£? ^embedded x  X2 V j c  *5
states J q ^ 1
 1----------1----------------- t.m e-------- p i -------------------- 1-----
T 1 t 2 T 3 T4 t 5 t 6
Figure 2.9: Semi-regenerative process sample path.
The problem of solving a semi-regenerative process using Markov renewal theory is 
reduced to studying the stochastic process between successive renewals when the process 
enjoys an absence of memory concerning its past. Unlike the semi-Markov process, the 
semi-regenerative process can occupy many states (within the subordinate process) between 
renewals, referred to hereafter as regeneration times. So the embedding technique used for
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semi-Markov processes by “scaling” is applicable to semi-regenerative processes except that 
we proportionally redistribute the EMC stationary distribution over all the states visited 
in the subordinate process between regenerations, followed by normalization. For semi- 
regenerative processes, the distribution, scaling, and normalization required to compute the 
stationary solution from the EMC is referred to hereafter as conversion. We will return to 
the subject of embedding a semi-regenerative process after we present the key aspects of 
Markov renewal theory, which is needed to compute the EMC and the conversion factors.
In general, Markov renewal theory depends on the specification of the following two 
quantities:
Gij{9) = Pr{ X n+l = j, Tn+1 - T n < 9 \ X n = i}
=  P r{X l = j ,  Tl < 0 \ X o = i } J 
Hik(9) =  Pr{ X(d) = k , T i > 0 \ X o = i }  i, j z S ,  k e  S,
where the elimination of n is justified by assuming homogeneity. Hik(9) gives the transient 
probability of occupying state k € Si C S  at time 0 before the next regeneration given 
the initial state i € £  entered at the last regeneration. The subordinate process evolves 
during the interval [Tn,T n+1 ) or equivalently [0 , 7 \) when Xq =  X n - Gij{0) gives the state 
transition probability of the EMC between two consecutive regenerations jointly with the 
distribution of the regeneration period 7\.
The quantities G  and H  can be recursively combined similar to the Chapman-Kolmogorov 
equation to obtain
Pij(6) = Hij(0) + T  f  dGlk(v)Pkj(0 -  v) i , j  e  S  (2.19)
t t e Jo
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known as the Markov renewed equation. Markov renewal theory is essentially the application 
of this equation to aid the study of semi-regenerative processes.
If £  is finite, the Markov renewal equation is satisfied by the unique solution
P a w = n  r dRi^  Hk^ e -  "j* (2 -2 °)
ke£Jo
where R  is the Markov renewal function [5]. The Markov renewal function Rij(6) is defined 
as the expected number of renewals observed at a fixed state j  € £  starting from state i € £ 
within a fixed interval [0 , 0 ]:
30 00
R i i W  =  E  P r t X "  =  J V T n <  0  I X o  =  *'} =  £ G & W -
n = 0  n = 0
where G” (0 ) is the n-fold convolution of Gij(0) writh itself.
Finding the time-dependent probability distribution Py(0) that satisfies Equations 2.19 
or 2.20 is not a trivial task in general. For models writh large dimensions, direct solution 
in the time domain is expensive and is susceptible to numerical difficulties or instabilities. 
Alternatively, Equation 2.19 can be solved as a linear system of equations in the s-domain 
by utilizing the Laplace-Stieltjes transform [7]. However, the numerical inversion necessary 
to obtain the time-domain solution afterwards is also complex if numerical instabilities are 
to be avoided. So it would seem that the difficulties in obtaining an exact, time-dependent 
solution of semi-regenerative processes makes a good case for either reasonable, simplifying 
restrictions that make R  easier to compute, or approximations [13].
Fortunately for steady-state analysis, the method of embedding indirectly produces a
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solution that satisfies
lim Pij(0) =  lim V  f  dRik{v) H kj(0 -  v)
9~°°
for any initial state i € S  (assumed to be an embedded state at time 0 ) with much less 
difficulty than solving Equation 2.19 or 2.20 directly [5]. To do this, we determine the EMC 
transition matrix from
Ilij = lim Gij(0) i, j  e S  (2 .2 1 )6—oc
where G itself is determined from H by observing the subordinate process at regeneration 
times. At the same time, the conversion factors, denoted hereafter by h = [hik\ € 
are computed V i € £, k 6  Si, from
TOO
hik =  E[ sojourn in k during [0, Ti) | Xo =  i ] =  /  Hik{0) dO (2.22)
Jo
from which we can also compute the expected value of a typical regeneration period
E[Ti | JC0  =  i ] =  £ > * .
kes.
Consequently, the complexity of the method is dictated by the complexity of studying 
the subordinate process and the EMC. The solution complexity of these two subproblems 
depends to a large degree on the regeneration points that are sampled—which ones and how 
many. The PDPN solution algorithms we propose in Chapter 4 are developed with these 
considerations in mind.
We now focus on the application of Markov renewal theory to the deterministic and 
stochastic PN (DSPN) [32] and its generalization, the Markov regenerative SPN (MRSPN)
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[6 ]. We assume for clarity that the probability distribution function or PDF (also known as 
the cumulative distribution function or CDF) for the firing delay of a generally-distributed 
transition t,
Fl (0) =  Pr{ transition t firing delay <  0 }.
is not marking dependent and that t cannot be preempted by the firing of another transition. 
While marking dependent PDFs and preemption policies have been addressed, in [27, 14, 
45, 46] for example, such situations introduce an unnecessary complication to the following 
discussion. Although we assume marking independent PDFs for our work, we do allow 
certain kinds of preemption and so this topic is discussed later in Chapter 3.
Starting with Gij{6) and conditioning on the events {7\ =  u} and { X(v)  =  k }, we 
can equivalently write, for i . j  € £,
e
Gij[fi) =  Y ,  f  pr{ =  j  I *(”) =  k lPr{ *(”) = k \ X 0 = i}  dPv{ Ti < u \ X 0 = i }.
k € S JQ
(2.23)
For MRSPNs, which are restricted so that at most one generally-distributed transition 
is enabled in any marking, and with our assumptions, regeneration points are observed at 
times when generally-distributed transitions either become enabled or fire. When only expo 
transitions are enabled, regeneration points are observed just after each state transition as a 
result of expo transition firings. This means that the subordinate process is a general CTMC 
at worst, when a generally-distributed transition is enabled, and a single state CTMC at 
best, when no generally-distributed transitions are enabled.
Consider a regeneration period starting with a known embedded state i € £. For the 
simple case when only expo transitions are enabled, let A”1 denote the expected sojourn
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time in state i and let Aij be the rate that the exponentially-distributed process transitions 
between state i and some next state j .  Then ily  is given in closed form as A^A” 1.
For the more complex case, when a generally-distributed transition t is enabled, we can 
substitute the PDF for transition t, F l(v), in place of Pr{ T\ < v | X q  =  i } and recognize 
that Pr{ X(  u) =  k \ Xo = i } is just the solution of the subordinate CTMC at time v  when t 
may fire. The quantity Pr{ Xi  =  j  \ X(v)  =  k } is simply the probability of entering marking 
j  when t fires in marking k. possibly followed by a firing sequence of immediate transitions, 
all occurring in zero time. We denote this switching probability with A lkj. If no immediate 
transition firing can occur, A lk] =  1 if k = j  and 0 otherwise. These substitutions into 
Equation 2.23 yields
e
Gij{9) =  £  f [eQ‘u]lfc dFl{v)Alk] i j  e  S  (2.24)
kes I
for the MRSPN where Q t denotes the CTMC generator with state space Si and initial state 
i € S.
When only exponential transitions are enabled in state i 6  S. we know that the expected 
sojourn time in i is At- 1  from Equation 2.4, and so Ha(0) =  e~x,°. For the more complex 
case, we can rewrite Hik(0) equivalently as
H ik{9) = P r{X(0) = k,Ti > 0 \ X o  = i}
= Pr{ X (0) = k \  Ti > 0 , X O = i }Pr{ > 9 \ X 0 = i } i € Z. k € Si
and again for the MRSPN when a generally-distributed transition t is enabled in state 
t € £, we can substitute Pr{ X{0) = k | T\ > 9, X q  = i } with the transient solution of the
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subordinate CTMC at time 6 and obtain Pr{ T\ > 0 \ X q  —  i  } from the PDF of t to get
Hik(0)= e * 9 (1 -F*{6)) .
ik
(2.25)
The DSPN is a special case of the MRSPN where the non-exponential transitions t  have 
deterministic firing delays, specified by co n st(rt). With the substitution F(v)1 =  const(rt) 
in Equations 2.24 and 2.25 we can obtain the Equations 2.26 and 2.27 for the EMC I I  =  
[77,j] and conversion factors h  =  respectively:
Iltj — lim Gij{6)9—oo
*es;
oo
k€S
(2.26)
and
d6
hi k = r  Hik{0)d6 
Jo
= jf [eQi° , k  (1 -  1 ( 0  ~  r t ) )
- h  '
dO
d O (2.27)
where the unit impulse function, S(rt), returns 1  for u = r t only and 0 otherwise, and the 
unit step function, 1(6 — r£), returns 1  when 6 > r f and 0  otherwise.
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We will find Equations 2.26 and 2.27 useful in the analysis of the non-Markovian SPN 
proposed in the remaining chapters.
We end this section by providing in Figure 2.10 the underlying semi-regenerative process 
for our running example when all transitions but £ 3  are exponentially distributed. The semi- 
regenerative process graph shown here is the same in structure, but not timing, of course, 
whether we consider the model to be a  MRSPN or a DSPN by assuming transition £ 3  to 
be generally distributed or deterministic, respectively. States in the EMC are shadowed to 
distinguish them from the states in the subordinate Markov chain that evolve due to the 
firing of transitions £ 1  and £ 2  while £ 3  is enabled. Once £ 3  has fired, all states visited are 
considered embedded states until £ 3  becomes enabled once again. The initial state (111000) 
is considered to be both an embedded state and subordinate state by definition. Note that 
the semi-regenerative process graph is isomorphic to the PN reachability graph given in 
Figure 2.2. This is not happenstance. This is always the case for DSPNs or MRSPNs when 
at most one deterministic or general transition, respectively, is enabled in any marking.
A sufficient condition for isomorphism between the PN reachability set M  and the 
state space, S , of the underlying stochastic process is if all firing delays have continuous 
distributions with infinite support [0, oc). But this is not a necessary condition as shown 
by the fact that DSPNs, with finite-support, deterministic firing delays, have reachability 
sets that are isomorphic to the underlying stochastic state space. The necessary conditions 
for isomorphism ensure that the timing specification allow every enabled transition to have 
a chance of firing. That is, Vm € M :
1 . The quantity Pr{ £ fires, firing delay <  0 | history }, at the present, is uniquely deter­
minable by observing the past evolution constituting the history,
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2. lim Pr{ t fires, firing delay < 6 | history } =  1, and
t€enabled(m ) "°°
3. i t  6  enabled(m ), Pr{ t fires|history } =  lim Pr{ t fires, firing delay < 0 |history } > 0
0—00
are true [30]. Simply put, ( 1 ) and (2) ensure unambiguous determination of future states 
given the past even when timing constraints are imposed, and (3) ensures that every tran­
sition has an opportunity to fire in every marking that enables it. When these criteria are 
met, the determination of M  is independent of the firing-delay distributions. These con­
ditions are satisfied by DSPNs and MRSPNs since at most one deterministic or general, 
respectively, transition t is enabled in any given marking. Because all other enabled (expo) 
transitions have continuous distribution functions with infinite support starting at 0 , tran­
sition t is able to fire before any other enabled transition, and the other transitions are able 
to fire before transition t. Hence, every enabled transition has an opportunity to fire.
states
o
subordinate
states
0 1 1
J 0 0
010
J 0 1
000
.111
001
.110
state = marking f  101
a
WlO
100
. 0 1 1
Figure 2 .1 0 : Semi-regenerative process for generally-distributed £ 3  and all others are expo.
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The complexity of studying semi-regenerative processes increases with the complexity of 
the subordinate process. Models with at most one generally-distributed transition enabled 
are convenient because they restrict the subordinate process to a CTMC. But when we allow 
the simultaneous enabling of multiple, generally-distributed transitions, the subordinate 
process is more complicated. For example, the MRSPNs was extended in [45] by allowing 
multiple general transitions to be simultaneously enabled, provided that only one of the 
general transitions defines the next regeneration point. But the subordinate process becomes 
a semi-Markov chain, which is more difficult to solve in the transient than a CTMC. With 
unrestricted models in general, the subordinate process may be a semi-Markov chain or 
worse, perhaps even a semi-regenerative process by itself.
For example, consider our running example model with two generally-distributed and 
two exponentially-distributed transitions: £j ~  F tl(6), t-2 ~ Ft2(0), £ 3  ~  expo(A), and £ 4 ~ 
expo(/x). Since £ 1  and £ 2  are simultaneously enabled in markings (111000) and (110001), 
we cannot be sure, in general, that the underlying process is semi-regenerative. But if, for 
instance, the PDFs were such that £ 1 always delays longer than £ 2  then, because they both 
become enabled simultaneously, we know that once transition £ 1  fires, everything about 
the past since £ 1  and £ 2  became enabled can be forgotten. Because the stochastic marking 
process regenerates itself at this point in time, and depends on the state reached when £t 
fires, the process is semi-regenerative.
Starting in the initial state (111000), assumed to be a regeneration point, the next 
regeneration point would coincide with the firing of transition £ 1  and the subordinate process 
that evolves in between (due to the firing of £ 2  and £3 ) is itself a semi-regenerative process. 
So we have a two-level semi-regenerative process hierarchy—regeneration when £ 2  fires at
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level 2 and regeneration when £ 1 fires at level 1. This underlying process is portrayed in 
Figure 2.11 where the embedded states at level 1 (the ones we wish to place in £) are 
shadowed.
The subordinate processes for levels 1  and 2 are partitioned into two groups. The level 
2 subordinate process, a 2-state CTMC, has initial state (111000) with probability one; it 
is also an embedded state by definition. The level 1 subordinate process, also a 2-state
which gives the probability of entering either of the two states ( 1 0 1 0 1 0 ) or ( 1 0 0 0 1 1 ) when 
t -2 fires. The embedded state entered at level 1 depends on the subordinate state occupied 
when £j finally fires. The grayed portion of the graph indicates the states that are no longer 
reachable from (1 1 1 0 0 0 ) because of the imposed timing, i.e., transition £i must fire after 
£2 - Unlike the previous examples, the reachability graph is obviously not isomorphic to the
embedded subordinate 
states states
\
level 1 
subordinate CTMC
level 2 
subordinate CTMC
Figure 2.11: Two-level semi-regenerative process.
CTMC, has an initial probability distribution subject to the transient analysis at level 2.
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stochastic process and S  C M .
In cases like this, studying the subordinate process between regeneration points becomes 
as difficult as studying the actual process. Moreover, under different assumptions, regener­
ation points may be rare or the process may not even be semi-regenerative. Without sim­
plifying assumptions, the underlying process of an SPN may be a generalized semi-Markov 
process.
2.6 Generalized Semi-M arkov M odels
By definition, the future markings of an untimed PN depends only on the current marking, 
not the past markings, and so the Markov property holds. It is the nature of the timed 
marking process, a stochastic process, that complicates matters when any transition t has 
a PDF, Fl(-), that is not memoryless, and hence the Markov property does not hold. 
Without restrictions, the underlying process of an SPN is known as a generalized semi- 
Markov process, or GSMP.
By including in the GSMP state the RFT information for each transition along with 
the current marking, everything about the past that is needed to determine the future 
evolution of the stochastic process is contained in the current state. Hence, the past can be 
forgotten. Alternatively, we could instead augment markings with age information, which 
records the times since transitions became enabled without firing. Either way, by effectively 
Markovizing the process, customary Markov techniques can be applied, albeit to a larger, 
possibly continuous, state space and, perhaps, a more complicated reachability graph. This 
“Markovizing” of the underlying process, which can then be solved using a generalization
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of Kolmogorov’s forward (or backward) equations, is called the method of supplementary 
variables, which was first proposed by Cox in [17]. However, the new, Markovized process 
is a continuous-state process in general because of the continuous nature of the age or RFT 
information that are augmented with the discrete marking information.
The method of supplementary variables has been applied to DSPNs and MRSPNs as an 
alternative to Markov renewal theory. Unlike Markov renewal theory, this method is still 
applicable when the process is a GSMP. A fourth-order, stationary solution algorithm has 
been proposed in [24] for DSPN and MRSPN models. Unfortunately, the solution of such 
system of equations is usually too numerically challenging for anything other than models 
with very small dimensions.
When employing the method of supplementary variables, there is some freedom of choice 
in how the generalized Kolmogorov’s equations are constructed. We can choose to look 
forward or backward, use age or RFT variables, and specify differential or integral formulas. 
The published literature regarding the solution of extended DSPNs and MRSPNs with the 
method of supplementary variables tend to use forward equations and age variables, and 
we choose to do so here as well.
Generalized Kolmogorov’s equations, forward or backward, require the use of a station­
ary probability density function (pdf) on the state and age variable jointly:
qfc(u) =  lim -j-Pr{X(6)  =  k, a < v  }
0 —oo dv
where v G R+, k 6  S,  and a € R+ denotes the age variable. A multidimensional pdf. 
% (a i,a 2 , . . .  ,a n), is used for states that enable more than one generally-distributed transi­
tion. Instead of the constant rates given by the infinitesimal generator matrix, the gener­
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alized Kolmogorov's equations also require the use of instantaneous rate functions, defined 
as
xHv) = ft{u){ } 1 -  Fl (v)
where / ‘(t) =  ^ F l(v) is the pdf of the firing delay for transition t. Since A£(-) is a 
conditional probability function (not a PDF however), this allows the age information a to 
be taken into consideration when computing the state transition rates. That is, if a denotes 
the age of transition t then \ t {a)da is interpreted as the conditional probability that t fires 
in the next da interval given that it has not fired in time a since becoming enabled. Of 
course, A£(-) =  A, a constant, if t is exponentially distributed with rate A. So when only 
exponentially-distributed transitions are enabled, the forward equations will degenerate to 
the familiar system of equations (Equation 2.8) presented earlier for CTMCs.
As a consequence of the supplementary variable conditioning, we must be careful of the 
initial value and boundary conditions when constructing the state equations. Moreover, 
the Kolmogorov’s forward equations must be partial differential equations when more than 
one transition with general firing delays are enabled simultaneously, coinciding with states 
having multiple age variables.
Consider the last example model used at the end of the previous section but without 
any special assumptions about F £l(-) and F £j(-). In this case, the underlying process is a 
GSMP. Let ai € R and a-i €  R be the ages of transitions t\ and t-z, respectively. Of 
age information for transitions t3  and t± can be omitted since the expo PDF is the 
when conditioned with age (or RFT) information; hence, nothing concerning elapsed time 
needs to be remembered. Only states that enable fi, t2 , or both are supplemented with 
aj, 0 2 , or both, respectively. The GSMP for our example is shown in Figure 2.12 while
course, 
same
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also introducing a different depiction of “supplemented states,” enumerated by k  6  S  =  
{ 1 ,2 ,. . . ,  8  }. That is, the supplemented states are portrayed as two circles: the smaller, 
raised one contains the marking and the larger one contains the age information. This 
depiction will be used in Chapter 4 when presenting the solution algorithms for our new 
SPN class, except that instead of continuous age, discrete information concerning the RFT 
of phase-type transitions will be recorded. Referring to Figure 2.12, the state equations 
using the method of supplementary “age” variables are constructed as follows.
°1° VJ 0 1 J  -
001
J 1Q.
ooo
."i
110
.001
111V 1.0 0 0 J al,
stale = t marking, age)
100
.011
101
.010,
age
Figure 2.12: GSMP where ti ,t 2  are generally distributed and all others are expo.
First, we must consider the initial values for the age variables, which are both reset to 
zero only upon entering state 1  from state 8 . We assume that F tl (-) an F t2(-) do not have 
mass at the origin and so £i and t2  must delay some positive value before firing, and so no 
other events causing outflow of probability mass needs capturing. Consequently, the initial 
value condition is simply
Qi (0 , 0 ) =  qgfi.
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Second, we have the state equations for positive-valued age variables, constructed in the 
spirit of Kolmogorov’s forward equation:
rO C
/ 9i(ai,a2)At2 (a2)da2 - q 4 (ai)A, 
Jo
a\ > 0
r o c
/ 93(ai,«2)At2 (a2 )da2 +  94(ai)A,
Jo
ai > 0
r o c
/  q i(a i,a 2 )Atl(a i)dai -  9 2 (0 2 )A, 
Jo
0 2  > 0
r o c
/  9 3 (0 1 , «2 )AM (ai) da i+ 92(a2)A, 
Jo
a2 > 0
qi(ai ,a2)X, ai > 0 , a 2  > 0
The integrals are needed to uncondition on the age variable associated with the transition 
that fires, thereby causing the state transition of interest.
Third, we have equations for states without age variables, which resemble the familiar 
flow-balance equations for CTMCs:
r o c  rO C
I qt{ai)\t l (a i )dai+ I q2{o.2) \ t2{a2) da2 -  <76^  =  0 
Jo Jo
rO C  r o c
/  q7 {ai) \ tl{al) da i +  q5{a2) \ h (a2) da2 + q6\  -  q8p = 0
Jo Jo
Fourth, since we are only interested in the stationary probability distribution of mark­
ings, we also need equations that eliminate the age variables:
SJo° qk{a\,a2)da\da2 : fee {1,3}
J o *  9 f c ( a 2 ) da2 : k  6  { 2 , 5  }
Jo° Qk(ai)da\ : k € {  4,7}
qk k E { 6 , 8  }
Pk  =
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where p* =  lim^—oc Pr{ X(0) = k},  k € S.
Finally, we need one last equation to normalize the solution:
fees
Of course, all of the above equations need to be satisfied simultaneously. Numerical 
solution of such system of equations ultimately requires the discretization of the continu­
ous variable differential-integro equations so that finite difference equations can be solved 
instead. VVe must also assume that F tl(-) and F t2(-) have finite support so tha t a finite 
dimension mesh can be constructed. But even then, computing the solution is numerically 
challenging. We do not intend to solve models this way. The real purpose of this exercise 
was to show that even with this small, simple model, solving general SPN models with 
underlying GSMPs is computationally challenging and costly.
Alternative solution techniques for GSMP models have been investigated. One of these, 
presented in [28], observes the process at fixed intervals and records the marking and RFT 
at these times. This procedure gives rise to an embedded general state-space Markov chain 
from which state equations can be written and then transformed into a system of Volterra 
equations. These Volterra equations permit the specification of state transitions subject to 
the clock readings at the equidistant time intervals and can be simpler to solve numerically 
than the method of supplementary variables.
When faced with practical considerations, the modeler is usually limited to simulation. 
SPN-specific simulation techniques have also been investigated. In [22], structural properties 
and conditions imposed on the SPN model are exploited that ensures the underlying process 
is regenerative so that faster regenerative simulation can be employed. A regenerative
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process is in fact a special case of semi-regenerative processes, one that regenerates itself 
probabilistically but also independently to the state entered at each regeneration time, thus 
it is more restricted. For example, a semi-regenerative process with only a single state is 
a regenerative process. A different simulation technique can be found in [21] where time- 
averaged statistics can be obtained using methods based on standardized time series, in 
particular, the method of batch means with the number of batches fixed. This method can 
analyze simulated output where the regeneration methods are not applicable.
2.7 General S tate Space Markov Chains
The GSMP is formally defined by an associated general state space Markov chain, or 
GSSMC.
{*„ =  [*(*„), C(0 n)] :n > O } ,
constructed by observing the GSMP state, X(0n), and clock-reading vector. C(9n), at 
successive state transition times, 9n, n > 0. The clock-reading vector records the time 
remaining until each active event expires (i.e., completes its scheduled delay time) and 
triggers the next change of state. Consequently, a GSSMC evolves in discrete time but 
takes values from a continuous state space, S' C S  x R*, where i  is the length of the 
clock-reading vector.
The stochastic behavior of the GSSMC (hence the GSMP) is specified by an initial 
distribution and a transition kernel P  on the measurable space (S', E) where E is the a- 
field derived from S'.  The transition kernel P  has the property that P{X,  •) is a probability 
measure on E for a fixed X  G S'  and P(-,X)  is a measurable function for a fixed X  6  E,
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such that the Markov property holds:
64
VX„ € S', VX €  E, P( Xn, X) = Pr{ X n+l e X \ X n ).
We can also compute this probability for m > 1 jumps, P m( X n. X )  =  Pr{ X n+m € X  | X n }:
P m(Xn, X ) =  [  P m~ \ X n,dx ) P{x , X) .
JS’
Time homogeneity implies that the transition probabilities do not depend on the choice of 
n.
To complete the formal definition of the GSMP, let Cn €  R* be the clock reading vector 
component of the GSSMC state X n at the nth jump. Given an instance of the clock reading
vector, [ci,C2 , __ q], assume that the individual clocks have positive readings when the
associated event is active, and equal to —1 otherwise. The minimum clock reading,
d(ci, C2 , .. •, ce) =  min{cfc, 1  < k < i  : c* >  0 },
determines the next jump at time Gi+i given by
Cre+l =  Cn. ■+■ d(Cn), Co =  0, n. >  0.
If S '  is finite or if, for all n > 0, Pr{ Cn < oo } = 1 (where the comparison is to be interpreted 
componentwise), as is the case here, then Pr{ supn > 0  Cn =  oo } =  1 . Consequently, we can let 
N(6) = max{n > 0: Cn <  #}i set X(6)  =  X^^g), and know that the process {X(0) : 6 > 0} 
is a GSMP [42].
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D efin ition  2.1 [25J A GSSMC {X n : n > 0} with transition kernel P  on the measurable 
space (S'.T.) is Harris recurrent i f  there exists a function a  : S '  — [0 , 1 ], a number e > 0. a 
probability measure u, and an integer 0 < m < oo such that, for all X n € S '  and all X  € E: 
(i) Pm(Xn, X)  > a ( Xn) v(X) and (ii) Pr{Q(X„) > e infinitely often} =  1.
In the above definition, (i) is a minorization of order m on P, and offers a lower bound 
on the transition kernel, while (ii) ensures that a  is non-vanishing. Harris chains have 
recurrent sets of states that are visited infinitely often starting from any point, guaranteeing 
the existence of a stationary measure i t  unique up to a multiplicative constant and satisfying
ir(X) = f  ir{dx)P{x,X). (2.28)
JS'
If 7r has finite total mass, we may normalize it into a stationary probability distribution 
such that t t ( S ' )  = 1 , and the chain is said to be positive Harris recurrent.
Based on the above definition, it can be expected that a GSMP with an underlying a pos­
itive Harris recurrent GSSMC is regenerative. Moreover, the GSMP possesses a stationary 
probability distribution that is independent of the initial state.
2.8 Renewal Theory and Regenerative Sim ulation
In this last section, we highlight key aspects of renewal theory as it applies to the steady- 
state regenerative simulation of certain GSMPs. The following can be found in [39, 42, 25] 
in greater detail.
D efin ition  2.2 A stochastic process is regenerative i f  it probabilistically restarts indepen­
dently and identically at certain random times.
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The evolution of a regenerative process can be decomposed into independent and iden­
tically distributed (i.i.d.) cycles. When regeneration cycles recur infinitely often, point 
estimates of steady-state measures can be computed that converge to the true values with 
probability one. also known as almost sure (a.s.) or strong convergence.
Given a regenerative GSMP {X(6) : 9 > 0} and a real-valued reward function /  defined 
on the state space, let Vfc(/) be the reward accumulated in the fcth cycle and =  7* — 
be the cycle length, where Tq > 0 marks the start of the first regeneration cycle. If /  is a 
bounded function, E [y i(|/|)] < oo. and E [ti] < oc, then
Urn \  f $ f ( X ( u ) ) du  = r(f) = a.s. (2.29)o-<xd j 0 E [n ]
This ratio formula, r( /), for computing such steady-state measures is widely known and 
used in the literature not just for its simplicity but also because its statistical accuracy can 
be quantified. This is done by defining Zk{f)  =  Yk{f) — r(/)r*.. also an i.i.d. sequence but
having a mean of zero. Assuming the variance a 2(/) =  V ar[Z i(/) | is finite, we have the
following central limit theorem:
f® f (X(u) )  du -  r ( f )  6
" v W w v 'E F n  a s ^ ° ° '  <2M)
where “=>” denotes convergence in distribution (weak convergence) and N{0,1) is the stan­
dardized normal distribution with mean 0  and variance 1 . With
E[Z2(/)] =  E [((V i(/)  - E [ * ( / ) ] )  - r ( / ) ( n  - E [ n ] ) ) 2]
it follows that
a \ f )  =  Var[Y^f)} -  2 r(/)Cov[T1(/), n ] +  r 2 (/)V arfa].
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Point estimates for the above quantities can be estimated during the simulation. Let 
n(0 ) be number of regeneration cycles completed by time 0 . or more formally,
OO
raw = yi<w i(7fc)
*=i
where £[0 ,0 ](7fc) >s the indicator function of the interval [0 , 0 ], equal to 1  if 7* € [0 , 0 ], 0  
otherwise. Then, we can compute
n{9)  n(0)
m  = H3j E  n m ,  m  = ^
' k = 1 fc=l
n{9)  _ n( 0 )
(* )  = E  ( W )  -  ^  W )  ’ *2(0) = Hjsjzr E  -  r (9 ) )2 ,
fc=l  f c = l
and
« ( » )
*12(0) = E  (n( f )  -  Y(0))(Tk -  f(0)).
*=i
to serve as the unbiased sample estimates for E[Y i(/)], E[t i], Var[yi(/)], Var[ri], and
Cov[Vi(/), n ], respectively. (Although Y(0)),  $i(0), and si2 (0) are also functions of / ,
we drop the explicit reference to /  as a parameter for economy of presentation.) Because 
{Zk(f)  : k > 1} is an i.i.d. sequence of random variables, the law of large numbers implies 
that
w  =  M' 1 m
is a consistent estimator for r ( /)  in that f(0) —* r ( /)  a.s. as 0 —> 0 0 . Moreover.
s2 (0 ) =  Sl(0) -  2 f ( 0 )s 1 2 (0 ) +  r 2 s2 (0 ) 
is a consistent estimator for a2(f)  in that s 2 (0 ) —► <r2(f )  a.s. as 0  —► oc.
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Finally, to  obtain an asymptotic 100(1 — 2 7 )% confidence interval for r ( / ) ,  where 7  € 
(0 ,1 ), let $  denote the distribution function of iV(0,1) and set =  «&~l( l  — 7). Then, 
the confidence interval
m  =
can be constructed such that
lim P r{ r( /)  6 / (0 ) }  =  1 - 2 7 .
fl— o o
Notice that f(0)  is used to compute 1(0), not \ / f (0) ,  as might be expected by the 
central limit theorem (2.30). This is because the interval implied by the central limit 
theorem is given in the natural, simulation time scale, whereas 1(0) is based on the time 
scale of regenerative cycles. Consequently, the two intervals differ by a multiplicative factor 
of E [ti ], the average length of a regeneration cycle, to account for the time change.
Although the individual point estimates above, including Y(9) and f(0), are unbiased, 
the ratio r(0) =  Y(O)/f(0)  is not. In fact, f(0) has a bias of O(0~l). However, if the 
simulation is continued until the first regeneration point Tn^ +i after time 0, then the bias 
is reduced to O(0~2).
So, simulating a regenerative stochastic process is relatively easy: just perform one 
simulation run until time 6, identify the regeneration cycles in it, and collect the i.i.d. 
statistics needed for the ratio formula, r(0), and the confidence interval, 1(0).
s(0)ZI-7 L S(0)ZI-.,f(d) -  f(0) +
( 0 ) v W  f(0)v^(0)
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The Phased Delay Petri N et
Before efficient analysis techniques can be investigated, the PDPN model must first be 
formalized, its inherent properties understood, and interesting subclasses defined to aid the 
investigation of solution algorithms. In this chapter, we discuss the underlying stochastic 
process of the PDPN, how to study it, and at the same time define PDPN subclasses. The 
subclasses restrict the underlying process to one that can be more easily studied. The 
theory and observations presented here are used later to formulate solution algorithms.
3.1 Specification of the Underlying Stochastic Process
For convenience, transitions are indexed by an integer k E N, so that the finite set of tran­
sitions is given by T  C { ti, 2^ . ^ 3 . • • •}• We partition the PDPN transitions into three sets, 
T  — ^e«i U Tint U Tzeroi according to their delay type: 7^eal contains ph r e a l  transitions, 
in particular expo; 7int contains ph in t  transitions, in particular geom and nonzero constant 
delays; and Tzmo contains the immediate transitions with zero delays.
The phase of each transition t* evolves over a finite space of possible phases V k C 
{—1,0 ,1 ,2 ,...} . We let a transition phase take on positive numbers while the transition
69
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delays, we reserve uO” for the (absorbing) phase reached when the firing time has elapsed, 
and let the phase be “—1 ” whenever the transition is disabled. The potential phase space 
of all transitions taken together is denoted by
D  C  V l x  V 2 x  • • • x  ^ |T |-
When a transition is enabled, its phase evolves. After reaching phase 0, the enabled tran­
sition fires (or at least attempts to) and moves the net to a new marking. Execution rules 
govern the behavior of each transition and consider two types of events that trigger a change 
in state: a transition can advance its phase and it can fire, causing a change of marking. 
We will discuss the execution rules in detail, but first we require some definitions regarding 
the underlying stochastic processes. We assume time-independent model parameters, thus 
the underlying stochastic processes are time-homogeneous.
PDPNs do not satisfy the conditions for isomorphism between the reachability graph 
and state space because multiple Tint transitions can be enabled and fired simultaneously, a 
sequence s 6 (71nt U Tzei0)m, with the possibility of disabling any or all co-enabled transitions 
in a way that prevents their firing in certain states. Therefore, the construction of the PDPN 
reachability graph and the underlying stochastic process must be done in concert.
An example reachability graph assuming that transition £ 3  is either erlang(-.2T) or 
const (2r) and all others are expo is given in Figure 3.1. The states are shadowed in a way 
that distinguishes the RFT information of transition £ 3  corresponding to its firing delay 
phase.
As an example of how the timing constraints can restrict the reachability graph, consider 
the case where £ 2  ~  geom(q,3r), £ 3  ~  const(2r), and the other transitions are expo. The
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Figure 3.1: Markovized process of the example PDPN.
resulting stochastic marking process is portrayed in Figure 3.2 where the grayed portion 
indicates the states that are no longer accessible due to the time constraints. Whereas 
the sojourn times in markings (1 0 0 0 1 1 ) and (0 0 0 1 1 1 ) are exponentially distributed and 
therefore memoryless, this is not the case for the other markings.
The marking process {M(6): 0 > 0} underlying a general SPN is a GSMP. However, 
the GSMP of a PDPN can also be defined in a different way, by observing changes in both 
the marking and the phases. PDPNs are more amenable to analysis than general SPNs 
because of the way RFTs are included in the state. As it is possible to (partially) encode 
the distribution of the phase-type delays within the state space, we need only remember the 
time until the next phase change for each transition when examining the future evolution,
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Figure 3.2: Example non-Markovian process when to ~  geom(q, 3r) and t3 ~  const(2r). 
thus the underlying GSMP can be defined as
{S(O) = [M(6) ,D(e) \ :0>  0 }, (3. 1)
taking values over the state space
S Q M x V .
The future evolution depends on the current discrete state, consisting of a marking M(0) 
and the phases D(9) = [d\,d2 , . . . d ^ }  occupied at time 6, as well as the time until the next 
phase change for each transition, given by the clock reading vector C{9) 6  RJ7^, where we 
let the kth component, denoted by C[fc], equal — 1  whenever the associated transition, tk, is 
disabled. Likewise, we let the £>[fc] denote the fcth component of vector D{8).
R em ark 3.1 An expo transition tk € 7^a«i is a special case since, when enabled, the value 
of its clock C[k\ is memoryless, and its phase D[k] can only have values: —1, when tk is 
disabled; 0 , when tk is ready to fire; or 1 , when tk is enabled and its firing time is elapsing.
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However, the enabling of a transition can be determined from the marking alone and, if 
an exponential transition is ready to fire, it fires immediately with probability one (as it is 
guaranteed to be the only one ready to fire). An immediate transition tk € Tzer0 is another 
special case, since its phase £)[fc] and clock reading C[A:] are always 0 when tk is enabled, and 
—1 otherwise. Thus, in either case, it is not necessary to store D[fc] orC[k]. Furthermore, 
even for general ph real transitions, the phase is all that needs to be stored, since the clock 
readings have expo distributions, thus are memoryless. For illustrational ease, we include 
phase and clock readings for all transitions when formally specifying the behavior of the 
GSMP (3.1). Strictly speaking, only clock readings associated with timed ph in t  transitions 
are required to make the state space rich enough for the Markov property to hold.
R em ark  3.2 Each firing of a ph real tmnsition may be followed by a sequence of imme­
diate transitions. As we construct a stochastic process on the tangible state space, i.e.. on 
states where the process sojourns a positive amount of time, vanishing states enabling im­
mediate transitions are eliminated. This is done by splitting the rate at which the ph real  
transition moves to phase 0  according to the probability o f each immediate firing sequence 
eventually leading to the next tangible state. The same applies to the firing of timed ph in t  
transitions, where the splitting is performed on the probability of reaching phase 0  for the 
ph in t  transition, with the additional complication that multiple such transitions may at­
tempt to fire at the same time. We call a timed step any such sequence of firings leading 
from one tangible state to another (or same) tangible state (one ph real transition or a set 
of ph in t  transitions firing, possibly followed by a sequence of immediate transitions). For 
simplicity, we assume that any such timed step is processed to eliminate the intermediate
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vanishing states, so that we can limit our discussion to timed steps and tangible states only.
The GSMP (3.1) is formally defined and indirectly analyzed through its associated 
GSSMC,
{X n = [Mn, Dn, Cn\: n > 0 }, (3.2)
a triple constructed by observing the GSMP immediately after each state transition as well 
as the time remaining until the next phase change of each enabled transition as recorded 
in the clock-reading vector Cn. The GSSMC evolves in discrete time but takes values from 
the continuous set M  x V  x [0, x
Again, two types of event can trigger a state transition: phase changes and transition 
firings. These events are governed by execution rules that we capture with a finite "in­
ternal state machine,'’ which depends on the memory policies imposed on non-memoryless 
transitions. We assume deadlock-free PDPNs. so the state machines we describe execute 
forever.
So far we have assumed an enabling-memory policy, where a transition loses the "work” 
performed in delaying if it is disabled before firing, and resamples a new firing delay when 
it is enabled again. Figure 3.3(a) shows the internal state machine for a PDPN transition tk 
with such policy. Each timed transition executes its own copy of the state machine, where 
the states are defined as a pair, corresponding to the sign of the phase and clock of tk. The 
input conditions reflect the "state” of tk through the following boolean conditions:
•  tk is enabled in the current marking, £*,, or not, !£*;
•  the phase of tk is positive, D[k] > 0, or zero, £>[Ar] =  0;
•  the clock of tk is positive, C[k\ >  0, or zero, C7[Ar] =  0 .
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Actions {do nothing, advance clock, advance phase, fire} are performed immediately upon 
entering a state. Arcs with heavier lines indicate the moves that require new values for the 
phase or clock to be sampled from the appropriate distributions. The execution rules can be 
explained by examining the internal state machine of each PDPN transition. For instance, 
the internal state machine of Figure 3.3(a) makes it obvious that a phase-change will always 
precede the firing of a timed transition, since the transition must first delay before firing. 
Moreover, the transition is ready to fire only when its associated Markov chain enters the 
absorbing state, D[k] =  0.
In state (—, —), the transition is disabled and does nothing. Upon becoming enabled, 
it immediately moves to state (+ ,+) ,  samples new phase and clock values, and begins 
to advance its clock (for a ph real transition, the sample is taken from an exponential 
distribution while, for a ph in t  transition, it is simply the constant r: we assume that 
all transition clocks count down at the same unit speed). The transition advances its 
clock while in state (+ ,+)  as long as it remains enabled: otherwise, it will return to state 
(—, —). When the clock for a given ph real transition, or the clocks of one or more ph in t  
transitions, reach 0 , a move to state ( + , 0 ) occurs and the phase is immediately advanced 
from its new value. Then, if the phase has not reached 0, an enabled transition will return 
to state (+ , +), sample a new clock value, and begin counting the clock down to 0  once 
again; otherwise, the transition moves to state (0,0) and immediately fires. If, after firing, 
the transition is enabled again, it returns to state (+, +) and repeats the process; otherwise, 
it moves to state (—, —).
The t > t' mechanism that allows the firing of transition t to cause another transition 
t' to resample a new firing delay is implemented by resetting the internal state machine
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associated with t' to the initial state If transition f  is still enabled in the new
marking, it will immediately move to (+, +) and resample new phase and clock values. 
Thus, though not shown, there is a state-transition arc to from every other internal
state, triggered by receiving a event.
An alternate memory policy is age-memory [30], where a transition tk saves the work 
it performed in delaying whenever it becomes disabled, and resumes from that point when 
re-enabled, rather than resampling a new delay. In this case, the values of D[A:] and C[fc] 
must be preserved when tk becomes disabled, not set to —1. In the rest of the paper we 
assume an enabling-memory policy for presentational ease, but we describe here the more 
involved internal state machine for an age-memory transition shown in Figure 3.3(b). In 
practice, it might be desirable to choose the policy for a given transition on a marking-by- 
marking basis. To capture age-memory behavior, we introduce an additional state variable 
with value 'V* or "n,” indicating whether or not tk is enabled in the current marking. An 
additional boolean input is also needed to indicate when the age-memory policy applies to 
a given internal transition: Ak means that it applies, !Afc means otherwise. So, for L4*, 
the internal state machine executes as with enabling-memory. Unlike with the enabling- 
memory policy, though, if tk becomes disabled while in (y, +, +), (y, + , 0 ), or (y,0 , 0 ), prior 
to being ready or immediately upon becoming ready to fire, it moves to (n, +, +), (n, + , 0 ), 
or (n ,0 , 0 ), respectively, allowing it to pause and retain the time spent delaying.
There is a slight difference when ph in t  transitions have age-memory and numerical 
methods are used to analyze the model. In this case, we swap the state pairs contained in 
the two gray boxes of Figure 3.3(b). This results in two subtle differences. First, the time 
since the last phase change is lost, but the phase is not, as indicated by the transition to
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do nothing
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Figure 3.3: State machine for transition t^: (a) with enabling memory and (b) with age memory.
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(n, -F, —): second, the clock must be resampled (i.e., set to r) when returning to (y, -F, +) 
after becoming enabled once again. This means, of course, that ph in t  age-memory is 
modeled only approximately when numerical methods are used because only the last phase 
change is preserved when the associated transition is preempted. However, since the time 
loss is less than r , we can expect the approximation to be good when r  is small compared to 
the duration of other timed activities in the model. Like the state machine of Figure 3.3(a), 
the age-memory state machine also allows reset events, not shown, that causes it to 
immediately return to state (n, —, —).
We assume that the dynamic progression of clock readings is well behaved, that is. with 
probability one, only a finite number of events can occur in a finite time interval. This 
excludes explosive behaviors such as “absorbing vanishing loops” [9], where the PDPN 
enters a cycle of immediate firings with no exit, or degenerate models with infinite state 
spaces and geometrically increasing marking-dependent rates for an expo transition. Timed 
ph in t  transitions cannot give rise to this type of problem because the time between phase 
changes is a constant r. independent of the marking.
Let enabled(M ) be the set of enabled events in marking A/. The potential set of clock 
readings for a tangible marking M  € A i  is:
C(A/) =  {[ci,. . . , C|T|] : 0  < Ck if tk € enabled(M) n  7^eair
0  < cfc <  r  if tk € enabled(Af) D 71nt,
Ck = — 1  otherwise}.
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Consequently, the GSSMC state space is
79
S ' C {[A/, D, C\ :M  € M . D  €  P , C  € C{M)}.
The clocks of ph i n t  transitions that simultaneously enter state (-K  +) of Figure 3.3(a) 
will reset to r  and, consequently, may simultaneously count down to zero, undergo a phase 
advance, and perhaps fire—all together. This gives rise to event sequences that occur at 
the same time, and is the reason why C(-) must allow identical clock readings. In this 
situation, we say that the transitions are synchronized. We discuss in the next section how 
synchronized behavior is essential to our efficient analysis of PDPN models using numerical 
methods.
R em ark 3.3 We assume that the PDPN model is well defined in the sense that contempo­
rary events do not cause confusion. One way to ensure this is to use the approach of [10], 
where a set of ph in t  transitions ready to fire at the same time is treated analogously to a 
set of immediate transitions: weights are assigned to each ph in t  transition that may be in­
volved in a contemporary event sequence and are automatically normalized into probabilities 
used to decide how to sequentialize the processing o f contemporary firings.
PDPNs make computing the transition kernel relatively easy since the behavior stems 
from CTMCs and DTMCs evolving in concert. Given a state X  =  [5, C] of the GSSMC, 
where 5  =  [A/, D\ is the state of the associated GSMP and C  =  [ci, C2 , . . . ,  cyj-1] is the clock 
reading vector, the chain can enter the set
X  = { S ' = [A/', £>']} x { [ 4 , 4  . . . , c|T|] 6  C(M') : 0  <  c'k < 0k if tk G enabled(A/')},
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in one jump, i.e., X '  =  [M' ,D>, C>] € X,  with probability P{X.  X),  defined based on the 
way the internal state machines for each transition can execute in concert with each other 
(of course, X  is a function of [6 1 , . . . ,  9\T \^ even if we don’t write this explicitly).
Let lj denote a given sequence of internal state machine jumps for every transition and
jumps to state (+, +) from one of the other three states and, therefore, samples a new clock
indices, but for only transitions whose internal state machine jumps from (-I-, +) back to 
(+, +). Such events are called “old events” and are associated with enabled transitions that 
do not trigger a GSMP state change but, instead, remain enabled with running clocks. For 
each new event tk € a clock reading is sampled from the (possibly state-dependent)
distribution function Ffc,s'($), defined as (for all times 0 > 0 and states S'):
one if a is true, zero otherwise. Let the set J{S,  S') contain every possible event sequence
a single timed jump. To construct each GSMP jump, first determine the minimum clock
define Af(u) to be the set of indices associated with transitions whose internal state machine
value. We refer to such jumps as “new events.” Also, define 0{ui) to be the set of similar
if tk e  Tint \  Tzeroi
0 otherwise
(thus, Ffc,s'(0) =  0). Function Ak(S') returns the rate at which the process leaves state S'
due to the phase advancement of transition tk. The indicator function Sa is defined to be
of internal state machine jumps that allows the GSMP to move from state S  to state S'  in
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reading
d =  d(M, [ci,C2 , ----C|T |]) = min{cjt, 1 < k < \T\ : tk € enabled(A/)}.
Then, the associated GSSMC transition kernel in one jump is
P { X , X ) =  Y .  - )  n F k M k )  J J  Cj-t<Oj (3.3)
J (S ,S ’) te V M  jeo(jj)
where the pmf p(S': S , u>) gives the probability that the GSMP jumps from a given state 5 
to any S' through any event sequence w. Although the details are omitted, the transition 
probabilities given by the function p are easy to compute from the PDPN specification, 
including the initial probability distributions to be used when a transition is resampled.
To complete the formal definition of the GSMP, let Cn be the time of the rcth state 
transition in the GSSMC where, for n > 0 : Co =  0, Cn+i =  Cn + d(Mn,Cn). Then. 
Pr{ supn > 0  Cn =  3 C } =  1 holds when S  is finite or when, for all n > 0, Pr{ Cn < oo } =  1 
(where the comparison is to be interpreted componentwise), as is the case here. Let N(0)  = 
max{n > 0 : Cn < 0} and set S{d) = The process {S{9) : 0 > 0} is a GSMP.
Clearly, this GSMP behaves as a CTMC when only ph r e a l  transitions are enabled, 
and as a DTMC when only ph in t  transitions are enabled. Such behavior is certainly 
why phase-type SPNs gained popularity as a means to incorporate non-memoryless firing 
delays when using either ph re a l  or ph in t  transitions. Together, however, ph re a l  and 
ph in t  transitions complicate matters, but the underlying GSSMC still hints at structures 
that offer tractable solutions. When ph re a l and ph in t  transitions coexist, we must look 
closer a t the clock and internal state machine behavior to find special structures exhibited
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by GSSMCs. These special structures give rise to PDPN subclasses that enjoy efficient 
analysis.
We assume that the underlying GSSMC of a given PDPN model is positive Harris 
recurrent (Definition 2.1). If the PDPN model is such that the GSSMC, or some other 
embedded chain, is actually a DTMC, then the assumption of positive Harris recurrence 
is satisfied if the DTMC is irreducible, positive recurrent, and aperiodic. Given a GSSMC 
underlying a PDPN model, a sufficient condition for Harris recurrence is simply that the 
associated GSMP is irreducible on a finite state space—meaning that there exists a path 
connecting any two states in a finite set M  x V  as a result of internal state machine sequences 
of each transition. This is a sufficient condition because the distribution functions for the 
timing are conveniently discretized and partially encoded within the state space. The only 
timing that remains are the clocks, which have either expo distributions or constant r  for 
transitions of ph re a l  or ph in t  type, respectively, thus a finite positive mean. The only 
other required check involves the path restrictions imposed by the deterministic clock to 
the internal state machine of each ph in t  transition. In other words, we require that the 
ph in t  delays and contemporary events do not prevent certain states from reaching other 
states. If the restricted state space is still irreducible, the GSMP revisits each discrete state 
infinitely often and has a stationary probability distribution.
R em ark  3.4 When S  C M. x V  is finite, we can in principle perform an exact reachability 
analysis on the discrete state space composed of marking, phase, and clock ordering triplets; 
the actual clock values are ignored. By considering the possible clock orderings given by the 
order in which transitions are enabled along sample paths, as well as the sequencing of
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internal state machine events, we can then determine the set o f states that have positive 
probability o f actually being reached from other states, and therefore determine whether the 
GSMP is irreducible based on the analysis o f a finite set. In fact, the regenerative simulation 
algorithm presented later is more general in that we can allow transient states, as long as 
they all lead to a single recurrent class o f states. We will revisit this subject in Chapter 6.
3.2 A pplying Markov Renewal Theory to P D P N s
D efinition  3.1 Let Q C Txe^ T fna be the set of transition firing sequences formed by the 
firing of one ph rea l  tmnsition followed by zero or more immediate transitions leading 
to a tangible state. Then, a PDPN is synchronous if VA/ 6  M., Vu/ € fi, (3t € 71nt \  
enabled(M) A M  M' At 6  enabled(M')) V (3t € T at fl enabled(M) Au/c> t) =>■ 
Vt; € n  enabled(M) fl enabled(M'), u;> t'.
In words, a Synchronous PDPN restricts the execution of transitions so that the phase 
changes of active ph in t  transitions always occur simultaneously. This also means that 
whenever the firing time of a ph in t  transition is resampled when a ph re a l  transition 
fires, any other ph in t  transition enabled in the new marking must also have its firing time 
resampled.
T heorem  3.1 The stochastic process underlying a Synchronous PDPN is semi-regenerative.
Proof: Synchronous PDPNs specify semi-regenerative processes because, if only ph r e a l  
transitions are enabled, the underlying process behaves like a CTMC while, if only ph in t  
transitions are enabled, it behaves like a  DTMC: both are special cases of a  semi-regenerative
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process. When both ph real and ph int transitions are enabled, firing sequences of ph real 
type are expanded into exponential state transitions, which are memoryless at all times, thus 
we only need to observe the successive times when ph int transitions become enabled, fire, 
or undergo phase changes. A phase change for transition t, if not due to the normal phase 
transition due to the passage of time, can only be due to the firing of another transition 
u resampling or disabling t; by Definition 3.1, such events are synchronized,, thus occur 
at successive times Tn = Tn-i 0, when state X n is entered, which also coincide with 
regeneration times for the process, where 0 <  0 < r. Of course, 0 is less than r  only if 
all enabled ph int transitions become disabled or resample new firing delays, otherwise 
it is equal to r . The sequence of states {X„ : n € N} forms an embedded DTMC (the 
EMC), while the sequence {(Xn,Tn) : n € N} forms an MRP: thus the underlying process 
is semi-regenerative. ■
R em ark  3.5 While it has been shown that solution algorithms based on Markov renewal 
theory has the same asymptotic costs as the method of supplementary variables [20], we be­
lieve Markov renewal theory can be more intuitive in some ways, interpretation of the results 
to the original process can be preserved, and opportunities to eliminate phase information 
from the state can be exploited.
Synchronous PDPNs do not have to store clock readings within the state, when the 
underlying stochastic process is semi-regenerative. Let {A„ : n 6  N} be the sequence of 
states entered at regeneration times Tn, i.e., the EMC with state space £. Unlike the simpler 
regenerative process that enjoys the Markov property at random times Tn €  R+ irrespective 
of the EMC, {X n : n € N}, semi-regenerative processes enjoy the Markov property only in
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a partial way. As before, we assume time-homogeneous models, thus the actual value of the 
time parameter n is irrelevant, and we can focus on the regeneration period [ T o ,7 \ ]  for all
For Markov renewal theory to be applicable, we must impose the conditions given by 
Definition 3.1 on the PDPN model to ensure that the underlying stochastic process is 
indeed semi-regenerative. The process shown in Figure 3.2 is semi-regenerative since t? and 
t3  maintain synchronization with respect to the basic clock advancements. As such, Markov 
renewal theory can be applied to solve the model.
Figure 3.4 shows a sample path observation of a typical PDPN regeneration period aided 
by Markov renewal theory. Because isomorphism between the timed and untimed PDPN 
reachability graph is not guaranteed and because of the potential interaction between the 
DTMC and CTMC models, we take the approach of constructing the stochastic matrix, II. 
of the EMC, one row at a time.
The basic algorithm to construct U  can be stated as follows. Starting with a known 
embedded state i 6  £, we observe the subordinate CTMC, or SMC, up to the next clock
possible Xo, Xi € E.
PDPN SRP
DTMC
dock advances and, 
perhaps, discrete A 
transitions fire
CTMC
F igure 3.4: Studying a PDPN regeneration period.
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advance, a period of at most length r . The regeneration period T\ defined here is actually 
a random variable over the range (0,r]. T\ is exactly r  if at least one t € 71nt remains 
enabled during the entire period. However, if all transitions in 71,* become disabled or they 
all are forced to simultaneously reset to a new firing delay (resample) due to the firing of a 
transition from 71e«i U T2ez0, then T\ will be less than t .  Assuming that T\ =  r ,  we simply 
solve the SMC (with generator Q, and state space Si originating from the embedded state 
i) at time r . The state occupied at time r , when the clock advance occurs, is applied to the 
next state switching matrix A  that computes the probability of reaching each of the states 
in the set of states reachable after some s 6  {Tint U Tzer0)' following the clock advance. This 
set of next states me new embedded states and are added to 6. This procedure repeats until 
no new embedded states are found. Formally, the analysis is expressed by the application 
of Markov renewal theory with the PDPN properties in mind:
» * (# ) =  (3.4)
(3-5)
fees,
where, of course, e®'6 is the transient solution of the SMC at time 9, one solution for each 
i € £. Notice that these equations are the same as for DSPNs except that for PDPNs 
we have a fixed deterministic delay r. The following equations that are needed for the 
stationary solution of PDPNs are the same as well and are repeated here for convenience.
We can distinguish the two cases of {Ti =  r}  and {7\ < r} by appropriately construct­
ing the SMC. That is, the SMC states reached that also coincide with 71nt simultaneous 
disabling or resampling are made absorbing and are regarded as embedded states in £. The
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set of absorbing states, which are formed in this way, will be denoted hereafter as the set 
In this way, we trap such events and associated probability mass in these absorbing states 
when solving the SMC at time r .  If the total probability mass absorbed is a, then because 
Pr{ T\ > t  } =  0, we know that Pr{ T\ < r )  — a  and Pr{ T\ =  r  } =  1  — a. For steady-state 
analysis where we are interested in constructing the EMC matrix 77  ^ =  lim #-^ Gij(d). the 
exact value of T\ is of no consequence, only its expected value is important. With the 
appropriately constructed absorbing SMC, the expected value of T\ is determined from the 
cumulative probabilities
hik =  E[sojourn in k during [0,7 \) | X q =  i] =  \^J e ^ ,v dv i 6  £ , k e  Si\Si (3.6)
ik
in each SMC state, which are computed anyway to obtain the necessary conversion factors. 
Then E[Ti | Xo =  i] = hik for each i € £  and for all A: €  Si\£i.
The stationary solution x  =  [xt] 6  of the EMC satisfies the set of balance equations
x J I  =  x  subject to =  1. (3.7)
ie£
Because we expect I I  to be large and sparse, iterative methods like Gauss-Seidel and 
successive overrelaxation (SOR) should be employed for the solution of x.
Finally, the stationary solution pj = limg^oo Pr{ S(6) = j  }, j  € «S, of the semi-regenerative 
process (the GSMP) underlying the PDPN is obtained from the conversion
y i 3-ihij
* = f r s s -  (38 )
kesie£
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3.3 Synchronous Class
In this section, we discuss subclasses of the Synchronous PDPN that are defined by cer­
tain simplifying assumptions, and all having underlying semi-regenerative processes. In 
the next section, we discuss another class—a base class really, referred to as an Asyn­
chronous PDPN—that has no simplifying assumptions and has an underlying generalized 
semi-Markov marking process.
3 .3 .1  Synchronous S u bclass I: th e  Isochronous P D P N
The most restricted PDPN subclass we consider is when. V m €  Ai:
1 . transitions in the set enabled(m ) n  7!nt are always synchronized (Definition 3.1),
2. enabled(m) D Tint ^  0, i.e., at least one is always enabled, and
3. no transition in the set enabled(m ) n  Tint can be forced to resample a new firing delay 
by a firing sequence in s  € TreaiT*ezo.
These conditions define the first subclass of the Synchronous PDPN and cause strict syn­
chronous execution that has the same clock period for all time. Hence, we also refer to 
this (Synchronous Subclass I) as an “Isochronous PDPN.’’ The important consequence of 
the Isochronous PDPN is that each regeneration period is deterministic, having a constant 
duration of r , the basic clock period of all 7 ^  transitions. We allow periods when only Tint 
transitions are active (DTMC only), when both ^int and 7^aai transitions are active (DTMC 
and CTMC), but not 7^eai transitions alone (CTMC only), as portrayed in Figure 3.5(a).
Figure 3.5(b) shows a simple example of an Isochronous PDPN with n initial tokens in 
place pi and two arcs with marking-dependent multiplicity, m =  min(l, # p 2 ) where # p 2  is
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Figure 3.5: (a) Characterization, (b) example, and (c) sample paths of a Synchronous Subclass I 
(Isochronous) PDPN.
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the number of tokens in place p2 - Suppose Tnax = {ti} and Tiat =  {*2 }- Then, because
m can be zero when place P2  is without tokens (so that the input and output arcs of t-i
essentially disappear), transition t-z is unconditionally enabled. Consequently, transition 
< 2  gives rise to an underlying clock sequence with the same period for all time, with no 
“hiatus.”
Isochronous PDPNs are very convenient since they are accompanied by a fixed timeline 
in which to perform time-dependent analysis, which is otherwise too difficult. Figure 3.5(c) 
illustrates an Isochronous PDPN sample path with a clocked timeline. Notice that the 
expected sojourn time of every embedded state is a constant r. Consequently, the number 
of regenerations that can occur in some fixed time 6 must be given by N  = [6/ r  J . After N  
regenerations (jumps), the EMC must occupy the set of states with conditional probability 
distribution I I N. It thus follows that the Markov renewal function can be computed from
R{9) = / r L 0 /rJ.
Given state k £ £  occupied after N  =  \9/r \  regenerations, the conditional SMC occupancy 
at the residual time u =  0 -  N t  can be computed from e^kU, and the formula
£  [ » " ] *  [< ^* ]«  m
ke£
for i , j  € S  satisfies the Markov renewal equation (2.19), providing a rather efficient and 
exact time-dependent solution, Pij[6). Stationary solutions are still easily computed with 
the embedding method. The only impact these assumptions have on steady-state analysis 
is that the SMC will not have absorbing states due to resampling events.
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3 .3 .2  S yn chron ous Subclass II
Consider now a PDPN class that is slightly less restrictive than the Isochronous PDPN. 
Called "Synchronous Subclass IF  for lack of a better name, this subclass is identical to the 
Isochronous PDPN except that resampling events are permitted. That is. firing sequences 
s € ^reai^zero within the SMC may cause the clock governing Tint execution to reset, but 
such firing sequences without at least one £ 6  Tint enabled is not allowed. The Synchronous 
Subclass II can be characterized by Figure 3.6(a) since clock resets can be thought of as the 
start of a new DTMC and CTMC evolution referenced from a new time origin.
Figure 3.6(b) shows an example model, which builds upon the example given for the 
Isochronous PDPN. Here, we introduce transition £ 3  and place p$ with one initial token. 
Suppose now that 7i-eai =  { 1^ ^ 3 } and 7Int =  {*2 }- With transitions £ 2  and £ 3  in conflict, 
assume that when one fires the other will have to resample a new firing delay. Both transi­
tions are re-enabled right away, since the token in place p3  is returned immediately up its 
removal. The effect to transition £ 2  is that its underlying clock sequence will no longer have 
the same period for all time. Instead, the clock period will change at random times when 
the reset event £ 3  > £ 2  occurs, as illustrated in Figure 3.6(c). Although steady-state analy­
sis is still easy with the embedding method, time-dependent analysis is now hard because 
regeneration periods may have durations tha t are less than r  by a random amount of time 
depending on when the clock resets occur.
Time-dependent state equations can be written by considering the mutually-exclusive 
occasions when the clock is free to advance by amount r  and when the clock is reset.
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Figure 3.6: (a) Characterization, (b) example, and (c) sample paths of a Synchronous Subclass II 
PDPN.
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Beginning with the Markov renewal equation (2.19), we can let
Gik{v) = <
5 3  [e^,r]if Aik i , k € £  when the clock advances, 
ees, 1
[ e ^ ’] ifc i € £ . k  <E £i when the clock resets
and substitute Hij(6) with the conditional SMC solution given by Equation 3.4 for the 
residual time less than r, which serves as the boundary condition that stops the recursion. 
This yields the recursive state equation
Pij(0) = E E  [e^*r] if AikPkj(9 — r) -f- clock advances 
k€£ eest
T
Y  Q i J Pkj(0 — v ) d v  +  clock resets
fcef, I
oQ.e dj€Sl (1 -  1{9 -  t )) stop (3.10)
defined as such for i, j  € S, 6 > 0  and equal to 0  otherwise. The indicator function S]€s t 
retiu-ns 1 if j  6  Si and 0 otherwise, and the unit step function, 1(9 — r), returns 1 when 
9 > t  and 0 otherwise.
Writing time-dependent state equations is one thing, but finding efficient ways to solve 
them is another. Whether we attempt this in the time domain or the s-domain by using 
the Laplace transform, the outcome is the same for anything other than toy models: the 
time-dependent solution is difficult and computationally intense.
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3 .3 .3  Synchronous Su bclass III
The restricted PDPN classes presented in the previous two sections assume that at least 
one transition from Tiat is enabled in all reachable markings. This implies that a clock and 
a DTMC aspect of the model are always present. So let us now consider a PDPN that 
is synchronous at certain times with (hiatus) periods when ph in t  transitions are disabled 
altogether and only ph re a l  transition firings occur along a continuous timeline. This 
subclass, referred to simply as “Synchronous Subclass III,” is characterized by Figure 3.7(a). 
Nevertheless, steady-state analysis is just as easy, and time-dependent analysis is just as 
hard as required for the Synchronous Subclass II.
Figure 3.7(b) shows an example model. Suppose ^real — and Tint — {^ 2 }-
Rather than immediately return the token in place when transition £ 3  fires, as was done 
in the previous example for the Synchronous Subclass II, the token is now taken away for 
a random amount of time. During such time, only transitions in 7^eai are enabled since 
transition £ 2  is disabled without the token in place p^. Transition £ 2  is later re-enabled when 
the token is returned to place P 3  after transition £ 4  fires.
Referring to a sample path illustrated in Figure 3.7(c), notice that during periods when 
only ph r e a l  transitions are enabled—indicated by the period of duration \ —the EMC can 
be considered identical to an embedding of the active CTMC aspect. Similarly, the EMC 
is identical to the active DTMC aspect when only ph in t  transitions are enabled. Alterna­
tively, we could observe a different EMC, one that skips over such periods of inactivity of 
either ph in t  or ph re a l transitions. More will be said later about alternative embeddings.
The time-dependent state equations for the Synchronous Subclass III is the same as
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Figure 3.7: (a) Characterization, (b) example, and (c) sample paths of a Synchronous Subclass III 
PDPN.
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for the Synchronous Subclass II with a minor addition: the transient solution of a CTMC 
associated with transition firings s 6  (TnaxUTzei0)m in isolation. The probability that 
a state transition from i with total outgoing rate Ai does not occur—hence, the CTMC 
remains in the current state i—is given by
Hij{0) = e~x'0 8i-j i . j e S .
By embedding the CTMC, we can compute
and thus
dGij(8) =  Aij e~x,edO i , j  € £.
So the state equations for a Synchronous Subclass III PDPN are given by Equation 3.10 
for states i where at least one t 6  Tiat is enabled, and
e
Pij{d) =  e~x'9 5i=j +  £  f  Aj/t e -x'6Pk]{0 -  v) dv i , j  € S  (3.11)
for states i €  S  where only transitions in 7^eai are enabled, defined for d >  0  and equal to 
0  otherwise.
3.4 Asynchronous Class
The previous PDPN classes maintain synchronization among ph in t  transitions when en­
abled. The general class of the PDPN—the Asynchronous PDPN—does not have this
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nor any other restriction. Without simplifying assumptions, the PDPN may have multi­
ple DTMC executions or embedded processes, evolving simultaneously and unsynchronized 
with skewed timelines relative to each other. Of course, there may also be times when only 
DTMC or CTMC execution is present. This full generality is characterized in Figure 3.8(a).
Figure 3.8(b) provides an example, which is identical to the previous one used for the 
Synchronous Subclass III except for t\ . Here, we let t\ be a ph in t  transition so that Tint 
= {^i,£2 } and 7^ -eai =  {£3 ,£4 }. This gives rise to more complicated behavior. Notice that 
transitions t\ and to may be synchronized at first, right up until transition £ 3  fires. During 
the time that £ 4  delays in continuous time, transition t\ may or may not be active, which 
leads to the (Synchronous Subclass III) behavior discussed previously. If transition £1 is 
indeed active when transition £ 4  finally fires—thereby enabling £ 2  once again—then £1 and 
£ 2  will be out-of-sync because of the continuous-time skew brought about by the delay time 
of £4 . For synchronization, £ 4  would have to fire at precisely the time £ 1  undergoes a phase 
change; however, the probability of that happening is zero. Transitions £ 1  and £ 2  can regain 
synchronization when £ 1 is disabled (when place pi is emptied of tokens) and then re-enabled 
by the firing of transition £2. So, transitions £ 1  and £2 may be synchronized sometimes, and 
not at other times, if enabled at all.
More specifically, a PDPN is asynchronous when the condition given by Definition 3.1 is 
violated in any way. In other words, transitions in 7int become unsynchronized when there 
is at least one transition in 7int enabled and
1 . a firing sequence s € Treai^ero causes one or more previously disabled transitions in 
Tint to become enabled without disabling some of the currently enabled transitions 
in Tmt, or
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Figure 3.8: (a) Characterization, (b) example, and (c) sample paths of an Asynchronous PDPN.
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2. when a firing sequence s 6  TreaiT xma r0  causes some but not all enabled transitions in 
Tiat to resample a new firing delay.
In both cases, a new clock sequence will start that is out-of-sync with the current clock, as 
illustrated by the sample path shown in Figure 3.8(b).
Firing sequences s € (Tint UTzer0)m never pose a problem since any enabling or resam­
pling events they cause would be synchronized with the clock. But, again, the continuous­
time nature of Treai  transitions means that the probability of any t 6  Tra ai firing in-sync 
with the clock is zero. So the firing of any t 6  7^eai or any immediate transition following 
t that causes conditions (1 ) or (2 ) above to hold will be followed by unsynchronized execu­
tion. However, once the PDPN becomes unsynchronized, it does not necessarily have to stay 
that way. All transitions in 7]nt may be either disabled, thereby eliminating the multiple 
docks altogether, or forced to resample simultaneously, thereby allowing the synchronized 
execution to resume.
Referring to Figure 3.8(b), notice that during the period of unsynchronized execution, 
there is an extended sojourn in the embedded state entered prior to the unsynchronizing 
event. This is because regeneration points are typically rare, too difficult to determine, or do 
not even exist during unsynchronized execution. For Asynchronous PDPNs, we may have 
a difficult time recognizing the underlying stochastic process as being semi-regenerative. 
At the very least, the subordinate process dining unsynchronized execution will be much 
harder to solve. Without the aid of simplifying properties or assumptions, we will have to 
consider the underlying process to be a generalized semi-Markov process. In general, we have 
to resort to the method of supplementary variables [24], or fixed-interval observations for 
exact solutions [28], or estimations derived from simulation [21]. In Chapter 6  we propose a
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regenerative simulation approach by exploiting a hidden regenerative structure that cannot 
be readily exploited using exact methods or recognized as a discrete state, which is typically 
required by other regenerative simulations [2 2 ].
3.5 Analysis
The previous classification of PDPNs with certain simplifying assumptions and the formu­
lation of time-dependent state equations allows us to assess the power-complexity tradeoff 
between these PDPN classes and how they compare with other SPN extensions. Figure 3.9 
shows a plot that roughly estimates the modeling power versus solution complexity for each 
of the SPN classes. On the two extremes, we have the untimed PN, which is not accom­
panied by a stochastic process and therefore has the least power but is easiest to solve 
(in terms of qualitative analysis), and the general SPN, which has the most power but is 
the hardest to solve (in terms of quantitative analysis). Although the DTMC and CTMC 
based SPNs have the same modeling power, the DTMC-SPN is considered a  little more 
difficult to solve due to the contemporary transition firings: hence, it is sitting above the 
CTMC-SPN. The same reasoning was applied to the DDSPN and PH-SPN. From the plot, 
we can see that progress is being made towards achieving more modeling power but at the 
cost of additional solution complexity.
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Chapter 4
Numerical Solution of Synchronous 
PD PN s
The formalization and mathematical modeling of PDPNs was discussed in the previous chap­
ter. In regard to numerical analysis, it should be clear to the reader that time-dependent 
solutions of PDPNs other than Isochronous ones are difficult, as are even the steady-state 
solutions of Asynchronous PDPNs. In this chapter, we will focus on more tractable problems 
and present an efficient steady-state solution algorithm applicable to Synchronous PDPNs 
that improves the straightforward solution method formulated in Chapter 2 using Markov 
renewal theory.
4.1 Embedding w ith  Elim ination
So far, Markov renewal theory and, hence, the implied solution algorithm has a limited 
time horizon. That is, the phases of active ph in t  transitions are advanced only one basic 
step at a time with period r. Our proposed algorithm instead allows phases to progress in 
larger increments between regeneration times, skipping (nearer) regeneration times that do
102
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not coincide with transition firings in favor of (later) regeneration times that do.
The PDPN solutions we seek, such as the state-occupancy probability distribution, need 
only span the unique markings in M .  But while obtaining this solution, we must contend 
with the expanded state space, M  x V . resulting from the Cartesian product of the marking 
space and phase space. Because of the nature of phase-type firing delays, there will be 
many states that serve only to provide delay information, not unique marking information 
associated with actual transition firings. It would be desirable, therefore, to consider the 
expanded state space more carefully in an attempt to eliminate as many “delay” states 
as possible from the embedded state space, £, where the process resides at regeneration 
times. Ideally, we would like to choose an embedding that reduces the size of £  to one that 
closely approaches the reachable set of markings, M . In addition to reducing the memory 
requirements, a reduced £ set can have a significant effect on the per-iteration complexity 
and the convergence rate when computing the stationary solution of the EMC. To this 
end, we propose a new embedding technique that observes the PDPN stochastic process 
at regeneration times that coincide with actual PN transition firings as much as possible, 
thereby eliminating as many “delay” states as possible. We call this technique “embedding 
with elimination.”
The technique is straightforward when only 1 ~iat or only 7^e«i transitions are enabled. 
In such cases, the problem of studying the SMC becomes a TTA problem discussed in 
Chapter 2 instead of the usual transient solution discussed in Section 3.2. However, when 
transitions from both 'Fiat and Treti are simultaneously enabled, the technique becomes 
more complicated. While the costs associated with studying the SMCs can change, for 
better or worse depending on the model, we predict that the reduction in the EMC solution
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will net an overall cost reduction in many cases.
Before presenting the basic embedding-with-elimination algorithm, we will revisit in the 
next section the subject of execution policies and discuss any special considerations that 
must be given to each.
4.2 E xecution Policy Considerations
The execution policies considered here, namely, resampling, enabling memory, and age 
memory, do not complicate the solution algorithm for states that cause a mutually-exclusive 
enabling of transitions in Tint or 7^aai- The nuances of each policy on transitions in 'Fiat 
or Treai, separately, is imparted into the DTMC or CTMC matrices, respectively, during 
construction. For the same reason, the effect that firing sequences s € (“Treai U7iero)* have 
on the phases of other transitions in 7^eai enabled with transitions in Tint also pose no 
problems—the effects are included by construction. Nor is there a  problem with execution 
policies imposed on transitions as a result of firing sequences s G (7Int U7^ero)* since the 
effects are imparted by the switching matrix when constructing the embedded states for the 
new regeneration periods—the analysis of which are separate from the current regeneration 
period. However, the choice of execution policy does have an effect when transitions from 
Fiat and ?reai are enabled simultaneously.
Let us consider then the regeneration periods when transitions from both Tint and Tzeui  
are enabled. If any t € 7int is specified with the resampling execution policy, enacted as a 
result of s>  t for some sequence s € Tza^iTxaxo, then to maintain synchronization, all other 
transitions in 7Int\{£} enabled in the new marking must also resample a new firing delay.
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As previously discussed, such events are captured simply by appropriately constructing the 
SMC with absorbing states, entered when resampling occurs, and regarded, rightly so, as 
embedded states. If, in the extreme, all t € 7 ^  are forced to resample as a result of any 
transition firing, each SMC would consist of a single state leading to (embedded) absorbing 
states, and consequently, we could enjoy closed-form expressions for associated EMC entries. 
Unfortunately, such models do not occur often in practice.
When an enabling-memory execution policy is imposed on an enabled transition t € 7int, 
enacted as a  result of s>t for some sequence s 6 T^ai^ero; phase of t does not advance 
at the next clock increment and t must resample a new firing delay when enabled once again 
in the future, or even if still enabled in the new marking. While disabled, t is assigned a 
phase of —1. The enabling-memory policy is as convenient as the resampling policy because 
the phase of a transition can advance as long as it is enabled, and when it is not enabled, 
we know with certainty that its phase is —1 .
When an age-memory execution policy is imposed on an enabled transition t 6  Tiat- 
enacted as a  result of so t for some sequence s € TTeixT^eio, the phase of t does not advance 
at the next clock increment, yet it retains its current value. From a modeling perspective, 
the work expended right up to the time of preemption is retained for t € 7 ^ * 1  with age 
memory. As already discussed in Section 3.1, age memory is only approximately modeled 
with ph in t  transition because of the discretization in the basic step. For t € 7int with 
age memory, only the work expended since the last clock increment is lost, not the work 
performed before then. But the approximation to a true age-memory execution improves as 
the firing delays become large relative to the clock period r . From a solution perspective, 
age-memory policies usually require more computational effort and memory. The phase of
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an age-memory transition can advance for as long as it is enabled before firing, but we must 
remember its phase at the time when it becomes disabled. Then, the phase advancements 
can resume from the same point when the transition is enabled once again.
4.3 A lgorithm  Description
The solution approach presented here is related to the one introduced by Ajmone Marsan 
and Chiola for DSPNs [32]. However, by allowing a level of freedom when defining the 
embedded process, our embedding-with-elimination approach affords novel computational 
and memory tradeoffs.
In the following, we denote EMC states as the tuple (i,a). The “i” part identifies just 
the PN marking if only expo transitions are enabled; otherwise, i identifies a state composed 
of the marking and ph r e a l  information of the expanded CTMC. The “a” part identifies 
only the phase information for ph in t  distributions other than geom(-, r) and const(r). 
Keeping phase information for geom(-, r) and const(r) is unnecessary since geom(•, r) is 
memoryless and co n st(r) has only a one-step duration within a given state. Distinguishing 
the phase values of 1  and — 1  can be done, instead, based on enabled(-) membership. 
Explicit consideration of ph re a l  delay information is not needed since such behavior is 
just expanded into a larger CTMC, the solution of which is the same. That is, whether 
there are ph r e a l  transitions or just expo transitions does not affect the analysis: it only 
enlarges the SMC state space. The information that is essential to the analysis is the state 
of the SMC (the i part) and the state of a  DTMC (the a part), defined on the applicable 
ph in t  space. We analyze the DTMC and CTMC components in concert to construct the
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EMC.
The PDPN stationary solution algorithm based on Markov renewal theory can be sum­
marized in following steps:
1 . Explore from some known embedded state (t.a) 6  S.
2. The stochastic matrix specifying the EMC can be constructed one row at a time by 
studying the regeneration period (the time until the next regeneration point) defined 
for each embedded state (i, a) on which it depends.
3. Each regeneration period is studied by performing a transient analysis on the SMC
that evolves between successive regeneration points in time.
4. There are three possible cases to analyze, depending on the regeneration period:
I. DTMC behavior alone (only t 6  Tint enabled),
II. CTMC behavior alone (only t 6  7^eai enabled), or
III. DTMC and CTMC behavior together (transitions enabled in both Tint and Treal)
5. Repeat Steps 1 through 4 for each newly-discovered embedded state until no others
are found, then continue with Step 6 .
6 . Solve the EMC for its stationary solution (Equation 3.7)
7. Obtain the stationary solution of the actual semi-regenerative process by conversion 
(Equation 3.8) with expected sojourn times in SMC states for each regeneration period 
(Equation 3.6).
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The regeneration period is characterized by the embedded state (i, a) £ £  entered at the 
time of regeneration and from which the period emanates. The “i” part alone can uniquely 
identify the SMC since it is from state t that the reachability graph with state space 5, 
evolves as a result of firing sequences s £  (7^eai U Tzezo)'. The infinitesimal generator matrix 
Qi is then constructed from the reachability graph. The state of "a” does not change until 
the next clock increment; it can be set aside and later re-attached to the SMC state at the 
next regeneration point when the appropriate firing sequence s 6  (Tint U Tzei0)’ are applied 
to discover the next set of embedded states. In the next three sections, we will consider 
the three possible cases that depend on the type of regeneration period—characterized by 
having DTMC only, CTMC only, or both DTMC and CTMC dynamics.
4.3 .1  Case I: D T M C  B eh avior A lone
When only DTMC behavior is present, we could observe regenerations every t units of time 
so that the DTMC defined on the phase space Va (the set of phases reachable from a) of 
transitions in is identical to the EMC. We refer to this approach as the "single-step 
method.” Then we have the nice property that E[7\ | Xo =  (t, a) ] =  r .  a constant.
The state of i does not change between steps and is, therefore, implied instead of explic­
itly stored in the DTMC state space. But this approach would also capture state transitions 
in the EMC that only change the discrete phase, not the marking. Thus, we consider this 
approach potentially inefficient.
We could take the previous approach a bit further by observing regenerations at times 
when there is at least one state where some t £ Tiat can fire. This approach was discussed 
in [10]. Here the EMC would be identical to a discrete-time semi-Markov chain where the
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sojourn times in states would not be constant. This has the potential of reducing a number 
of the £ transitions (phase change only) from the EMC. However, for ph int distributions 
specified with cyclic Markov chains, geom for example, there will still be state transitions 
(and therefore extra states) where only the phases change.
A better approach would be to observe the DTMC at times when the firing of some 
t E Tin t  is certain. This approach eliminates all e transitions from the EMC. The DTMC 
is defined only on the phase space T>a. The regeneration time is defined as the TTA of the 
DTMC with the fire-enabling (phase 0) states treated as absorbing states.
Better still, we might observe the DTMC at times when the firing of some t 6  7int 
results in a new marking that enables some u 6  Tn «i is certain. The regeneration times are 
still defined as the TTA of the DTMC with the 7^e,i-enabling states treated as absorbing 
states. Regenerations at such times are marked by the start of a CTMC aspect within the 
overall behavior. This approach not only eliminates all e transitions from the EMC, but 
also skips over state changes that could just as easily be studied in the SMC constructed 
as a discrete-time semi-Markov chain (as opposed to the EMC that will be solved for its 
stationary solution later). Removing these states/transitions from the EMC will reduce the 
per-iteration cost when computing the EMC stationary solution with an iterative method 
and should improve the convergence rate as demonstrated in [1 1 ] due to the smaller state 
space E. We will discuss the convergence rate in more detail in Section 4.5 where we analyze 
our proposed solution algorithm.
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4 .3 .2  C a se  II: C T M C  B ehavior A lone
When only CTMC behavior is present, we could employ a similar single-step method here as 
well, observing regenerations at times immediately after each state transition, as proposed 
in the literature for DSPNs. This implies that E[T\ | Xo =  (i, a) ] would be the expected 
sojourn in CTMC state (i,a ). Although the (z, a) row calculation of the EMC would have 
a closed form, this savings could easily be lost in general when it comes time to compute 
the stationary solution of the much larger EMC. If the CTMC has an expanded state space 
due to ph r e a l  firing delays, then we have, again, the same inefficiencies as for the single- 
step method in Case I discussed previously. The remedy is the same as well. That is, 
we could observe the CTMC at times when the firing of some t € 7^eal is certain. Such 
an approach eliminates e transitions from the EMC that only update the ph re a l state 
information. Consequently, the regeneration time is defined as a TTA of the CTMC with 
the fire-enabling (phase 0 ) states treated as absorbing states.
However, just like in Case I, a better approach might be to  observe the CTMC at times 
when the firing of some t 6  7^e*i results in a new marking that enables some u 6  Tint. Here 
too, the regeneration time is defined as a TTA, only for a CTMC with the 7^nt-enabling 
states treated as absorbing states. Regenerations at such times are marked by the start of 
a DTMC aspect within the overall behavior. This approach also eliminates all e transitions 
from the EMC, and skips over state changes that could just as easily be studied in the SMC 
constructed as a continuous-time semi-Markov chain. Removing these states/transitions 
from the EMC will also reduce the per-iteration cost when computing the EMC stationary 
solution with an iterative method and should improve the convergence rate.
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4 .3 .3  C ase  III: D T M C  an d  C T M C  B ehavior T ogeth er
When DTMC and CTMC behavior are both present, the underlying process is semi- 
regenerative in the general sense of the term, formed from the interdependent, simultaneous 
evolution of the DTMC and CTMC associated with the transitions in Tint and Treai,  re­
spectively. Although a CTMC is memoryless for all time, we must nevertheless observe the 
process in-sync with the Tint clock advancements due to the possible interaction between 
the DTMC and CTMC. If we employ a single-step method here as well, so that regenera­
tions are observed every r  increment in time, the subordinate process will be identical to 
the CTMC aspect (referred to hereafter as the SMC) and the EMC can be constructed 
by solving the SMC in the transient at time r. The next embedded state is obtained by 
incrementing the clock and then applying the resulting SMC state probability vector to the 
switching matrix A  of possible state changes due to firing sequences s € (Tint u7^ero)*- 
The DTMC aspect is defined on the ph in t  space only, which does not change between 
clock increments. Therefore, the ua” part of the state is implicit and is not included in 
the construction of the SMC states occupied between clock increments. The expectation 
E[Ti | Xo =  (t\a)] is equal to r , a constant, only for Isochronous PDPNs: transitions in 
Tint may be preempted in all other classes, causing E[7\ | Xo =  (i,a) ] to be less than r. 
Just as in the single-step method used in both Case I and Case II above, this approach will 
also capture e transitions in the EMC, both discrete- and continuous-time phase changes. 
Worse, the embedded states at each step are formed from the Cartesian product of possible 
next states originating from SMC states occupied at time r  and the possible next phases 
reached after the clock advance and, if transitions fire, after execution policies me applied.
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This approach can expand the size of the EMC to a significant degree, and therefore, we 
consider it very inefficient.
To illustrate, consider our running example for yet another set of timing constraints 
specified in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.2 illustrates how the EMC would evolve from state
{m\m 2mzTn^m^m^ip\<i>2 ) =  (11100032) € £
if the actual (semi-regenerative) process were observed using the single-step method. Note 
that phase information (<Pi<?>2 ) is needed only for transitions t\ and ^  which is shown in 
the larger circle offset from the marking information contained in the smaller circle. The 
SMC shown to the right is associated with the upper row of states, which enables the expo
transition {3 . The dotted arc labeled ( 3  signifies that the sojourn time in state (001110-----)
is exponentially distributed, unlike the other states, which have constant r  sojourn times.
tl - const(3t) Q — 0 — O — < 2 P
12 -  const(2r)
(3 - expo(A.)
0 - H 0 — 0 p
0 x - 0
U -  const(T) 0 — Q p
Figure 4.1: Example model.
Starting from (i, a) € £, we observe that between clock increments, the process can move 
like (i,a) (fc,a) where s e (TT9h  u 7 iero)* and k € Si with probability one. Although 
the SMC may disable transitions in Tint during this interval [0, r) , we need not consider
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time
Figure 4.2: Single-step EMC model.
this change to the ph in t  phases until the next time the clock advances; hence, “a” is 
considered unchanged until then. Also, in one clock step, the EMC may move between 
embedded states like (t, a) (k, b). where (i. a), (k. b) e  £. k € Si. s € ( ^ eai  U TzeT0)' 
and no t 6  Tint fires (denoted by c). In such cases, we know that
Pr{ (t, a) (k , 6 ) } = Pr{ i k in time r  } • Pr{ a —» 6  in one clock step }
and by summing (and effectively lumping) over all states k  e  Si we have the result 
Pr{ ( i ,  a) ( S i ,b)} =  Pr{ a  —* 6  in one clock step }.
Therefore, we can avoid the Cartesian product of SMC states with the ph in t  delay 
information along sample paths with e transitions by combining all SMC states with the 
same ph in t  component into a single state as illustrated in Figure 4.3, where the arcs 
correspond to EMC state transitions only.
But, this method is most beneficial when we can study such regeneration periods over 
the entire possible support of the random regeneration time 7\. Figure 4.4 portrays the
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Figure 4.3: Reducing the EMC.
procedure used to analyze such regeneration periods, referred to as the “multi-step method.’’ 
Again, the “a” part of the initial state (t, a) € £  is implicit and need not be included in 
the construction of the SMC states k € Si, since “a” does not change between clock ticks 
unless all enabled ph in t  transitions resample new firing delays or become disabled. SMC 
states that cause such resampling and disabling events are made absorbing, to capture the 
probability of these events over any time period we choose.
Recalling Equation 2.23, we replace dF l(v) =  dPr{ T\ < v  | £, Xo =  (i ,a ) } of Equa­
tion 2.24 with the pmf /( i a)( u) derived from the firing time of any ph in t  transition enabled 
during the regeneration period. The discrete probabilities of this pmf is computed from the 
active ph in t  delays (each a separate DTMC with stochastic matrix D l) defined on the
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phase space of all t € enabled(t) D lin tt starting in phase a. A Kronecker product of all 
applicable (D l) matrices (Equation 2.15) yields a stochastic matrix for the DTMC of pos­
sible phase evolutions, W  =  {Wn : n > 0}. By observing the evolution of W , all likely firing 
opportunities can be determined at times 0 <  9\ < 6 2  < ■ ■ ■ < 0m < 0 0  corresponding to 
sequences s € such that the pmf f(i,a)(9n) > 0  for n = 1 , 2 , . . . , m  and Ak( j , b )  > 0- 
Finally, we compute
m
9(i,a){j,b) =  E E  f ( i , a ) { 0 n )  H i k ( 6 n ) Ak( j , b)  ( •* • !)
fceS , n = l
where m = min{£ € N : 1  — f(i.a)(&n) < e} for a given small threshold e € 1R+.
Equation 4.1 is used to approximate Equation 2.24 in the limit as 9 —* 0 0 , since
9(i,a)(J,b) — ^ { i , a ) { j , b ) { ^ ° )  — 9(i,a)(j,b) C.
At the same time, we compute h ^ ^ (k )  using the uniformization procedure and Equa­
tion 2 .2 2 .
4.4 An Efficient Im plem entation of the Algorithm
This section presents the stationary solution algorithm as a collection of procedures, to 
discuss subtle issues in more detail, and to tie everything together. The solution procedures 
presented first, in Section 4.4.3, will allow transitions with any of the previously mentioned 
memory policies. For regeneration periods where the enabled ph in t  transitions are not 
marking dependent and do not have age memory, a slightly-different and more-efficient 
procedure can be employed, which is presented in Section 4.4.4.
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Figure 4.4: A portrayal of Equation 4.1.
Although we assume that the PDPN model is synchronous, checks can be made during 
the construction and analysis of the underlying stochastic process to ensure that it is indeed 
semi-regenerative. Those checks are omitted here for economy of presentation.
4 .4 .1  V ectors and M atrices
Suppose T  C  7int  is the set of ph in t  transitions enabled in the starting state (i. a) 6  S. 
Then T  is the largest set of enabled ph in t  transitions over the regeneration period defined 
by embedded state (i, a). One or more t £ T  may be disabled during the regeneration period 
but not re-enabled. Nor can any other transition t € Tint\ T  become enabled; otherwise, the 
model would violate the conditions that insures a semi-regenerative process. Let <f>1 denote 
the probability vector of phases for each enabled t € 71nt that requires phase information. 
The vector l_i ,  indicating that the phase is —1 with probability one, and zero for all other 
phases, can be substituted in place of <f>1 for t €  71nt \T ,  which are not enabled. For each 
u 6  T, <f>u is initialized to 10  for some appropriate phase “o” so that the Kronecker product,
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V £ 6  71nt, corresponds to the phase vector identified by “a.” Then starting from the 
initial phase at time 0  (the start of the regeneration period), the respective phases at time 
step 9 — nr, n € N, can be computed using the power method,
<t,t{9) = <t>t{ e - r )  D l ,
until at least one £ € T  is ready to fire; that is, its phase is zero and it is enabled in the 
SMC state, k. occupied at time 6:
3 £ € T  : > 0 A £ € enabled(fc).
Of course, more than one transition in T  may be able to fire at the same time.
The random variable 7\ can now take on any such value of 9 that coincides with a 
nonzero probability of some £ € T  firing given that Xo =  (i,a). The conditional pmf of T\ 
is then the probability of entering all such firing states over an interval that accumulates a 
total probability mass of one, or at least close enough for practical purposes. The full state 
vector and associated probability mass at the time when a firing can occur is determined 
by appropriately combining the probabilities of the SMC states with that of the discrete­
time phases. SMC states, k, and associated probabilities, 7r*., that enable transitions in 
T , can be combined with the new phase vectors which result from incrementing the clock, 
except for the transitions £ € T  that can now fire: these phase components must be set to 
</>o, a vector with the 0th element equal to 0lQ and all other elements equal to zero. The 
respective phase component of transitions in T  not enabled in the same SMC states are 
set to The probability mass for each such firing event found must then be discarded
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before incrementing the clock forward in time in search of the next firing event. In this way, 
the probability mass associated with each of the states allowing transitions in T  to fire will 
form a  conditional pmf for 7\ and will equal one when summed together.
In general, the DTMC aspect of our model may be affected by the SMC evolution. State 
transitions in the SMC that cause the enabled ph in t  transitions to resample is one way. 
But these effects are easily taken into consideration by treating the SMC states entered 
from such transitions as absorbing states. As previously discussed, the resampling events 
and probabilities are then trapped and the absorbing states are considered as embedded 
states, members of set Si presented earlier, thereby concluding any further consideration 
along such sample paths. For later reference, we let set Si contain all such absorbing 
states. Another possible effect on the DTMC behavior comes from the disabling of ph in t  
transitions as the SMC evolves. This implies that the advancement of each D 1 over time 
is conditioned on t 6 T  being enabled at the time of each clock increment, a function of 
the SMC state occupied at such times. In the extreme, there may exist SMC states that 
disable all transitions in T . These SMC states would be made absorbing when constructing 
the SMC since they can also be considered embedded states. Consequently, these absorbing 
states too are made members of Si. Finally, the DTMC may be marking dependent, and 
therefore depend on the state of the SMC at each clock increment. That is, the phase 
advancements are conditioned on the state of the SMC at the time of each clock advance. 
In such situations, the SMC must be solved first at time r  so that the discrete-time phases 
can be advanced based on the state of the SMC.
When constructing the state vectors and associated probability mass for each t € T  
firing opportunity at some time (one of the 9n, n >  1, discussed earlier) we must be sure
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to combine the (ph in t)  phase vector associated with the firing, as previously defined, with 
the state probabilities k € Si in which the (ph in t)  phase is valid. Let us suppose that 
Tint C {f i, £2 , £3 . • • Then, by defining
0q if £ € enabled(Ar) A <pl0 > 0 
<f>1 otherwise
where 0 q  =  [o q , 0. . . . .  0], the complete firing state and associated probability mass is de­
termined from
y ]  TCk & ® 0jfc2 '81 • • • ®
k € S t
where tt* is a vector of all zeros except for the fcth entry, which is irk instead.
The SMC must be observed at times coincident with the clock increments to ensure that 
all ph in t  transition firing opportunities can be discovered and carried out along the way 
in case the outcomes happen to modify the SMC specification. During the regeneration 
interval of interest, the SMC can change only as a result of £ G T  firings, not by mere phase 
advancements. By devising a procedure that computes the conditional pmf for T\ first, 
setting aside the consideration of the t G T  firings, we are certain that the SMC is the same 
while incrementing the clock in search of more £ G T  firing opportunities.
Consider the example PDPN in Figure 4.1 except assume £ 1  ~  geom(/3,3r) and £ 2  ~ 
const(2r). Figure 4.5 shows the DTMC evolution given the initial state
{m\m2Tnzm4m$m§<i)\<t>2) =  (11100032).
Using the multi-step method, with T  =  { £ 1 , £ 2 1 £3 }, we would stop at time step 2r  since 
here the probability of observing the firing of a transition £ 6 7  is one. In this case, £ 2
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Far as you can got The CTMC may tl  -  geom((J,3x)
change here so further exploration is g  _ congjfjjT)
done by constructing another EMC row.
tZ fires
Pr ( r l = 0 l ( / . a )  = (3.2)) . . .
10 1  
0 . 7 5 -
0 .5  -
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0  - I
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0  t  2 t 3 t  4t 5t 6t 7t 8t
6 (time)
Figure 4.5: Multi-step observation example.
fires and we must explore the grayed portion starting from the embedded state reached as 
a result of the firing. The EMC originating from state (i,a ) is portrayed in Figure 4.6. 
Although there is only one possible next phase, the process can be in any of the two SMC 
states when the clock advances, thereby resulting in two possible next states. The expected 
sojourn time in (i,a) is 2r.
Again, consider the running example except that now we assume 11 ~  geom(/3.3r)  and 
t2 ~  geom(o,2r). Figure 4.7 portrays the exploration of the DTMC on the phase space 
starting from the same embedded state as before, and shows the resulting, conditional pmf 
for Ti when a  =  0.4 and 3 = 0.2 out to 8 clock steps. The probability mass beyond 8r 
diminishes quickly to zero. In this example, we need not stop at time step 2r since the 
probability of observing the firing of a transition t 6 T  (t2 again) is a  < 1. If we stop the
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construction of the EMC row (t,a) at this point, we would have entries for (0 1 O2 ) =  (12) 
which would have to be explored in other EMC rows. So if we need to explore from phase 
vector (<Pi<fo) =  (12) anyway, we may as well do it while building row (i ,a ). This way, 
the intermediate “delay” states are eliminated from the EMC, potentially a real advantage 
when it comes time to compute its stationary solution.
DTMC
101
.010.000
CTMC
100
.011-0
0 t 2 t
time
Figure 4.6: Multi-step EMC model.
4 .4 .2  C onversion  M atrix  C on sid eration s
Before presenting the stationary solution algorithm developed from the previous investiga­
tion, we should consider the matter of converting the stationary solution of the EMC to 
that of the actual process. Recall that the conversion matrix, h  =  [hjfc], i € £, k € Si, 
defined as
hik =  E[sojourn in k  during [0,T\) | X q =  ( i ,a)],
is usually a real matrix of dimension \£\ x |S|. However, if this mapping is utilized, the 
probability distribution over states i € S  would be redistributed onto all reachable states, 
including those reached via s transitions. In other words, the stationary solution vector of
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Figure 4.7: Multi-step example with two geom transitions.
the actual semi-regenerative process would contain every state t € E and every state k  6 Si 
reachable between regenerations. This mapping to such a large solution vector would be 
memory inefficient, causing a loss of some of the benefit obtained by eliminating the extra 
“delay" states during the regeneration period studies. Obviously, in the end, all we wish 
to know is the probability distribution among the unique reachable markings within M , on 
which most measures (other than impulse rewards) are defined.
Of course, we can simply compress the solution vector by accumulating the probabilities 
of states with the same marking but different RFT content into a single, lumped state. 
However, waiting until the end to do this is too late since we have already consumed the 
memory with the large conversion matrix.
Alternatively, we can employ the measure-based technique presented in [14] that “dis­
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tills” the rewards1 of ail states into rewards for the embedded states alone. In this way, we 
need not store a conversion matrix at all, only vectors of size £. But, this technique has the 
disadvantage in that the results are limited to just the rewards defined when the solution 
is computed.
We could instead avoid some of the memory inefficiency while still allowing for the 
storage of a probability vector that does not limit the measures that can be computed from 
it later by utilizing a conversion matrix on £  x M ,  which maps to the set of unique reachable 
markings. This can be done during the study of each regeneration period, which constructs 
a row of the EMC. We simply accumulate the expected sojourn times of SMC states with 
the same marking together. If the conversion matrix h  is still too large to keep in memory, 
we can at least find solace in knowing that h  is constructed one row at a time and is used 
just once at the end. Therefore, the h  matrix can be cached to disk if necessary, and only 
a minor performance impact should be observed because of the sequential construction and 
later recall of its entries [29].
4.4 .3  T he P roced u res
The procedures that follow realize the embedding-with-elimination algorithm presented ear­
lier. We have decomposed the overall solution algorithm into four parts: the main procedure 
and the three auxiliary procedures, SolveD TM C , SolveCTM C, and S o lveB oth . which 
consider the three possible cases discussed in Section 4.3. Procedure 4.1 is the main pro­
cedure responsible for exploring and building the embedded state space £. This is done
'We refer to the rate rewards, quantities pi 6 R accumulated during the entire time state i is occupied 
and are usually defined on markings at the net level.
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by analyzing each regeneration period that originates from known embedded states, con­
structing the EMC probability matrix I I  one row at a time, and placing newly discovered 
embedded states in U  for later consideration. The main procedure calls one of the three 
auxiliary procedures in turn to perform the actual analysis of each regeneration period. The 
conversion matrix h  is constructed within each of the three procedures. After constructing 
the EMC and computing its stationary solution, the stationary probability distribution of 
the actual process with state space S  is finally computed using h. The state space S  is 
implicitly constructed during this conversion.
Some comments should be made before proceeding. First, note that in Algorithm 4.1, 
i itself is assumed to represent both marking and phase (ph real and ph int), but in 
the procedures that follow, i may represent only a component of the state: either the 
marking and ph real state information or the marking alone, as discussed in the beginning 
of Section 4.3. The semantics will be made clear in each case to avoid confusion. Notice 
also in Algorithm 4.1 that the parameter to the set of enabled transitions, enabled(-), is a 
state, consisting of marking and phase information, instead of just a marking as previously 
defined. Of course, only the marking information is considered when constructing the set. 
Second, the switching matrix A , used explicitly in procedure SolveB o t h and implicitly 
in procedure SolveD T M C  should be defined using the T raverse algorithm presented in 
[48] for DDSPNs, though not shown here. Constructing A  using the T raverse algorithm 
ensures that the PDPN model is “well defined” with respect to contemporary transition 
firings. Third, in the SolveB oth procedure, we use an extended version of the switching 
matrix A  defined earlier. The extended version considers the firing outcome of multiple 
transitions on a given set of markings instead of the firing outcome of just one transition. In
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this way, given a probability distribution of states that enable different sets of transitions, 
the multiple outcomes from simultaneously firing all such enabled-transit ion sets can be 
determined in a single step.
The procedures So l v eD T M C  and So lveC T M C  are much alike. They analyze regen­
eration periods when only DTMC or CTMC behavior exist, corresponding to either Case I 
or Case II of the algorithm, respectively. The absorbing states as discussed in Sections 4.3.1 
and 4.3.2 are embedded states by definition and are referred to as “stopping states” in the 
following. The expected times spent in the (nonabsorbing) states before being absorbed in 
the stopping states are computed and stored in the vector a . The Markov chain (either 
in discrete- or continuous-time, as it may be) used for this analysis is hereafter referred 
to as the “absorbing Markov chain,” or AMC. The probability 77  ^ of transitioning from 
the embedded state i (entered at the start of the regeneration period) to one of the next 
embedded states j  (marking the next regeneration period) can then be computed from a . 
This method eliminates all states other than the “stopping” ones from the EMC, which 
would otherwise be included if the EMC were observed after each state transition during 
the same period.
In SolveDTM C, the initial embedded state (t, a) € M  x V  represents a marking, the 
“i” part, and ph in t  information, the “a” part. Information concerning ph re a l  delays 
is omitted since all transitions in 7i-eai are disabled. After constructing the absorbing 
DTMC, a  is computed in Line 2 using Equation 2.2. Then each nonabsorbing state (A:, c), a 
marking and ph in t  phase, is considered in turn with Line 4 accumulating the results into 
each unique marking k. Lines 5 and 6  accumulate the EMC transition probabilities from 
(i,a) to each new embedded state (j, b). The transition probability f°r DTMCs is
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P ro ce d u re  4.1 The main procedure of the stationary solution algorithm.
8
9
10
11
12
13
£  0
Let n  € R|£'x^  where =  Pr{ X x =  j  | X0  =  * }
Let U contain known embedded states 
w hile U 7  ^0 do
Choose and remove i € £/ and place in £
if  enabled( 0  C Treal — 0  th e n  
SolveD T M C  
else if enabled(t) fl 71nt =  0  th e n  
SolveC T M C  
else 
SolveB ot h 
en d  if
Place in U all j  not already in £  LIU such that Ilij > 0
14: e n d  while
15: Solve x !7  =  * subject to ^  x i — 1
ie£
16: Compute the stationary solution pj
set o f embedded states 
EMC matrix 
set o f unexplored states
construct row i o f U  
Case I
Case II
Case III
stationary solution o f EMC
lim Pr{ S{6) =  j  }, j  € S  from
9—oc
Pj
i€£
E T,Xihik 
kesie£
given by
E[ visits to (k, c) until absorption | start in state (i , a) ] • Pr{ (k, c) —* (j, b) }
(k,c)
= S  c) }•
(■k,c)
which is computed in Line 6 .
The procedure SolveC T M C  is almost identical to SolveD T M C  except for a few 
subtle differences. First, the initial embedded state (i,a) € M  x V  represents a marking, 
the “i” part, and ph real information, the “a” part. Information about ph in t  delays is
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Procedure 4.2 Regeneration period solution for Case I.
procedure SolveD T M C  is 
1 : Construct stochastic matrix I  of the expanded DTMC (the discrete-time AMC) 
by applying firing sequences s €  (71nt U7iero)* starting from (i,a) € £  C M  x V  
until stopping states are reached that enabled some t €  T^eai?
Make the stopping states in #  absorbing.
2 : Solve <t(I -  # ) =  l (ii0)
3: for ail (k, c) elements of a . k € M , c € V. do 
4 : h{i,a )k  **= +  ^ (k ,c)
5: for till {j, b) such that enabled(j) D TTf>a± ^  0 do
6 :  ^ ( i , a ) ( j , 6 )  ^  " F  &(k,c) ' ( A t ,  c )  ► ( j ,  6 )  }
7: end for
8: end for
omitted since all transitions in Tint are disabled. Second, <r is computed in Line 2 using 
Equation 2.14. Third, the transition probability f7(i,0 )(j,6) for CTMCs is given by
^  E[ time in (A:, c) until absorption | start in state (i, a) ] • rate{ (k, c) —► (j. b) }
(k,c)
=  ■ rate{ & c)
(k,c)
which uses a "rate'’ instead of a probability since a  actually contains the expected time 
spent in states instead of the expected visits as in the DTMC case.
Procedures SolveD T M C  and Solv eC T M C  are the easy ones: procedure SolveB o t h 
is harder when making the same attem pt towards eliminating embedded states. The reason, 
as discussed in Section 4.3, is that the underlying process is now semi-regenerative, unlike 
the special cases of a DTMC or CTMC. While realizing the multi-step method of embed­
ding, procedure SolveB o t h must analyze the interdependent, simultaneous evolution of a 
DTMC on the ph in t space and a (continuous-time) SMC, possibly expanded on the mark-
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Procedure 4.3 Regeneration period solution for Case II.
procedure So l v eC T M C  is 
1 : Construct generator matrix Q  of the expanded CTMC (the continuous-time AMC) 
by applying firing sequences s 6  (Traax UTzazo)m starting from (i,a) €  S  C M  x V  
until stopping states are reached that enabled some t € Tint;
Make the stopping states in Q  absorbing.
2: Solve &Q =  -l(i,a)
3: for all (k , c) elements of &, k € M , c € D, do
^  h{i,a)k "F &(k,c)
5: for all (j .b)  such that enab led(j) fl 71nt ^  0 do
6 ; ^  "F ^(k,c) ' r®te{ {k, c) ► (j, 6 ) }
7: end for
8: end for
ing and the ph r e a l  space. Of course, here the DTMC stems from the combined, possibly 
marking-dependent, discrete-time phase evolution of enabled ph in t  transitions, T, during 
the regeneration period. The same notation presented when developing this procedure in 
Section 4.3 is maintained here for clarity.
The generator matrix of the expanded CTMC is denoted by originating from state i 
and serving as the SMC. During the regeneration interval of interest, the SMC specified by 
Q ( can change only as a result of a ph in t  transition firing, not by mere phase advancements. 
Since we process the ph in t  transition firings at the end of the procedure, we are certain 
that the SMC is the same while advancing the clock in search of ph i n t  transition firing 
opportunities, thereby computing the conditional pmf of T\ marking the start of a new 
regeneration period.
The probability distribution of SMC states is stored in the vector 7r and the cumulative 
probabilities in the same state up to the current time step are stored in the vector <r. The 
phase vector for each t 6  Tint is initialized so that the Kronecker product will match the
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P ro ced u re  4.4 General procedure for Case III when both DTMC and CTMC are active.
p rocedu re  SolveB oth is
1: Given (i, a) 6 £, let 5, be the states reachable from i and construct the SMC with state 
space Si U Si and generator matrix Q ,.
2: Given 7int C { ti,t 2 , £3 , - • let T  =  enabled(i) be the set of ph in t  transitions
initially enabled at the same time in state i.
3: For each t €  T , let D l{-) € be the. possibly marking dependent, firing-delay
specification (a stochastic matrix) defined on the phase space "Dl , and set the 0th row 
to zero, Dq(-) <= 0.
4: Let 0 4 €  R ^  be the individual phase vectors V £ €  T in t and initialize each so that 
vector corresponds to phase “a .”
5: Let 7r € R ^  be the SMC probability vector, and initialize, ir <= 1*.
6: Let < 7  € R|5,1 be the SMC cumulative probability vector, and initialize, a  <= 0.
7: Let 1/  €  R ^ ‘ x be the complete state probability vector, which accumulates state 
occupancy probabilities when some £ € T  can fire, set initially to zero, v  <= 0.
8 : while 3£ 6  T : || 1| L > 10-d do  . . . fo r  as long as the possibility for T  Brings exist
T
9: tr <= tr +  it f  eQ'u du accumulate time spent in each SMC state
0
10: 7T •£= 7re^,r SMC state at this clock step
U: for each  t € T : ||0 £||i > 0 do
12: W  <= 0
13: for each k e  Si do
14: v  <= <t>1 D ^ k )  advance phase conditioned on current SMC state
15: w  4= w  +  v  7Tfc compute unconditional next-phase vector
16: if  vq > 0 th en  Can transition t fire?
17: V  *= V  +  TTfc ® ® ®  ‘ ®  ^ fc T u tl.
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
,, fro  if £ € enabled(fc) A vo > 0 , , .. .where ipk =  < . if yes then baud state vector
1 0  otherwise
end if  
end for
<f>1 4 = w  new phase after clock increment
end for 
end while
U(i'a) <= v A  +  ir{£tj & 0 (0^  construct EMC row (t,a) by applying switching matrix 
h(i,a) **= the (i,a ) row o f the conversion matrix is identical to tr
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vector identified by “a.” Then, the entire probability mass of the DTMC is initially located 
in the a th component of the phase vector, and the entire probability mass of the SMC is 
initially located in the ith component of vector ir. After the initialization, the procedure 
SolveBoth proceeds to effectively advance in time from embedded state (t,a), moving the 
probability mass around the SMC and individual DTMCs. while looking for t € T  firing 
opportunities. Unlike the phase vectors for t € T , which will evolve during the procedure, 
the phase vectors of each t 6 Tiat. \T  will remain the same.
Ignoring the w hile loop for the moment, Lines 9 and 10 solve the SMC at time r. 
the time of the next clock increment, which can be computed at the same time using the 
uniformization algorithm (2.1) presented in Chapter 2. By using the vector ir itself as the 
initial vector in the equations, the transient analysis resumes each time from the previous 
observation. Of course, we assume that Ttat firing delays are nonzero so that at least one 
phase advance is needed, otherwise the transition(s) would be immediate and reside instead 
in set Tzezo. Lines 11-21 then advance the phases of each t € T  based on each SMC state 
occupied at the next clock increment. The conditional next phase is stored in vector v 
whereas the unconditional next phase is stored in vector w  once all possible SMC states 
have been considered. For each occurrence of the condition vo > 0, indicating that the firing 
of t € T  at the current clock step is possible, the corresponding state vector is constructed 
and stored in vector v .  The vector V q  has v q  as the 0th element, and Ml other elements are 
zero. By accumulating such “firing” state probabilities over all firing occurrences during 
the entire regeneration period, we effectively set aside the processing of the firings until the 
end. The state probability mass at each t € T  firing opportunity is given by the Kronecker 
product of SMC states and DTMC phases that make the firing possible.
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Some comments about the marking-dependent D £(-) matrix are needed. At the very 
least, for each k € Si, D l{k) is defined as the identity matrix I  when t £ enabled(Ar). In this 
way, the phase given by 0 £ is unchanged when t is disabled in the marking associated with 
state k. In addition, D t{k) may also depend on the state (marking) k; the matrix entries, 
the matrix structure, or both may be marking dependent. Of course, if we allow the matrix 
structure to change, we must at least maintain a  consistent phase space to avoid ill-defined 
models. Most important to the construction of i? £(-), we set the "0 phase” row elements to 
zero. Doing this discards the probability mass in each Oq when Line 14 is executed the next 
time around. Only the probability mass contained after its use in the other D l{-) states 
is retained when the clock is incremented to search for other firing opportunities in the 
future time horizon. Hence, the probability mass contained within each £)£(-) diminishes 
over time; once the mass in all diminishes below the desired precision (d decimal places), 
there is no practical need to search for any further firings, and the w hile loop can exit. 
Until then, the procedure repeats. After exiting the while loop, the vector u  will have a 
row sum practically equal to one, within the precision 10-d. Then, u  can be multiplied with 
the switching matrix A  to compute the embedded states reached from state (i,a). If total 
disablement or resetting of the transitions in T  is possible during the regeneration period, 
the vector if {£,}•, consisting of (absorbing state) entries nk if k € Si and zero otherwise, will 
contain the (trapped) probability of such events, and thus the probability of entering the 
additional set of embedded states Si. The phase vector 0*°) denotes the new, resampled 
phases of transitions enabled in the set of embedded states £,. Row (i ,a ) of the conversion 
matrix is identical to the vector tr.
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4 .4 .4  E n han cem en ts
For regeneration periods where
1. T  consists of transitions with only resampling or enabling memory policies, and
2. the D l matrix for each t € T  is not marking dependent,
we can be more efficient. In such situations, the DTMC is fixed and we do not need to 
remember the phase of age-memory transitions at the previous clock increment just in case 
it becomes disabled before the next. By the construction that ensures a semi-regenerative 
process, if some t €  T  is enabled in state k at precisely time 6 then it must have been 
enabled over the entire interval leading up to 6. This convenient fact allows us to advance 
the clock forward by more than one increment in time until a bring opportunity presents 
itself. Then the SMC can be solved at this larger time interval, followed by the construction 
of the “firing” state probability vectors.
The enhanced version of the SolveBoth procedure is presented as Procedure 4.5. After 
setting the variable 6 to zero in Line 9, the rep ea t loop searches for firing opportunities 
while incrementing the clock one r  step at a time (Lines 10 through 15) while the time is 
kept in 6. Again, we assume that 7^ nt bring delays are nonzero so that at least one phase 
advance is needed. The re p e a t loop exits when the bring of at least one t € T  is possible, 
and consequently, 6 will contain the largest forward-step in time when the embedded process 
can be observed without the possibility of missing a ph in t  transition bring. The SMC is 
then advanced ahead to this time 6 and the expected sojourn times in SMC states are 
computed over this same interval bom the last probability distribution of state occupancy
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(Lines 16 and 17). The state probability vector v  is constructed in Lines 18 through 20 as 
before except that the phases of disabled transitions in T  are set to —1, by definition.
4.5 Algorithm A nalysis
4 .5 .1  C om pu tation al R equirem ents
We should be curious about the computation time of the stationary solution algorithm, in 
particular, the convergence of Line 15 of Algorithm 4.1 and Line 2 of procedures SolveDTMC 
and SolveCTMC using iterative methods. Although the use of iterative methods like 
Gauss-Seidel and SOR to compute Line 15 of Algorithm 4.1 does not guarantee convergence 
for all initial guesses, convergence can be guaranteed for Line 2 of both SolveDTMC and 
SolveCTMC, since both —Q  and (I — # ) are M-matrices. Because the SMC solutions, 
at least, enjoy bounded computation, our new stationary solution algorithm for PDPNs 
may be no worse, relatively speaking, than the algorithms proposed in the literature, e.g.. 
[20, 26], for DSPNs and MRSPNs. However, just how much computation is really involved 
is another matter since it depends on the number of iterations needed to achieve the de­
sired accuracy. We do have the advantage that we expect the size of (I -  # )  and Q  to be 
small since they are constructed from the combination of absorbing DTMCs and CTMCs. 
respectively, each of which may be small. If the matrices are small enough, we could even 
employ direct methods such as Gaussian elimination or LU decomposition to solve for a .
Similarly for the procedures SolveBoth and EnhancedSolveBoth, the number of 
w hile loop iterations required to achieve the desired accuracy depends on the PDPN model, 
the type of ph in t  transitions, and each particular regeneration period. Many iterations
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P ro ced u re  4.5 Enhanced procedure for Case III when both DTMC and CTMC are active 
and age ph in t  transitions are not enabled.
procedure EnhancedSolveBoth is 
1: Given (i,a) G £, let Si be the states reachable from i and construct the SMC with state 
space SiUSi and generator matrix Q,.
2: Given Tiat C {£i, £2 , £3 * • • •}> let T  = enabled(i) n71nt be the set of ph in t  transitions 
initially enabled at the same time in state i.
3: For each £ G 7 \ let D l € Rl'Z)tlxlI>tl be the firing-delay specification (a stochastic matrix) 
defined on the phase space V 1, and set the 0th row to zero, D l0 <= 0.
4: Let <f>1 € be the individual phase vectors V £ € T^x  and initialize each so that 
vector %t4>1 (with l_ i  used instead for £ G Tint\T ) and phase “a” are one in the same. 
5: Let 7T 6 be the SMC probability vector, and initialize, ir •$= 1,.
6: Let tr G be the SMC cumulative probability vector, and initialize, a  <=■ 0.
7: Let v  G Rl5' * ^  be the complete state probability vector, which accumulates state 
occupancy probabilities when some £ G T  can fire, set initially to zero, 1/ 4= 0.
8: while 3 £ G T : ||0 f || l > 10_d do ...fo r  as long as the possibility for T  Brings exist 
9: 6 <= 0
10: repeat advance the clock to the next T  Bring opportunity
11: for each £ G T : 110‘Hi >  0 do
12: 0* <t= 4f D l
13: end for
14: 0 4= 0 +  T
15: un til 3 £ G 7": 0Q > 0 phase =  0 indicates that transition t can Bre
9
16: o  ■<= o  + ir f  e ^ ‘“ du accumulate time spent in each SMC state
0
17: 7T <= Tre®'9 SMC state at this clock step
18: for each k € Si do
19: v  <= v  7Tjk ® rp1^ 2> tplk 0 ^Tlntl, state vector associated with Bring
{ 0 £ if £ G enabled(fc) D T A0o =  O V £ £ T
0o if t €  enabled(fc) D T A 0q > 0
l_ i  otherwise
20: end for
21: end while
22: II(i,a) <= v A  +  ® 0 °^* construct EMC row (i, a) by applying switching matrix
23: h(i,a) <= a  £he (i,a) row o f the conversion matrix is identical to o
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may be necessary if the ph in t  specifications are such that the probability mass tends to 
occupy selfloops and longer cycles within the DTMC. Nevertheless, the while loop will exit 
since the probability mass will ultimately drain from each D l matrix, t € T . Actually, 
the residual probability mass goes to zero like uik as the number of loop iterations, fc, 
increases, where u/ = maxte-j-(u4) < 1 and is the largest eigenvalue, or spectral radius, 
of matrix D l. The reason is two-fold. One, making the "0 phase” row entries of each D l 
matrix identically zero ensures that the spectral radius of each D l matrix is less than one. 
Without the zero row, each D l matrix would be stochastic and therefore have a spectral 
radius of one. Making one of the rows identically zero reduces the largest eigenvalue to zero, 
which would otherwise equal one, thereby making the (former) second-largest eigenvalue, 
which is less than one, the largest. Two, for iterative methods such as this (essentially 
the power method), the convergence rate is proportional to the largest eigenvalue of the 
iteration matrix. More will be said about this momentarily.
The number of iterations can always be shortened by exiting the while loop early, how­
ever, doing so will increase the number of states and transitions within the EMC that only 
convey “delay” information. The additional EMC states may also worsen the convergence 
rate of the iterative method used to compute its stationary solution. Clearly, a heuristic is 
needed to find an acceptable tradeoff between computation time and space.
4 .5 .2  O verall Perform ance w ith  Tradeoffs
We now offer a rough performance analysis that considers the tradeoff of complexity among 
the EMC, SMC, and AMC solutions. For the solution of A x  =  6 in general, or (I — 77) x  = 
0 in particular, an iterative method like Gauss-Seidel or SOR takes an initial guess, x (0),
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for the exact solution, *, and generates a sequence of vectors { x ^ } ^  that, hopefully, 
converges to x  as k —► oc. The intent of an iterative method is to transform the original 
system of equations A x  = b  to an equivalent system x =  B x  +  c that not only produces 
a sequence {x*fc^ }^_1 that converges to the exact solution, x, but also makes the spectral 
radius, p , of B  and the spectral radius, p'. of A  satisfy p <  p f < 1. The technique is 
guaranteed to converge for any initial guess if p < 1, however convergence is not guaranteed 
for all guesses when p = 1 [47]. The error between x (fc* and x  goes to zero like pk as 
k increases. For a desired precision of 10-d . the rate of convergence is then defined as 
-d /log  p. Any reduction of the spectral radius, p. by a fraction, a, will improve the rate of 
convergence by an additive amount log(l — a) in the denominator.
With this knowledge, we approach the analysis with the following reasoning. Let us 
suppose that if the embedded process were observed at the most frequent opportunities— 
that is, the single-step method of embedding is used as discussed in Section 4.3—then the 
EMC matrix I I  would contain q entries. For regeneration periods where Case I or Case II 
of the algorithm applies, the SMC is identical to the EMC, each containing a fraction, 3, of 
the total 77 matrix entries, and a much simpler SMC analysis is traded for an anticipated, 
simpler EMC analysis. That is, if the single-step method were used instead, the (single 
state) SMC solution for each entry in 77 would require 0(1) time, due to the closed-form 
expressions, but 3v  such solutions would be required. With SolveD TM C  or SolveCTM C, 
we study an AMC instead and compute TTA measures, one time, and the time complexity 
is 0 {3 vK )  if it requires K  iterations. The reduction of (1 — 3)q entries in the matrix 77 
not only reduces the per-iteration cost by the same amount but should also improve the 
rate of convergence by reducing the spectral radius of the iteration matrix derived from 77,
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as observed in [11]. We have a similar tradeoff for regeneration periods when procedure 
SolveBoth, or EnhancedSolveBoth, is used, except that the trade is between having 
(1 — /3)q less entries in I I  and having to perform the power method on essentially a DTMC 
matrix that has, perhaps. 0(j3q) entries. The SMC and generator matrix is the
same whether employing the multi-step method of SolveBoth or, instead, the single-step 
method.
Assume that a simple SMC solution results in the worse-case EMC complexity of q 
matrix entries and requires
log pi
iterations where p\ is the spectral radius of the iteration matrix. The time complexity of 
computing the EMC stationary solution is therefore 0{qK \). With our approach, a more 
complex SMC solution that reduces pi by a fraction a  and reduces q by a fraction 3 would 
yield a reduced time complexity of 0((1  — 3)qK2) for the EMC solution where
log ((1 -o )p i)
but should typically require an additional effort of 0(3qK z)  in solving the SMC due to the 
Kz iterations required of the more complex SMC solution with 3q matrix entries. Hence, 
the net reduced effort is given by
/ ( I - 3 ) q K 2 +(3qK3\
V  n K  1 )  •
Substituting
K 2 —d / log((l — a)pi) log Pi
K i - d /  log pi log( 1 -  a ) +  log pi
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and, similarly
#3 _  log Pi 
K x logp2
where p2 is the spectral radius of the SMC matrix, we get a reduced effort of
r(at, (3,px.pz) 1 ^ iog(i _  Q) +  iog/)1 +  iogp2)  loSPi-
The net reduced effort, r, is plotted in Figure 4.8 for pi =  P2  =  0.9. From the plot, we 
can see that the overall complexity is reduced for nonzero reductions in p\ and for values 
of 0  less than unity. The plot shows that the solution algorithm may enjoy significant cost 
savings for even the smallest a  reduction in p\ as long as 0  is reasonably small too. This 
is also true for other, equal values of p\ and p% that are large, which is typically the case. 
As shown in Figure 4.9 for P\ = p2 — 0.2, the cost savings is less dramatic as the spectral 
radii become small. This is expected since the iterative methods would converge quickly 
for small spectral radii; therefore, moving the effort from the EMC to the SMC, via the 
elimination of embedded states, would have less impact on performance.
Our predictions indicate that a non-negative cost savings can be realized for all values 
of a , 0, p i, and P2 when p\ > p%- As p\ becomes larger than /?2 , the potential cost savings 
becomes even more dramatic. For example, Figure 4.10 shows the savings when p\ = 0.9 
and p2 =  0.8, which is similar to Figure 4.8 except the savings levels off at 50% as 0 
approaches unity, as opposed to 0%.
It seems that the embedding-with-elimination procedure will always improve perfor­
mance. Unfortunately, this is not the case. At the risk of ending on a bad note, let us 
consider the case when P\ < P2 - This would mean that the EMC solution would most likely 
enjoy better performance than the SMC solutions when left alone. Moving some of the
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complexity from the EMC to the SMC has the potential of worsening the overall perfor­
mance if the degradation in the SMC solution performance is not offset by even better EMC 
solution performance. As an example, Figure 4.11 shows the cost savings when pi = 0.8 
and P2 =  0.9. Although cost savings can still be realized, there is now the possibility of 
making matters worse, perhaps even 100% worse if too much complexity (the 3 fraction) is 
moved to the SMC.
4.5 .3  C om m en ts
The embedding-with-elimination procedure offers many memory and computational trade­
offs among the EMC, SMC, and AMC problems, but any such tradeoffs can ultimately lead 
to only one of four outcomes. A decrease in both memory and computation time is clearly 
always welcome, just as an increase in both should be avoided. However, there are cases 
where the memory or computation requirements of the EMC can be reduced by investing 
more computation in the SMC and AMC problems, of course hoping in overall net gain. 
The memory requirements of the EMC problem may increase due to additional transitions 
introduced when eliminating EMC states. This can occur when a state is eliminated that 
originally resided along paths connecting it to other embedded states that are preserved. 
This should be avoided if the EMC solution is already memory constrained. However, if 
memory is less critical than computation, the improved convergence rate usually experi­
enced when increasing connectivity among states can result is a shorter overall runtime 
as long as this improvement more than offsets the per-iteration cost increase due to the 
additional nonzero entries.
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Figure 4.8: Reduced effort for pi = P2  = 0.9.
Figure 4.9: Reduced effort for p\ = P2  = 0.2.
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Figure 4.10: Reduced effort for p \  =  0.9. po =  0.8.
F igure  4.11: Reduced effort for p \  =  0.8, P2 =  0.9.
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Chapter 5
Application: Data Link 
Communications System
We demonstrate the utility of the PDPN formalism with an application that helped motivate 
its development. Because the PDPN model is synchronous, we employ the exact numerical 
solution method presented in the previous chapter, and observe the tradeoffs arising from 
either preserving or eliminating certain embedded states.
5.1 M odel D escription
The application involves the modeling of a communication service that supplements voice 
communications with digital data links to improve air-traffic services while sharing radio 
frequencies. These data link systems are currently being developed by the international civil 
aviation community and will reside within the Aeronautical Telecommunications Network, 
which allows interoperability among ground, aircraft, and air-to-ground data subnetworks 
employing standard interfaces and protocols. In reality, the data link system resides in 
a larger system composed of a ground station and aircrafts within a region of airspace
142
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centered at the ground station. While this system possesses a wide range of attributes, we 
take a narrow view of the system for the sake of simplicity. Our model is composed from 
the vantage point (network node) of a single aircraft (user) within a single group (of users) 
sharing a single communication medium (radio channel). We observe the arrival of voice or 
data messages into a queue, and their subsequent transmission over a shared channel that 
employs two types of media access control (MAC): time division multiple access (TDMA) 
and frequency division multiple access (FDMA).
The primary mode of operation, as well as the focus of our model, is the TDMA link, 
which transmits messages within deterministic slots in discrete time. As portrayed in Fig­
ure 5.1, four consecutive TDMA time “slots” form a frame, and two consecutive frames 
form one MAC cycle. A message is transmitted over shared slots allocated via reservation 
requests. We assume that a message occupies between one and four slots within each frame, 
with equal probability, thus up to two messages can be transmitted within one MAC cycle. 
“Idle” slots, which fill-in the unused portion of each frame, are available for transmission 
by other users sharing the medium.
------------- 1---------  T
MsgSize
I i
Idle
i
MsgSize
i
Idle Idle
frame  =  4 slots frame
-  MAC cycle = 2 frames = 8 slo ts-----
------------------- time----------------------
Figure 5.1: TDMA media access cycle.
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In contrast to a TDMA link, a FDMA link provides seemingly continuous access in time 
since it divides frequencies instead: messages are transmitted in continuous time instead 
of deterministic, discrete-time slots. This secondary mode of operation is employed under 
noisy and certain other conditions. We assume that the data link bandwidth under FDMA 
control is half that of TDMA, so, on average, only a single message can be transmitted 
within a time equivalent to eight slots. We model the FDMA transmission delay with 
an eight-stage Erlang distribution, which provides the continuous-time randomness with a 
small variance. A switch from TDMA to FDMA control and back again occurs every n 
slots on average, with an exponential distribution.
Other assumptions about the system are as follows. Messages arrive according to a 
Poisson process, one every seven slots on average. The queue has a finite capacity of 32 
messages. In reality, arriving messages can be queued according to priority, but we use 
a first-come-first-serve policy for the sake of simplicity. At the beginning of each MAC 
cycle under TDMA control, our reference user is either granted exclusive access of the two 
associated message frames with probability a , or is made to idle until the next cycle. We 
do not model the reservation of slots, which is under the control of the ground station. Our 
focus is instead on the sharing of slots, a salient feature of a TDMA data link system that 
can have a measurable influence on medium access control, buffer occupancy, utilization, 
and, ultimately, quality of service.
Our Petri net model of the data link system described above is shown in Figure 5.2. The 
arrival of a message into the finite queue is captured by the firing of transition NewMsg— 
with an exponentially-distributed firing delay having a mean of seven slots—and the sub­
sequent depositing of a token into place Queue—with a token limit of B  =  32 due to the
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inhibitor arc with multiplicity B.
NewMsg
FDMA Tx2
Queue
Txl
Send SkipSwitch
Resume
TxMsg
—2
Frames FrameSize NewFrameTDMA MACcycle
F igure  5.2: A PDPN model of a data link system.
During its TDMA mode of operation—when place TDMA has a token and place FDMA 
does not—transitions MACcycle, FrameSize, and Txl model the underlying sequence of 
deterministic, discrete-time slots that persist under TDMA control. Each firing of transition 
MACcycle models the access of a new MAC cycle and the associated two message frames, 
represented by the two tokens deposited into place Frames. The enabling of transition Txl 
models the start of a TDMA message transmission, and its firing delay models the message 
length. Consequently, transitions MACcycle, FrameSize, and Txl are assigned ph in t  
distributions. The basic step, chosen as unity (r  = 1), is synonymous to the slot width, and 
also serves as our basic unit of time. Thus, the firing distributions of transitions FrameSize 
and Txl are constant four and discrete uniform in the interval [1,4], respectively. A special
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geometric distribution is used for the firing delay of transition MACcycle to adequately 
capture the random access of a MAC cycle. Denoted by geom(a, 8), this distribution causes 
transition MACcycle to delay eight steps before tossing a coin with success probability a  
of actually firing, or, with complementary probability, repeating the process. As long as 
transition MACcycle is enabled, regardless of whether it actually fires, a  repeating sequence 
of eight slots is generated for each MAC cycle. Each firing of transition FrameSize marks 
the end of the previous frame and the beginning of the next. If place Queue is not empty 
when transition FrameSize deposits a token into place NewFrame, then transition Send 
fires immediately and deposits a token into place TxMsg, which enables transition Txl and 
indicates the start of a TDMA message transmission. Hence, a message that arrives into an 
empty queue during a given frame is transmitted within the following frame. If the requisite 
message arrival does not happen and the queue is still empty when transition FrameSize 
fires, transition Skip fires immediately instead of transition Send to discard the unneeded 
token occupying place NewFrame.
Finally, the switch to the FDMA mode of operation follows the firing of transition 
Switch, which removes the token from place TDMA, all tokens occupying place Frames, 
and the token from place TxMsg (if present), and deposits one token into place FDMA. 
FDMA message transmissions now coincide with each firing of transition Tx2, until tran­
sition Resume fires and returns the system to its TDMA mode of operation. The firing 
delay of transition Tx2 has an eight-stage Erlang distribution with a mean delay of one slot 
per stage. The firing delays of transitions Switch and Resume axe exponentially distributed 
with mean p.
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R em ark  5.1 Notice that without the inhibitor arc from place TxMsg to transition Send. 
the model would be incorrect. We can see this by paying careful attention to the contemporary 
firings of transitions Txl and FrameSize. There is no problem if transition T x l is selected 
to fire before transition FrameSize, but a problem occurs when there is precisely one token in 
place Queue and transition FrameSize is chosen to fire before transition T xl. In this case, 
two tokens would end up residing temporarily in place TxMsg until the firing of transition 
Txl, immediately following that of transition FrameSize, but one token would be left behind 
in place TxMsg, while place Queue is empty. At this time, transitions MACcycle and 
FrameSize are enabled once again, but transition Txl, which is not enabled, could become 
enabled (in an asynchronous way) if NewMsg deposits a token into place Queue. This 
would not correctly reflect the "‘gated” behavior of the TDMA mode, which specifies that a 
message cannot be transmitted during a given frame unless it arrived prior to the beginning 
of that frame.
We have the following transition sets:
Iretl =  {NewMsg, Tx2, Switch, Resume},
= {MACcycle, FrameSize, Txl},
Tzero = {Send, Skip}.
The transitions in Tiat are always synchronized when active; the underlying process is 
therefore semi-regenerative and our numerical solution algorithm of the previous chapter 
applies.
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5.2 Model Study
We choose to estimate the steady-state expected number of queued messages, the proba­
bility of observing a full buffer, the probability of being in one of the two modes, and the 
conditional utilization of each mode. Given the stationary probability 7q for each marking 
t, the performance measures are computed as follows:
Pr{using TDMA m ode} = ^  7r* • 5{#TD M A{i) =  1}
i€>t
Pr{ using FDMA m ode} = ^  it* • 5{#FDM A{i) — 1}
E[utilization | TDMA mode] 
E[utilization | FDMA mode] 
Pr{ full queue | TDMA m ode} 
Pr{ full queue | FDMA m ode}
i&M
Eig.vt ‘ 6{#TxM sg(i) = 1}
Pr{ using TDMA mode }
Ki ' H #Q veue(i) > 0 A #FDM A(i) =  1} 
Pr{ using FDMA m ode } 
Ki ' &{#Queue(i) = B  A #TD M A{i) = 1} 
Pr{ using TDMA mode } 
Eie,vt ‘ 6{#Queue(i) = B  A #FDM A(i) =  1} 
Pr{ using FDMA mode }
E [#  queued messages] = ^  7ri • #Queue(i)
ieM
where the indicator function <5{c} returns one if condition c is satisfied, zero otherwise, 
and #p(i) returns the number of tokens in place p when the system is in marking i. To 
demonstrate the embedding-with-elimination solution algorithm, we conduct two case stud­
ies, S i and S2, which solve the model described above using the parameter values shown 
in Table 5.1. These two case studies are in turn  solved according to four experiments, 
each one using a different embedding strategy as described in Table 5.2. Table 5.3 lists the 
measure estimates for each case study using our solution algorithm to build the EMC. The 
EMC is solved using the Gauss-Seidel iterative method with a stopping criterion of 10-5 , 
an entry-wise, relative difference computed between two consecutive iteration vectors.
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Table 5.1: Model parameters used in each study.
Study Parameterso
SI 0.67 10,000
S2 1.0 100
Table 5.2: Description of experiments for demonstrating embedding with elimination.
Experiment Description
EO preserve all embedded states
El eliminate embedded states when only transitions in Tztml are enabled
E2 eliminate embedded states when transitions in both 7 a^ax and Tiat are enabled
E3 eliminate embedded states whenever possible
Transitions Switch and Resume have identical distributions, but the proportion of time 
spent in TDMA and FDMA mode is not equal because, when resuming the TDMA mode, 
there is a delay of at least eight slots before transition MACcycle fires and the TDMA mode 
is fully resumed. This is not a modeling artifact, but a reflection of the fact that the TDMA 
mode cannot be resumed instantaneously; rather, it entails a protocol communication with 
the ground station, requiring at least one MAC cycle if a  =  1, more if a  < 1. There is 
also an additional four-slot-frame delay before transition FrameSize can fire and queued 
messages can once again be transmitted. We also assume that, until the TDMA mode is 
fully resumed, a switch back over to the FDMA mode cannot take place; this is reflected 
by the cardinality max(#Frames, 1), instead of just #  Frames, for the input arc from place 
Frames to transition Switch. The proportion of time spent in each mode is, therefore, 
biased toward the TDMA mode, more for a  = 0.67 and less for a  =  1.0. Furthermore, the 
conditional utilization for the TDMA mode is much less than for the FDMA mode. The
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reason for this becomes apparent from the probabilities of the queue being full when in 
either mode. Despite the discrete slots, especially the idle ones, the TDMA mode is more 
than capable of keeping up with the message arrivals, thus the queue is found empty, and the 
link is not utilized, more frequently when in TDMA mode, while the link is utilized almost 
constantly when in FDMA mode. This is reflected also into the probability of observing a 
full queue and the expected number of queued messages, both of which are most affected 
by the differences in the two studies.
Table 5.3: Steady-state measures computed from our model.
Measures SI S2
Pr{ using TDMA mode } 0.6016 0.5192
Pr{ using FDMA mode} 0.3983 0.4807
E[utilization | TDMA mode] 0.3600 0.4474
E[utilization | FDMA mode] 0.9991 0.9552
Pr{ full queue | TDMA mode } 0.0023 0.0045
Pr{ full queue | FDMA mode } 0.1812 0.0122
Pr{ full queue } 0.0736 0.0082
E [ #  queued messages ] 14.87 8.720
We now turn to the computational resources needed to solve the model under the four 
different embedding strategies. Of particular interest are the performance tradeoffs among 
the EMC, SMC, and AMC problems, presented in Tables 5.4 and 5.5. Before discussing the 
tradeoffs, a few comments about the tables themselves are in order. First, the preservation 
strategy, EO, is our reference point, so the changes for El, E2, and E3 are reported as either 
percentages or absolute differences, as appropriate, with respect to EO. Second, the overall 
effort to construct the SMC and AMC matrices is omitted from the tables, as it is negligible 
in comparison to the solution effort. Third, the aggregate numbers of operations over all 
SMC and AMC solutions are given.
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Table 5.4: Resource requirements for study Si.
Time/Space EO E l E2 E3
EMC states 1,712 -13% -39% -53%
EMC non-zeros 49,068 1 % -8 % -7%
EMC iterations 3,575 -85% 7% -83%
EMC operations 175.4x10* -85% - 1 % -84%
SMC solutions 1,437 0 % -47% -47%
SMC operations 4.5x10* 0 % - 1 2 % - 1 2 %
AMC solutions 0 51 0 38
AMC operations 0 92.8 xlO 6 0 92.8x10*
Total operations 179.9x10* -32% - 1 % -31%
Consider the results for case study S I  shown in Table 5 .4 . Relative to strategy EO, 
significant improvements occur to the EMC solution performance when using the E l or E3 
elimination strategies. The savings in the EMC computation time is due almost entirely 
by its faster convergence rate. Whereas the number of EMC non-zero entries actually 
increase when using E l, appreciable space savings are obtained using E3. Overall, the net 
improvements are still notable after including the costs associated with the AMC solutions. 
Not surprising, using p =  10,000 gives rise to a large time constant within the continuous­
time behavior that in turn contributes to the slow convergence. Moving the continuous-time 
aspects out of the EMC problem and into the AMC problem is beneficial in this case since 
each AMC problem is much smaller. A net performance improvement is realized because 
of the much smaller cost per iteration. The E2 embedding strategy is supposed to improve 
performance by reducing the number of SMC solutions, SMC operations, the EMC size, 
and the number of EMC iterations. All occur, except for the latter, which instead gets 
worse; because of this, nearly all of the computational savings are canceled out.
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Table 5.5: Resource requirements for study S2.
Time/Space EO El E2 E3
EMC states 1,392 -16% -44% -61%
EMC non-zeros 39,494 1 % -18% -17%
EMC iterations 421 -50% 13% -34%
EMC operations 16.6 xlOb -50% -7% -46%
SMC solutions 1,127 0 % -54% -54%
SMC operations 4.3 xlO6 0 % -46% -46%
AMC solutions 0 41 0 34
AMC operations 0 2 . 6  x 1 0 b 0 2.6 xlO 6
Total operations 20.9 xlOb -28% -15% -33%
Because of the infinite support of the geometric distribution used for transition MAC­
cycle, the distribution of possible firing times must be truncated to only the most probable 
values (we use a threshold e =  10“° to truncate the geometric distribution). Recalling 
Equation 4.1. ph in t  distributions with infinite support may require many SMC solutions 
to consider all likely firing opportunities, the actual number depending on the ph in t  dis­
tribution. So, unless the infinite-support ph in t  distributions have most of the probability 
mass close to  the origin, the elimination approach used in E2 may not always be cost- 
effective. Case study S2 offers a chance to assess the E2 embedding strategy on ph in t  
distributions with a small, finite support, since the geometric distribution degenerates to a 
constant when a  =  1 .
Referring now to the results shown in Table 5.5 for case study S2, we can see that the 
overall performance tradeoffs and improvements are similar to the previous study, except for 
the E2 strategy, which now offers more improvement. The performance improvements now 
enjoyed by E2 is attributed to the favorable situation of having ph in t  distributions with 
finite support, the constant eight delay of transition MACcycle in particular, which reduces
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the number of iterations required in Equation 4.1. Note also the faster convergence rate of 
the EMC solution due to the /i =  100 parameter, which gives rise to a much smaller time 
constant when compared to the previous case study. Although an improvement in itself 
from the previous case study, the convergence rate of the EMC solution is made better still 
by using the E l or E3 embedding strategies. The E2 strategy also realizes a  net performance 
improvement despite the increase in number of EMC iterations.
In summary, several tradeoffs are demonstrated by our modeling application. An overall 
performance improvement is realized when eliminating embedded states and some strategies 
perform better, depending on the case study. However, elimination of embedded states could 
make matters worse, thus embedding with elimination should be governed by a heuristic 
that ensures good performance for the majority of cases. While our investigations have 
identified certain properties that favor one embedding strategy over another, some of which 
have been alluded to here, more research is needed toward finding a good heuristic.
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Chapter 6
Regenerative Simulation of 
Asynchronous PD PN s
In this chapter, we present a regenerative simulation method well suited for Asynchronous 
PDPN models. The method is both efficient and general enough to identify a broad variety 
of regenerative structures, which are embedded within the underlying GSSMC.
We first develop the theory that allows us to define and identify regeneration times. The 
construction of a  regenerative simulation algorithm follows, presented in its most general 
form. Special data structures and procedures are then defined that support an efficient 
implementation of the algorithm. Finally, we analyze the proposed simulation method by 
applying it to a  simple, yet rich, model. The analysis includes a parametric study of the 
model that shows how simulation performance can be impacted by specific model parameters 
and what can be expected in general. Some concluding remarks and enhancements are 
offered at the end.
154
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6.1 Identifying Regeneration Tim es
A regeneration occurs when a state transition leaves the stochastic process in a fixed prob­
ability distribution that depends only on the transition itself, not the history of the process 
prior to the transition. For Markov chains on a discrete state space, transitions into or out 
of a fixed state are trivial regeneration events. However, as pointed out in [25], this property 
does not hold in general when the state space is continuous. Instead, regeneration times 
tend to rise from certain sequences of state transitions, as opposed to a single state  transi­
tion, that ultimately leaves the process in a fixed distribution with positive probability, as 
implied by the concept of Harris recurrent GSSMCs (Definition 2.1).
In theory, we can expect the existence of regeneration times within Harris recurrent 
GSSMCs. In practice, computing such times can be difficult. Doing so essentially requires 
the determination of a pair (a,i/), that satisfies Definition 2.1. The pair can always be 
normalized so that a  is a  probability and v  is a fixed probability distribution.
PDPNs make identifying regeneration times easier than for the GSSMC underlying 
more general SPNs. The Synchronous PDPN (whether it be Isochronous, Synchronous 
II, or Synchronous III), in particular, offers the easiest-to-identify regeneration times since 
the underlying GSMP/GSSMC is semi-regenerative on a discrete state space. Identifying 
regeneration cycles is a simple matter of fixing one of the discrete states of the embedded 
Markov renewal process and observing successive visits to that state.
Asynchronous PDPNs still make identifying regeneration times relatively easy; however, 
the procedure to do so is more involved than just observing visits to a specific marking and 
phase taken from M xT> . The increased difficulty arises because, when ph in t  and ph re a l
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transitions interact through conflicts and preemptions, the clock skews among active ph in t 
transitions can be arbitrary random variables. Of course, if there is at least one discrete 
state s e  M  x V  reached by the firing of a transition that resets all enabled ph in t  transition 
clocks—either by disabling or via the operator—the underlying GSMP regenerates upon
entering s this way. This chapter considers models where this lucky occurrence does not 
arise.
As an example, consider the Asynchronous PDPN model shown in Figure 6.1 where we 
let 7^eai =  { t i , t2, t3}, 'Tint =  {*4 , *5 , • • • tg}, and 7zero =  {*io,*n}- Although simple, this 
example possesses several properties that should be considered towards identifying as many 
regeneration events as possible. Note that there are always three ph int transitions active 
from the set 7int, but there can be at most two ph real transitions active from the set 7^a»i 
or none at all, depending on the marking. Notice also the (conflict) dependence between 
the following transition pairs: 11 with £5 , £ 2  with £7 , and £ 3  with £9 . When the transitions 
in any pair above are enabled, the firing of one will disable the other.
Definition 6.1 A ph i n t  clock is said to be uninterrupted whenever the associated tran­
sition is actively delaying until its scheduled firing time without any preemptions by other 
transition firings. Referring to the (partial) internal state machine in Figure 6.2, an unin­
terrupted ph in t  transition (hence clock) will execute in the bold paths, not the dotted ones. 
Consequently, the elapsed time to go from internal state (+ ,+ ) to (+ , 0 ) and perhaps to 
(0 , 0 ) before returning to (+, +) once again is equal to r.
The notion of uninterrupted ph int clocks is important to the discussions that follow. 
In the absence of ph real or immediate transition firings, the ph int transitions in our
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n o
tu
p 1 0
Figure  6.1: A simple example of an Asynchronous PDPN model.
example can execute uninterrupted. Moreover, there are three active ph i n t  clocks at 
any given time, and if uninterrupted, the clock readings are unchanged when observed at 
equally-spaced intervals of some multiple of r. In other words, say the clock readings for 
transitions £5 , £7 , and £9 , are C5 , C7 , and C9 , respectively, all enabled concurrently at some 
integral time, n r, of the basic step. Each ph in t  clock reading will count down to zero,
i.e., “expire,” by time (n ■+* l) r , thereby allowing the associated transition to advance its 
phase. At that point, the transition will either reset its clock to r  to count down the time 
until the next phase change or immediately fire, depending on the phase. If the first case 
occurs for each ph in t  transitions, the clock readings will be individually reset to r  at times 
n r  +  C5 , nr +  C7 , and n r  4- eg , respectively, and each will delay a r  — C5 , r  — C7 , and r  — eg 
amount of time, respectively, by time (n +  l) r . Therefore, the respective clock readings
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<j» 0 C=0
+, 0 1 advance phasefire
Figure 6.2: The paths taken by an uninterrupted state machine of a ph in t transition.
will be precisely C5 , cj, and eg, again, at time (n +  l) r . Something similar happens if the 
second case occurs instead for each ph in t  transition. That is, transitions <4 , t$, and ts 
will be enabled at times n r  +  C5 , nr + C7 , and nr +  eg, respectively, which means that 
the associated clock readings. C4 , eg, and eg, will equal C5 , C7 , and eg, respectively, at time 
(n +  l) r .  The newly enabled ph in t  transitions essentially “inherit” the clock readings of 
the enabling ph in t  transitions when the transitions are otherwise uninterrupted and the 
clocks are observed at equally-spaced intervals of some multiple of r .
R em ark  6.1 Before continuing, we note another special class o f PDPN, somewhat akin 
to the isochronous class. Consider, in our example, the case where ph int transitions 
remain uninterrupted by the ph rea l or immediate transitions. Then, the three active clock 
readings would never change when observed at equally-spaced intervals of some multiple of 
r. Moreover, the skewness among the clocks would be constant. This class of PDPN makes 
finding regeneration times easy. Just fix a discrete, distinguished state, s € M. x V , and 
mark a regeneration event each time s is observed at equally-spaced intervals, say, nr, n € N,
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as we have done thus far. But, again, this chapter focuses on the more interesting class o f 
problem where the clock skews are random variables changing over time, which means that 
there must be interaction between the ph in t and ph rea l transitions, as well as immediate 
transitions. We will now address such interactions.
Consider what happens when the ph. re a l  transitions in the example model are allowed 
to fire. It is easy to see that, while there are, still, precisely three ph in t  transition clocks 
active in any state, all running with the same dynamics discussed above, the clock skews 
are random variables, forever changing, each time a ph r e a l  transition fires. Because the 
changes arise from the firing of ph r e a l  transitions in continuous time, the random variable 
clock skews take on values in the continuous interval [0, r]. Such firings immediately replace 
the preempted clock with a newly reset clock.
For example, transition t\ must be enabled concurrently with transition £5 : they are in 
a race since the firing of one will preempt the other. If ti fires first, then the clock for £ 5  is 
set to —I at the same time the clock for £ 4  is set to r . What is important to note here is 
that if this reset time is n r- rx , where x  € [0 , r], then the clock reading for the now-enabled 
£ 4  will equal x when observed at time (n -I- I)r. With the previously-discussed notion of 
inheritance, this clock reading will be passed forward—to £ 5  and back again to £ 4  and so 
on—until the next time transition £ 1  fires. This is important, as it essentially preserves 
ph in t  clock readings during periods between resets by ph r e a l  transitions when observed 
at equally-spaced intervals of some multiple of r.
Finally, consider the impact on the ph in t  clock readings when the immediate transi­
tions, £ 1 0  and £n fire. Up to now, we have allowed the ph in t  transitions to be uninterrupted
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by assuming iio always fires. If instead, tn  fires immediately after fires, then becomes 
synchronized with ts, and hence inherits the same clock reading. Without such synchroniz­
ing events, the three active ph in t  clocks would remain asynchronous forever. Because our 
example allows synchronization of only two out of the three active ph in t  clocks, there is 
never a time when the probability mass is concentrated on a discrete state and vector of 
clock readings. Therefore, any discrete state within the underlying GSSMC has measure 
zero.
So far, we have made considerable use of equally-spaced observations of the underlying 
GSMP. We will continue to employ such observations in the next section towards construct­
ing a procedure for identifying regeneration times for the assumed asynchronous problem 
class.
6.1 .1  E qually-Sp aced  Sam pling Intervals
Consider the fact that any PDPN model can be augmented with a transition t' with a 
const(r) firing delay and void of any input or output places. The transition simply acts 
as a strobe to trigger observations of the model state at equally-spaced intervals of length 
r, the basic step. Let X ' =  {A(, : n € N} be the new underlying GSSMC, which is differ­
ent from the original GSSMC, X  =  {Xn : n  6  N}, defined by observing the GSMP after 
every transition event (phase advance, firing). Transition t' is unconditionally enabled and 
does not interact with other parts of the model. Consequently, the stationary probability 
distribution of X ' is the same as X .
Now consider a GSSMC, X  =  {X n : n € N}, defined by observing the GSMP S  =  
{S[9): 9 > 0} of a PDPN model at equally-spaced intervals of length r  that coincides with
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the firing time of the artificial transition, t ', introduced above. Being a subsequence of X ', 
X  shares the same stationary distribution, which is also identical with that of X . Moreover, 
when X  regenerates, so does X  and S.
Fix a distinguished, discrete state s 6  A l x P  assumed to be visited infinitely often, and 
note the following observations:
1. Only the clock readings of ph int transitions active in state s matter in determining 
whether a regeneration has taken place each time s is visited.
2. All other (inactive) ph int clocks are irrelevant, as each will have some fixed, default 
value ( — 1  in our case).
3. ph real transition clocks certainly do not matter since all are memoryless.
Based on our assumptions and the previous observations, our approach to identifying 
regenerations is to observe visits to [s,C i,C o,...] by X  at times n r, n e N ,  such that each 
clock Ct, t =  1 ,2 ,. . . ,  has a known and fixed probability distribution independent of the 
past. This can be done by ensuring that each ph int clock active in s has been “properly" 
reset at some previous time and then uninterrupted since then, so that the clock readings 
C =  [ci,C2 , ...] (and Pr{Ct < ct }) are preserved until state x  =  [s,C] is reached. The 
definition of a “proper” reset is given in the next section, but first we should explain the 
rationale for using equally-spaced sampling intervals.
The T-interval sampling effectively uncouples the consideration of the discrete compo­
nent of the state space—taken from M. x V —from that of the continuous component—the 
ph int clock readings, each taken from [0, r] U {—1}, which contributes the only nonmemo- 
ryless influence on the future evolution of the GSSMC, which we would like to forget. How
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and in what order proper reset events occur is of no consequence, as long as it is possi­
ble that, when X„ = [s, Ci, C2 , . ■.], the joint distribution of clock readings, [Ci, C-2 , ■ - -1, is 
identical and independent of (Xo, X i,.. -, X /t: k < n}, i.e., we have a regeneration.
The main advantage of this approach is that, given a state transition from x to y, 
we do not have to compute the m-step transition kernel, Pm(x. y). when determining if a 
regeneration has occurred with probability
, a(x)i/(y)
(61 )
as implied by Definition 2.1 and based on acceptance/rejection principles, which is justified 
given that ,3(x, y) < 1 . Moreover, the regeneration cycles are i.i.d. despite the activity of 
multiple ph in t  clocks, and the general dependence on the m-step transition between states 
x  and y prior to a (possible) regeneration after reaching state y is avoided. In general, if 
a regeneration is accepted with a probability (3(x. y) immediately after moving from state 
x  to state y, the future of the process beyond state y may depend on the previous m- 
step state transition, which occurred with probability P m(x, y). Nevertheless, the future 
of the process cannot depend on its history prior to entering state x. This is because 
the probability distribution, v{y), at state y is independent of x and, hence, must also be 
independent of the past prior to entering x. Therefore, adjacent regeneration cycles may 
be dependent, but nonadjacent cycles are independent. While such regeneration cycles do 
not preclude employing the strong law of large numbers, extra work is required to compute 
confidence intervals [25].
Another advantage of the proposed approach, presented in detail in the following sec­
tions, is its very simple construction and the efficiencies it affords to discrete-event simula­
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tions of Asynchronous PDPN models. A discussion of the disadvantages of the approach, as 
well as some alleviating enhancements, is deferred to the last section of this chapter, after 
presenting and analyzing the simulation algorithm.
6.1.2 P r o p e r  R e s e ts  a n d  i.i.d . C lo c k  R ea d in g s
Ensuring that the joint distribution of clock readings is a fixed and independent function at 
certain integral times of the basic step, n r, n € N, can be done with the concept of “proper’ 
clock resets presented in this section.
Definition 6.2 Let origin(f) be the time at which transition t 6 Trohi  U 71nt was inserted 
into the event list (o f the discrete-event simulator), which schedules the time. C t, until its 
next phase advance and possibly its firing. Once Ct is inserted in the event list. origin(D 
will also give the time that Ct (hence, the firing rate o ft , if t 6 Tre was last updated with 
another time C't ^  Ct as a consequence of some model event.
Definition 6.3 Let next(0) be the time o f the next (earliest scheduled) ph in t  transition 
event (phase advance, possibly followed by a transition firing) immediately after the current 
event changes the process state at time 6.
The reader may find it helpful to refer to Figure 6.3 when reading the following theorem, 
which is key to identifying times when process X  regenerates.
Theorem  6.1 Assume that r = (ro n  r 2  . . .)  €  7^eal7^,*ero is a firing sequence occurring at 
time 6 such that r o t  where t € 7 inf Suppose also that 6 6  [nr. nr  -F 6 ] fo r some n € N, 
where b = next (.0) — n r  € [0 , r] is the time scheduled for the first ph in t  event after nr 
(note that 0 < 6  <  r). Finally, assume that o rig in (ro ) < n r  for ro €  7^eai (d = d —
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I  n t  |  f  («+l)T
o r ig in  (r0) 9 n®xt (0 )
Figure 6.3: The timeline of a proper reset event.
o rig in(ro) is then the time from the last update of the firing time ofro to its actual firing). 
Let ©, N . B . and C be the random variables associated with 0. n. b, and c, respectively. 
Then, with probability
1  -  e~Xb
<6-2>
the probability density o f C  = © — N r  is
A W  = <6-3>
where A is the rate o f the transition firing sequence r.
Proof: The time it takes for a given ph r e a l  transition clock to expire is exponentially 
distributed. The same holds for any residual clock time due to the memoryless property 
of the exponential distribution. The condition o rig in (ro ) < N r  for N  = | 0 / r J implies 
that transition ro €  Tra%1 was enabled during the entire interval [iVr, ©] with no hiatus 
or change in rate. Therefore, the (residual) time C  =  0  — N r  6 [0, r] when Cr0 expires 
has a truncated exponential distribution with rate Ao- Requiring © € [Nr, N r  + B\ with 
B 6  [0, r] further restricts C  to the interval [0, B\. When B  takes on a specific value, 6 , the 
truncated exponential density function for C  evaluated at a specific value, c, can be written
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as
\e ~ Xc
9^  = r -
which is derived by conditioning on the event {C  < b}, where
A =  A0  • Pr{ observing (ri r 2  ...)  6  T*ezo }
is the effective rate of the event r>t. Likewise, the probability density function for C  when 
truncated by the time interval [0 , r] is
fx(c) =
\e —Ac
1 — e
The fact that
M e) l ~ e ~ x b _______——- = -------- r— < a < oc
g\(c) 1  -  e~Ar
for all 6  € [0 , r], means that the standard acceptance/rejection method can be employed 
to collect random samples with probability density f \(x )  indirectly using random samples 
from g x ( x ) .  Since the above inequality is satisfied with a =  1, random samples from g\(x) 
can be accepted equivalently as random samples from f\{x )  with probability
3x(b) =
1  — e~Xb
1 — e—A r
while rejecting all other samples. ■
The above random variable B  is a conservative upper bound for C because any potential 
conflicts with the nearest scheduled ph in t  transition event will prevent the firing sequence 
r from occurring beyond the time interval [0, B\. Our assumption that B  varies randomly
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over the continuous interval [0 , r] holds except in the special case where the clock skews 
are constant. This special case was already addressed earlier by Remark 6 . 1  and is handled 
more easily and without the acceptance/rejection "coin toss.”
D efin ition  6.4 Reset events r> t that satisfy the condition of Theorem 6.1 are said to be 
proper.
If ph in t  transition clock Ct is properly reset by event r > t  at time 6 =  n r  +  c with 
c < b and rate A, then, for as long as the clock Ct is thereafter uninterrupted, the proba­
bility distribution P r{Ct < c} at integral times (n +  k)r  for k > 1  is F\(c) =  J0° f\(x )d x  
with positive probability 3\(b). The significance of Theorem 6.1 is that F\(c) is a fixed, 
exponential distribution function truncated at r  because the distinguished rate, A, is fixed. 
Therefore, the distribution function F\(c) is independent of the state of process X , which 
includes the ph in t  clock readings. Only the probability ,3\(b) depends on the process state 
through b, and this dependency is eliminated through our “coin tosses.”
Uninterrupted clocks together with the previously discussed notion of “inherited” clock 
readings can be exploited to preserve the distribution F\(x) of each clock after proper 
resets until some future time, when all active ph in t  clocks [Ci,C 2 , ...] are properly re­
set, i.e., when X n =  [s,C i,C 2 , ...] is observed a t some future time nr, where, again, the 
distinguished state s is fixed.
Figure 6.4(a) portrays an example of proper clock resets, inheritance, and preservation 
up to the point the distinguished state s is reached. Such events coincide with regeneration 
of the process. The rectangles represent the full r  clock expiration times that trigger each 
phase advance and possible transition firing. The timeline coincides with the jump times of
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the sampling process X .  The black bars inside certain rectangles represent clock readings 
(the remaining expiration time) of which the process still depends: the gray bars indicate the 
independent, properly-reset clock readings. “X” marks the time when proper resets occur. 
The preservation of clock readings after proper resets is easily seen in the figure as the gray 
bars become fixed in length. Once all clocks have “proper” readings, say, C = [ci,C2 , ...], 
we wait for some time n r  when X n =  [s, C\. While this occurs in the figure at n =  4, 
this occurrence could take much longer, or sometimes might not happen at all if the clocks 
are “dirtied” again by "improper” interruptions. Figure 6.4(b) portrays a similar example 
except that the second clock reset is caused by the enabling of < 2 6  7Int associated with 
clock C2 . Finally, Figure 6.4(c) is again similar except C\ is properly reset synchronously 
by inheriting the clock reading from C3  that was reset sometime earlier.
We fix the distribution function, F\(x). of each properly reset clock by fixing A, referred 
to hereafter as the “distinguished rate.” However, it is not sufficient—and perhaps not 
even possible, nor prudent for efficiency—to merely select distinguished rates, Ai,A2 , . . . .  
one for each respective ph i n t  transition, . . . ,  requiring properly reset clocks prior to 
X  =  [s, C\. Instead, we must also consider the possibility that certain ph in t  clocks may be 
synchronized with each other while others may be asynchronous. The stochastic evolution of 
the process from a given state by a single, asynchronous event at time 6 may be dramatically 
different from that realized by a synchronous sequence of events that occur contemporarily 
at time 0. Therefore, when considering state transitions by ph in t  events, the activity of 
asynchronous transitions must be distinguished from the activity of synchronous transitions. 
Only then can we properly fix a  specific state-transition sequence from a fixed state, which 
we must do to identify regeneration times. We elaborate on this topic in the next section.
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Figure 6.4: A timeline showing proper resets of ph in t  transition clocks: (a) via preemption alone, 
(b) including enabling, and (c) via inheritance.
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6 .1 .3  Synchronous S e ts  o f  C lock  R eadings
Properly-reset clocks can be characterized as synchronous when the reset event affects more 
than one ph in t  transition in a certain way: either directly at the same time with the same 
distinguished rate A, or indirectly through clock inheritance.
Multiple clocks associated with, say, ph in t transitions £i, £-2 , • • ■ that are properly reset 
directly according to Definition 6.4 by the reset event, r> (ti, £2 , . . . ) ,  r  6  Tretx U T^eza, will 
have identical clock readings. While the reason for having identical clock readings is obvious 
given that such multiple reset events will occur contemporary in time, this is not the only 
way identical dock readings can be realized. Recall from earlier discussions that ph in t  
clocks can, alternatively, “inherit” the clock reading (and distribution) of another ph in t  
clock when its associated transition causes the clock of another ph in t  transition to reset. 
Therefore, if the clock of the ph in t  transition causing the reset has already been properly 
reset and then enjoys an uninterrupted status, the newly reset ph in t  clock(s) will become 
properly reset indirectly with identical readings.
D efinition 6.5 A synchronous set ,U \  C Tint, contains the active ph in t transitions that 
enjoy properly reset clocks with distinguished rate A by either direct or indirect means, i.e., 
according to Definition 6.4 o.t the same time or via inheritance at any time. Given any U\, 
the associated clocks, Ct, V t €  U\ share the same density function f\{c) from Equation 6.3 
and are identical in value with probability one. A synchronous set partitions the set of 
active ph in t  transitions with properly reset clocks and associates a distinct rate to each of 
the partitions. Given a partition withp synchronous sets, the distinct
rates, Aj, A2 , ..., Ap, are not necessarily unique, but Ct =  Cu has probability zero whenever
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£ € u €  t 96 j .
Synchronous sets get their name from the fact that all currently active transitions £ 6  
U\ are synchronized. On the other hand, active transitions £ € and a 6  with i
j  are asynchronous. As an example, the synchronous sets for the proper resets shown 
in Figure 6.4. (a) and (b), are =  { < 1 }, U\2 =  {£2 }, U\3 =  {£3 }- For Figure 6.4(c), the 
synchronous sets are U\t =  {£1 , £3 } and U\2 = {£2}.
The following rules can be used to maintain, at all times, a synchronous set partition 
on the currently-active ph in t  transition with properly reset clocks:
1 . A new synchronous set is c rea ted —possibly containing only a single ph in t transition- 
each time a proper reset occurs in a direct way.
2. New ph in t  transitions can later join an existing synchronous set via indirect proper 
resets originating from the firing of a ph in t  transition that is already a member of 
the set.
3. Transitions included in a newly created synchronous set are subsequently removed 
from any existing synchronous sets they occupied as a result of an earlier reset.
4. A transition is removed from a synchronous set if its clock is reset improperly, i.e.. 
in a way other than according to Theorem 6.1, directly or indirectly; this includes 
merely disabling the transition.
Definition 6.6 A regenerative structure is defined as
•  a fixed tangible state s €  M. x  V  and
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•  a fixed synchronous set partition of all the ph in t  transitions enabled in s
•  that coexist at some integral multiple o f r.
A  regenerative structure essentially defines an extended state that has enough informa­
tion for a PDPN simulation to identify regeneration times. Of course, regeneration times 
can only occur at integral times of r ,  by definition. Since there may exist more than one 
regenerative structure, we need to designate one as the "target." So, in the remaining sec­
tions, we will adopt the following terminology. The chosen regenerative structure will be 
called the target structure, for short, with a target state, s, and a target partition, U ^ ,
 u[pK all fixed of course. Just as there must be a current state to compare with the
A p  •
target state, there too must be a current partition to compare with the target partition. Of 
course, the current state and current partition—the current structure—are instead forever 
changing during the simulation.
R em ark  6.2 Recall that in Remark 3.4, uie said that the regenerative simulation algorithm, 
which will be presented next, is general enough to allow transient states. The stipulation, 
however, is that the transient states lead to the same recurrent class of states where the 
process (simulation) remains indefinitely. Of course, this can be checked using a reachability 
analysis where the GSMP states are supplemented with the finite number of discrete (<, >, 
=) clock orderings. However, a more thorough analysis is needed for regeneration. That 
is, we must also ensure that the chosen target (regenerative structure) is indeed within 
the recurrent class o f states. Otherwise, it will be impossible for the target to be revisited 
infinitely often. This can be checked, however, by supplementing the GSMP states with, not 
only the clock orderings, but boolean variables that indicate whether or not individual clocks
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are properly reset. Note that, when generating this state space, we do not have to flip the 
“coin” to identify properly reset clocks, only know that such resets are possible. Performing 
this analysis before the simulation will ensure that the chosen target is within the recurrent 
class and not the transient class of states. Generalizing our approach at least to this degree 
is important since the initial state—and others that follow until every ph in t  clock has 
been reset at least once—may well be transient depending, in part, on how the ph in t clock 
readings are initially sampled. 4s a topic for future research (see Chapter 8), we propose 
generalizing our regenerative simulation approach even further by allowing multiple recurrent 
classes.
6.2 A lgorithm  Description
The regenerative simulation algorithm can be described simply as this: starting from the 
target structure, rim the simulation as usual, and begin a new regeneration cycle each time 
the current structure is equal to the target structure. However, the details are not quite so 
simple in practice when efficiency is a concern. That is, we should not make the (target, 
current) structure comparisons blindly after each event. Instead, we should focus, first, on 
matching the current and target partitions. Doing so ensures that the (GSMP) simulation 
is at least in the right neighborhood. Only after matching the current and target partitions, 
which ensures that the clocks are proper, do we try to match the current state with the 
target state. For that, we look to one of the integral times n r  on the immediate horizon, 
and we can continue to do so for as long as the current and target partitions remain equal. 
Either equality of the current and target structures is finally achieved, or we continue the
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simulation and try again each time the ‘"neighborhood" is revisited.
With only minor differences, the same algorithm can be used to, first, select a target 
structure to be used for regeneration, and then, detect future regenerations by simply ob­
serving visits to the target structure. This two-stage approach has an added bonus: we can 
be sure that the regenerative structure chosen as the target is actually achievable, since it 
was indeed observed during the initial run of the simulation. Assuming that the under­
lying GSSMC is Harris recurrent, we can be sure that the events that yielded the target 
structure can be observed infinitely often with positive probability, which is also needed for 
regeneration. The detailed algorithm is as follows:
1. Start with an empty target structure, empty current structure, and schedule active 
events in the current state <= initial state.
2. If a change of state occurs due to the current model event at time 6:
(a) Apply the synchronous set rules in Section 6.1.3 to maintain the current partition 
of the active ph in t  transitions with properly reset clocks.
(b) If all active ph in t  transitions are included in the current partition then schedule 
a special event at time [0/r +  l j r  to sample the current structure.
3. Else if a special event occurs at time 6 and if the active ph in t  transitions are still 
included in the current partition then record the current state inside the current 
structure and proceed to Step 5.
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3.
5. Set the target structure equal to the current structure.
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6 . Empty the current structure and continue the simulation while collecting statistical 
data for each measure.
7. If a change of state occurs due to the current model event at time 9:
(a) Apply the synchronous set rules in Section 6.1.3 to maintain the current partition 
of the active ph in t  transitions with properly reset clocks.
(b) If the current partition is (once again) equal to the target partition then schedule 
a special event at time 19 /r  + l j r  to sample the current structure.
8 . If a special event occurs at time 6:
(a) If the current partition is still equal to the target partition then compare the 
current state with the target state, and . . .
(b) If the states are also equal then (the structures are equal) go to Step 10, else try 
the state comparison again by scheduling another special event at time 9 4- r.
9. Repeat Steps 7 and 8 .
10. A regeneration has occurred: process the statistics for the most recent regeneration 
cycle and reset the data collection in preparation for the new regeneration cycle, per 
Section 2.8.
11. Repeat Steps 7 through 10 until a sufficient number of regeneration cycles have been 
observed, thereby providing the desired confidence intervals.
The details concerning the implicit application of Theorem 6.1 in Steps 2(a) and 7(a) 
is saved for the next section where an efficient implementation of the above algorithm is 
presented.
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6.3 An Efficient Im plem entation o f  the Algorithm
We now propose an efficient implementation of the regenerative simulation algorithm pre­
sented above. For convenience, we assume that the transitions are indexed by integers and 
then re-ordered so that 7int  C {<i, t-2 , <3 ,...} . Of course, the event index can also identify 
the associated clock. So, in the remaining discussions, a simulation event, t 6  N, is synony­
mous with a PDPN transition, t{ € T . and its associated clock. C,. The only exception is 
with the •‘special” simulation event we introduce for the purpose of sampling the state of 
the simulation at certain integral times nr, which may coincide with regeneration times.
In a discrete-event simulation, there is normally only one event list that services all 
events. For presentational ease, the procedures presented here also imply the use of one 
event list. However, when simulating PDPN models, it is actually advantageous to have 
two event lists: one for the ph r e a l  events, and another for the ph in t  events. The reason 
is that the event list holding only ph in t  transitions will behave as a FIFO queue whenever 
the ph in t  events are not interrupted in any way. This makes processing ph in t  events 
very efficient, unlike the ph r e a l  events, which must be chronologically ordered with each 
insert or update.
We maintain explicit reference to a basic step, r , for generality. However, in practice, 
it might be better to let r  =  1  and re-scale all other delay times accordingly. That way, 
finding the left and right limits of the inequality t i t  <  6 <  ( n  +  I ) r  is simplified, i.e., the 
left limit, [0 /tJ t , is reduced to a simple use of the floor function, \_d\ , and the right limit, 
[ 6 / t  -I- l j r ,  is reduced to a simple use of the ceiling function, [0 ].
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6 .3 .1  D a ta  S tru ctu res
Efficient implementation of synchronous sets depends mainly on data structures that per­
mit fast, constant-time access to a set when given the index of one of its members. The 
operations required of synchronous sets are simple enough—limited to the insert, delete, 
and comparison. Moreover, these operations are performed only in response to a given 
simulation event, and only one event at a time.
Fast comparisons for equality between the current synchronous set partition with the 
target partition is also essential. Equality of two synchronous sets means not only that 
the sets share the same members but also share the same distinguished rate. However, if 
the distinguished rates are the result of floating-point computations (e.g.. due to marking- 
dependent expressions), we must be content with equality of rates in terms of a small 
relative difference.
Figure 6.5 shows by example the data structures that offer simplicity and efficiency 
to the simulation procedures presented later. The basic building block is the “SyncSet” 
data structure, which consists of some encoding of a finite set and a real number for the 
distinguished “ra te .” The specific computer encoding used to store a set is less important 
than the use of pointers to reference SyncSet records, which are represented with arrows 
and discussed momentarily. Nevertheless, we chose to encode the contents of a set at the bit 
level using code words, which are merely an array of bytes, or even unsigned integers. Each 
member of the set is given a unique integer index from { 1 ,2 ,3 ,... ,  L}, which is automatic 
given the elements to be stored, Tiat C {*i, t2 > <3 , • • •}, and after re-ordering the transitions 
where L =  |Tint|. Then, given a single code word, if the bit in position A: is a “1” then
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element k, or equivalently transition £/t, is a member of the set: a “0 ” indicates that it is 
not, and consequently a code word equal to zero represents the empty set. We allow as 
many code words as needed to encode the largest possible set, which requires that the most 
significant bit position in the array of code words is greater than or equal to L. Some more 
examples are given in the figure.
l i s t  o f  S y n c S e t  p o i n t e r s ,  
o n e  f o r  e a c h  ph  i n t  t r a n s i t i o n
c u r r e n t  : s e t
Encoding Sets
codew ord
msb
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
art
l s b
{ t l }
0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0  ( t 2 , t 4 , e 5 )
11610 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
( r e a l )
S y n c S e t
( u n s i g n e d  b y t e ( l )
t a r g e t  : s e t
r a t e
i t 6 )
r a t e  -  X3
r a t e
r a t e  = X2
r a t e  = X2
Figure 6.5: Efficient data structures for realizing synchronous sets.
We now turn our attention to the SyncSet object pointers. For a given synchronous set 
partition (we require two), it suffices to have a simple list of pointers to SyncSet records: a 
pointer for each possible set element and appropriately located in the list to coincide with 
its unique index. Then, as Figure 6.5 shows by example, if transitions f2, *4 , and h  are 
members of the same set then the pointers at indices 2, 4, and 5 of the “cu rren t” list will
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all point to the same SyncSet record that encodes the set {t-2 , £4 ,^5 }. assuming they also 
share the same distinguished rate. A2 . As also shown in the figure, a list of SyncSet pointers 
can easily store a synchronous set partition. So, we require only two lists, as we require 
two partitions: one for the “curren t” partition, which is forever changing in response to 
the simulation events, and another for the “ta rg e t” partition, which remains static and is 
compared with the cu rren t partition during the simulation.
The proposed data structures meet our expectations: the structure is certainly simple, 
and the pointers provide access to any set that contains a given element. Although inserting 
and deleting elements requires access to individual bits within a  code word, such bitwise 
operators are efficient in modern languages such as C and C + + . Just as important is the 
efficient comparison of sets, which is a simple matter of checking for equality between the 
code words of two sets and the relative difference between the pair of distinguished rates. 
However, our purposes require the comparison of the cu rren t synchronous set partition 
with the ta r g e t  partition. Doing so efficiently requires that we perform the comparisons 
incrementally by remembering how many sets have already been compared and successfully 
matched, versus how many matches still remain before the two partitions become equal. 
This is the topic of the next section where we present the objects—data packaged together 
with functions—that realize the cu rren t and ta rg e t partitions.
6 .3 .2  O p era tion s
Object 6.1 more formally defines the data and functionality of the SyncSet records discussed 
previously, not to belabor the subject, but to be clear in how such objects are manipulated 
by the objects and procedures that follow.
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Object 6.1 SyncSet: A synchronous set.
data:
(unsigned int) code.word
. . .  perhaps an array o f code words, but here we’ll assume just one for simplicity
read, rate =  the distinguished rate of the synchronous set
Initialize code.word •£= 0
function: SyncSet: Add (int i) is
Bit i  of code.word <= 1 inserts i  into the set
function: SyncSet: Subtract (int i) is
Bit i  of code.word <= 0 removes i  from the set
function: bool SyncSet: IsEmpty is
if code-word =  0  then return true else return false end if Is set empty?
Object 6.2 should also be familiar from Figure 6.5: it packages the data and one function 
that our two partitions, current and target, have in common. Hereafter, object pointers 
will be represented by the u—»” symbol, which provides access to data or functions internal 
to the object.
Object 6.2 SetPartition: Data and functionality common to target and current.
(SyncSet pointers) set = list [ 1 , 2 , . . . ,  | Tint I 3 of pointers to SyncSet objects 
int #sets =  the total number of sets in the partition 
Initialize set [ 1,2, . . . ] < =  [ null, null, . . .  ] and #sets <= 0
function: Set Part it ion: Remove (int i)
Execute set [ i]  —'Subtract ( i)  removes i  from the set
if set [i]  —»IsEmpty =  true then 
Delete the SyncSet pointed to by set [ i]  last one to leave shuts the door
set [i]  <= null this is very important, as a non-null pointer implies a nonempty set 
end if
More interesting are the two objects (6.3 and 6.4) shown in the following, which specialize 
Object 6.2 to form the target and current partitions. Both the target and current 
partitions are constructed in much the same way, as the result of proper reset events that 
occur during a simulation of a PDPN. In other words, the target partition is constructed 
during an initial run of the simulation in the same way that the current partition will later
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be constructed during each subsequent regenerative cycle of the simulation.
The subtle differences in constructing the ta rg e t  and curren t partitions have to do 
with knowing when to stop. For the ta rg e t  partition, we stop when all active ph in t  
transitions are all accounted for—meaning that the associated clocks have been properly 
reset in some fashion, directly or indirectly as previously discussed. If this is the case, the 
ta rg e t  partition will contain the indices of all active clocks. Then, its a simple matter of 
recording the distinguished state, s, observed at the very next nr  time step, assuming the 
synchronous set partition is still intact. Once constructed, the ta rg e t  partition remains 
fixed throughout the remaining simulation, since it, together with s. specify the conditions 
for regeneration. The successful completion of a ta rg e t  partition of sets and stored record 
of the distinguished state s marks the beginning of the first regeneration cycle.
For the c u rre n t partition, knowing when to stop is based on the equality of the cu rren t 
partition of sets and the current state with the ta rg e t  partition of sets and the distinguished 
state s. The c u rren t partition is deleted at the beginning of each regeneration cycle and 
then constructed again as the simulation continues. The current regeneration cycle ends 
and a new one begins each time there is a successful match—when (cu rren t S e tP a rtitio n , 
current state) =  ( ta rg e t S e tP a rtitio n , s), which by our proposed procedure occurs only 
at integral times of r .
Such subtle differences between the cu rren t and ta rg e t  S e tP a r t i t io n  objects take 
shape in the additional piece of data referred to as " c o u n t ,a n  integer that takes on 
different meaning for each of the two objects.
Referring to Object 6.3 for a ta rg e t  S e tP a rtitio n , count records the total number of 
ph in t  transitions that occupy all the sets in the partition at any given time. Therefore,
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when count becomes equal to the current number of active ph in t  transitions, we can try 
to record a distinguished state at the next t i t  time step. The correct value for count can be 
maintained easily enough by observing the incremental changes that take place within the 
individual set memberships. It is also helpful that the kinds of changes are very limited.
Indeed, a ta rg e t  partition has only three functions. As the name implies, the Create 
function creates a new SyncSet within the partition with index i  as the first element and a 
given distinguished ra te . Afterwards, the Jo in  function can be used to insert an additional 
index j  into an existing set already containing index i .  Finally, an index, i ,  can be removed 
from a set, which must be the one pointed to by s e t [ i ]  if i  is indeed somewhere in the 
partition. Function SetPartition:Rem ove ( in t  i )  is always used to remove an index i  so 
that the memory and pointer to the set can be discarded on the occasions the set is left 
empty. The correct maintenance of the count should be clear by examining the functions.
Referring to Object 6.4 for a c u rre n t S e tP a rtitio n , count now records the difference 
between the total number of sets within the ta rg e t  partition, # ta rg e ts , and the total 
number of successful matches. In other words, count indicates the number of sets within 
ta rg e t  that still require a matching partner within current and, hence, is also a measure 
of the amount of work that is still required before conditions are right for regeneration. 
After constructing the “ta rg e t” we let “th e_ ta rg e t” point to the t a r g e t : s e t  [• • • ] list, 
which holds the target partition. Then, function IsTargetCint i )  returns true or false 
depending on the comparison between the two SyncSets pointed to by c u r re n t: s e t [i] 
and th e .ta rg e t [ i]  —true if the sets and distinguished rates are the same, false otherwise. 
Function C lear is used to delete the sets within the partition at the beginning of each 
regeneration cycle, thus allowing a fresh start to each cycle. Notice that this includes
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Object 6.3 target: Specializes SetPartition for selecting a regeneration point.
data:
int count =  total number of ph int transitions contained within the partition of sets
function: int target: Create (int i, real rate) is
if setfi] ^  null then
Execute SetPart it ion: Remove (i)
else
Increment count by one because i  is new to the set
end if
set [i] <= new SyncSet for i and rate
Increment #sets by one
return count
function: int target: Jo in (int i, int j) is
if setfi] ^ null and setCj] = null then
Increment cotint by one since j  is entering anew
end if
if setfi] = null and setCj] ^ null then
Decrement count by one since j  is leaving, otherwise count is unchanged
end if
if setCj] ^ null then remove j  from the set
Execute SetPart it ion: Remove ( j)
end if
if set [i] 7^  null then
Execute set [i] —>Add(j ) adds j  to target set pointed to by i
end if
setfj] ■£= setfi] joins i  and j
return count
function: int target: Remove (int i) is
if setfi] ^ null then implies set is not empty
Execute SetPartition:Remove(i) removes i from the set
setfi] <= null
Decrement count by one since i is leaving
end if
return count
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setting count equal to the # ta rg e ts , which is clearly the correct thing to do.
O bject 6.4 cu rren t: Specializes S e tP a rtitio n  for detecting a regeneration point, 
da ta:
(S e tP a rtitio n  pointer) th e .ta rg e t =  pointer to a  S e tP a r t i t io n  object 
in t  # ta rg e ts  =  number of sets in th e .ta rg e t partition
in t count =  # ta rg e ts  — number of matched sets between cu rren t and th e .ta rg e t
function: bool cu rre n t :IsT arget( in t  i )  is 
if th e .ta rg e t [ i]  =  null or s e t [i] =  null th en  
re tu rn  false
else if SyncSet objects pointed to by th e .ta rg e t  [ i ]  and s e t  [i]  are equal th e n  
re tu rn  true which means that the SyncSet:rates are also equal
else 
re tu rn  false 
end if
function: c u r re n t : C lear is 
se t [ 1 , 2 , . . .  ] **= [ null, null, . . .  ] 
count *$= # ta rg e ts
The remaining c u rre n t S e tP a rtitio n  functions continue inside Object 6.5, which are 
akin to those of ta rg e t .  While similar in the adding and subtracting of index elements, the 
functions are very different in how the cu rren t variable is maintained. Updates to cu rren t 
are still made incrementally as simulation events bring about change in the partition. The 
ability to maintain an accurate reading for count by making incremental adjustments in 
response to certain simulation events is key to the objects efficiency. This ability stems 
from the limited changes that a synchronous set can undergo, which is reflected in the three 
functions: Create, Jo in , and Remove.
Essentially, changes in the rise and fall of cu rren t sets that have a matching partner 
within th e .ta rg e t is carefully monitored. Each time a change occurs in a cu rre n t set, we 
must query its status—as to whether the set matches one inside th e .ta rg e t partition— 
before and after the change. This is the purpose behind the concerted use of the IsTarget
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Object 6.5 current: Continued from Object 6.4.
function: int current: Create (int i, real rate) is
Execute Remove (i) to first remove i  from an existing set, i f  necessary
set [i] <= new SyncSet for i and rate
Increment #sets by one
if IsTarget(i) = true then decrement count by one
return count
function: int current: Jo in (int i, int j) is
bool vas <= false : bool is <= false
Execute Remove (j)
if set [i] ^  null then
was <= IsTarget(i) checks original status first
set[i]—>Add(j) adds j  to s e t  [ i]
is <= IsTarget(i) Is the new set a target now?
end if
set[j] <= set[i] joins i  and j
if vas and now is not then increment count by one
if vas not and now is then decrement count by one otherwise, count is unchanged
return count
function: int current: Remove (int i) is
bool vas •«= false : bool is <= false
if set [i] ^ null then
vas <= IsTarget(i) Was i  part of a target set ?
SetPart it ion:Remove(i) removes i  from the set
if set [i] ^ null then implies set is not empty
j <= any remaining index in the set still pointed to by set[i]
is 4= IsTarget(j) Is the remaining set a target now?
set[i] «= null now, we can lose the pointer
end if
end if
if vas and now is not then increment count by one
if vas not and now is then decrement count by one otherwise, count is unchanged
return count
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function with the boolean variables, “was” and “i s .” The proper monitoring and the 
resulting adjustments to count should be clear from examining the functions of Object 6.5, 
which are presented with comments. Note the utility of the SyncSet pointer in function 
c u rre n t:  Remove ( in t  i ) .  The status of the set pointed to by s e t [ i ] ,  when i  was a 
member, is first checked by executing “was <= IsT arget ( i ) .” After removing i  from the 
set pointed to by setC i], the new set status must be checked and recorded by the “i s ” 
variable if the updated set, which is still pointed to by s e t  [ i ] , is not empty. The condition 
“s e t  [ i]  7  ^ null” indicates that the set is not empty. Performing these checks are important 
because a set may reach “target status” after removing an old member just as it may do so 
after inserting a new member.
Take Figure 6.5 for example, which shows that the cu rren t set {£2 . U, £5 } with rate =  
A2  fails to match the ta rg e t set {£4 , <5 } with rate =  A2  because of £ 2  only. So, removing £ 2  
from the cu rren t set will create a match.
Returning our attention to function cu rren t: Remove ( in t  i ) ,  note that we cannot ap­
ply the IsT arget function on the same index i  once i  is no longer a member of the set. So, 
what index do we use to gain access to a target set? The solution is easy enough: before 
discarding the s e t  [i] pointer, use it to select any remaining (member) index—any one will 
do—and call it j .  The IsTarget function can then be applied to index j, which compares 
the sets pointed to by se t [j] and th e .ta rg e t [ j ] .
6 .3 .3  M ain  Procedures
While much of the regenerative simulation algorithm is probably clear by now, for com­
pleteness, we will present three procedures below that essentially tie everything together.
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The data  store needed by the procedure is listed as Data 6 .6 . Most of the data items are 
self-explanatory given the comments already provided in the listing, so only brief comments 
are needed here. To begin, we require a  ‘‘sp ec ia l'’ event in addition to the expected model 
events of type ph in t ,  ph re a l, and immediate. Its purpose, when needed, is to sample the 
state of the simulation at integral times of r , which coincide with the states of the special 
GSSMC X .  The current simulation time of the actual underlying GSSMC, X , is given by 
6 . For the purpose of handling (transition firing) event sequences (ro n  r j ...)  € ^real^zero 
or (ro ri r% ■ ■ ■) € 71nt7^ ,*ro, we let “rin d ex ” hold the index of transition ro and let " ra te” 
hold the effective rate of the sequence (ro n  r 2 ...). The variables “o r ig in ” and “next” 
are equivalent to Definitions 6.2 and 6.3, respectively. The pointer “p a r t i t io n ” will first 
point to the ta rg e t  S e tP a rtitio n  object for its construction during the initial nm of the 
simulation. Afterwards, p a r t i t io n  will point to the cu rren t S e tP a r t i t io n  object for its 
construction for the remaining duration of the simulation. The pointer simply makes it easy 
to utilize the same procedure to construct both objects during two consecutive modes of 
the simulation. The boolean “in i t i a l - r u n ” indicates which mode of the simulation is in 
effect. The purpose of “iid_clocks” and “found” should be clear from the comments and 
from examining the procedures presented next. Lastly, “count” is the same as the count 
referenced in Objects 6.3 and 6.4 since it records the return values of the Join, Create, 
and Remove functions. Of course, count has different meaning depending on the whether 
in i t i a l - r u n  is true of false, as already discussed.
Procedure 6.7 actually lists two procedures that are called when the simulated state of 
the PDPN is updated due to a transition event. If the status of a ph in t  transition x goes 
from being enabled to becoming disabled, then procedure D isab le  ( in t  x) should be called
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D ata  6 . 6  Shared data for the procedures (6.7, 6 .8 , 6.9) presented below.
event type =  {ph rea l, ph in t, immediate, specia l}  
re a l  0  =  the current simulation time
in t  rin d ex  =  index of the most recent timed event (transition from 7^e*a U Tint)
re a l  r a te  =  current (firing) rate originating from ph re a l  transition rindex
re a l  o r ig in  =  same as Def. 6.2 when rindex  is ph re a l  type
re a l  nex t =  min(time of next ph in t  transition event -  [0/ tJt . r) , Def. 6.3
(M. x V ) s =  distinguished discrete state, i.e., the target state
(S e tP a r ti t io n  pointer) p a r t i t io n  =  points to either ta rg e t  or c u rre n t
bool in i t ia l_ ru n  =  true during the initial run before selecting a regeneration point
bool iicL clocks = true if all active ph in t  clocks are properly reset, false otherwise
bool found =  true each time a regeneration point is found, false otherwise
in t  count =  the return value for functions Join, Create, and Remove in Proc. 6.7 below
P ro ce d u re  6.7 Synchronous set procedures used when executing simulation events, 
p rocedu re : D isable ( in t  x) is where event x  is ph in t  type
count <= p a r t i t io n —»Remove (x) removes x from a sync set, if necessary
p rocedu re : Reset ( in t x) is where event x  is ph in t  type
if rin d ex  =  x th e n  re tu rn  end  if no loops
if rin d ex  is ph in t  type then  clock inheritance applies
count <= p a r t i t io n —>Join(rindex, x) includes x  in same set occupied by rindex  
else if  o r ig in  < [0 / t J t  th en  we have an expo time interval
r e a l  p <= ( 1  -  e-«*• “ « ) / (  1  -  e ~ ™  T)
if Bernoulli(p) =  1 then  accept as proper reset and create a new sync set
count <= p a r t i t io n —>Create(x, ra te )  
en d  if
else otherwise, reject the improper reset
count <= p a r t i t  ion—'Remove (x) removes x from its sync set, if  necessary
end  if
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to remove x from any synchronous set that may contain it. Alternatively, if the status of 
a ph in t  transition x goes from being disabled to becoming enabled, or remaining enabled 
while its clock is reset, then procedure Reset ( in t  x) should be called to possibly insert 
x into a synchronous set. Procedure Reset ( in t  x) embodies the conditions for indirect 
proper resets as well as the conditions for direct proper resets based on Theorem 6.1.
Procedure 6 .8 , or P rocessE vent(in t e), is responsible for updating the simulation 
state given the current event e. First, it only accumulates data for each measure of interest 
after a regeneration point has been selected (when in i t ia l - ru n  =  false) and the simulation 
is underway having enjoyed its first regeneration. Then, if the event e is the special event, 
what happens next depends on the mode, again given by in i t ia l- ru n . If the simulation is 
still in search of a regeneration point to use as the target (when in i t i a l - r u n  =  true) then 
we next check to see if the active ph in t  clocks are still proper (hence individually i.i.d.). 
If so ( i id -d o c k s  — true) then we simply record the current state and use it as the target 
state, s. Since the target partition is also now complete, we set it aside by saving a pointer 
to its s e t [ - - - ]  using th e .ta rg e t located inside the cu rren t S e tP a r t i t io n  object. To 
begin constructing the current partition, we move the pointer p a r t i t io n  to curren t and 
change the mode with in i t ia l - ru n  -4= false. Since, we have found our first regeneration 
point, we let found <= true.
From then on, each time a special event occurs, in i t ia l - ru n  will equal true and the 
procedure will, first, check that iicL clocks =  true, and if so, will only compare the current 
state of the simulation with the target state, s. A failed match will prompt another attempt, 
as long as iicLclocks = true, by scheduling another special event at the next r  step in 
time.
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Procedure 6 .8 ProcessEvent(int e): Procedure for simulation event e.___________
if initial-run — false then
Accumulate data for each measure, needed later to compute statistics 
end if
if event e is special type then
if in it ia l_ ru n  =  true then we simply record the distinguished state
if i id -d o c k s  =  true then 
s <= current (marking and phase) state
from now on, we construct current sets and match them with the target sets 
partition <= pointer to new current SetPartition 
partition—»the_target <*= pointer to target 
found <= true
initial-run <= false ends the initial run
end if
else compare current state with s if clocks are still ‘proper’’
if iid-docks =  true then 
if s =  current state then 
found <= true regeneration!
else clocks are still good and proper, so try again
Schedule another special event at time 0 + r  
end if 
end if 
end if
Note that if ii<L.clocks = false above then the clocks are no longer good and “proper, "’ 
so we can do nothing but continue and hope for better luck next time. 
else e is a transition event
Compute new state as a result of the current event e 
Update event lists based on new state . . .
. . .  including origin(x) <= 0 for each new or updated event x 
for each ph in t  event (index) t  affected by the current event e do
if transition t is (re-)enabled or still enabled in new state but its clock is reset then 
Execute Reset (t)
else if transition t was enabled but is now disabled in the new state then 
Execute Disable (t) 
end if 
end for 
end if
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The occurrence of a special event and iid -d o c k s  =  false means tha t the ph in t clocks 
were improperly reset sometime after being properly reset (when the special event was 
scheduled and inserted in the event list) but before the scheduled time of the special event. 
The only thing to do when this happens is to simply continue the simulation and the search 
for the target structure. Alternatively, we could remove the special event from the event 
list at the instant i id - d o c k s  <= false because of an improper reset. However, it is less 
costly to simply ignore the event if it is no longer applicable than to search for and remove 
it from the event list.
If event e is not special, but is instead a model event, then based on e, the simulation 
state must be updated, which includes a new GSMP state (the marking and phase) and 
changes to the event list (removing old, preempted events and inserting newly-activated 
events). This is were the o rig in (x ) of event x is updated with the current time, 0, if x 
is newly activated or an already active event that must change its scheduled completion 
time as a result of e and the new state. Finally, for each ph in t  event t  affected by e. the 
(6.7) procedures R eset ( in t  t )  and Disable ( in t  t )  are called, as appropriate, to properly 
maintain a partition of proper reset clocks (pointed to by p a r t i t io n )  as discussed already.
The main simulation procedure is provided as Procedure 6.9. After the usual data 
initializations, the "initial run” mode is selected first so that a target structure can be 
determined. The repeat-while loop is repeated with the occurrence of each regeneration 
cycle. Each cycle is independent, so the local data store used to collect statistics can be 
reset at the top of the loop after being accumulated within a global data store, at the 
bottom of the loop, which is used later to compute expectations and variances, as discussed 
in Section 2.8. The beginning of a new regeneration cycle is marked by found •*= true. Until
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Procedure 6.9 Main simulation procedure, 
initial-run <= true
partition <= pointer to new target SetPartition 
repeat
Initialize data for new regeneration cycle 
found <= false 
while found =  false do 
Let e <= index of “next event” and update the simulation time, 9, accordingly 
if e is ph real type then 
rindex <= e 
origin <= origin(e) 
rate <= rate(e) 
else if e is ph int type then 
rindex <= e 
rate <=1.0 
else if e is immediate type then
rate <= rate • prob(e) splits the rate with the probability o f firing e
end if
Execute ProcessEvent(e) 
if found = false then
if initial-run = true and count = number of active ph int transitions then 
iid-docks <= true 
else if initial-run = false and count =  0 then 
iid_clocks <= true 
else
iid-docks <= false 
end if
if iid-docks =  true and a special event is not already scheduled then 
Schedule a special event at time 19 /r  +  l j r  
end if 
end if 
end while
Accumulate statistics for the just-completed regeneration cycle
Execute partition—►Clear clears out current sets now pointed to by p artition
until a sufficient number of regeneration cycles have occurred
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then, the procedure executes within the while loop.
Each new iteration of the while loop is accompanied by a new event, e, taken from the 
event list, which establishes the new simulation time, 6 . What happens after that depends 
on the type of event. If event e is of ph r e a l  type, then its rindex, o rig in , and r a te  must 
be recorded while it is conveniently available. We already know how the data is used by 
Proc. 6.7. If event e is of ph in t  type, then rindex  is again recorded but ra te  is always set 
to one. Then, for each immediate event e, the r a te  is split based on the probability of the 
coin toss that took place when e was selected from the event list in the presence of other 
contemporary events. Of course, the probability is computed by normalizing the weights— 
part of the model specification, see Remark 3.3—of all active immediate transition that are 
attempting to fire at the same time, and is equal to one in the absence of contemporary 
events. Next, the ProcessEvent (e) procedure is called to update the simulation state, 
which also processes special events as we already know. If e is not a special event, then the 
boolean ‘‘found” will always be false after executing ProcessEvent(e). During the initial 
run, the procedure needs only to compare ‘‘count” against the number of active ph in t  
transitions; equality means that all active clocks are properly reset. With later runs, after 
a target structure is known so that the pair ( th e .ta rg e t, s) exists, a count equal to zero 
indicates that c u r re n t: s e t  [• • • ] =  th e .ta rg e t [•••] , implying that the clocks are properly 
reset in a certain, fixed way. The “[• • • ]” notation is meant to indicate that an entry-wise 
comparison is performed for each indexed synchronous set. WTienever i id -d o c k s  <= true, 
a special event is scheduled at the next integral step of r , assuming that it has not already 
been scheduled.
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Eventually procedure ProcessEvent (e) will be applied to a special event e where it 
will be determined that (current:set[•••], current state) =  (the.target[•••], s). Con­
sequently, found >£= true and the while loop will exit. Besides collecting the statistics from 
the just-completed regeneration cycle, the sets within the current partition must be deleted 
to allow a fresh beginning with the new regeneration cycle.
6.4 Algorithm  Analysis
An analysis of our proposed regenerative simulation algorithm is presented now using the 
simple model in Figure 6.1. We will focus on three aspects of performance. First, we assess 
the performance of the initial run, which searches for a regenerative structure. Second, 
some characteristics of the regeneration cycle lengths and the overhead in identifying the 
cycles are measured. Third, a performance profile of identifying properly reset clocks is 
constructed, which measures the frequency of proper resets with and without visiting the 
distinguished state.
The example model was instantiated with various parameters, resulting in six studies. It 
suffices to demonstrate the regenerative simulation algorithm using only the basic building 
blocks: constant r  time steps for ph int transitions and exponentially-distributed time 
steps for ph real transitions. So, to simplify the analysis, we will let each transition in 
Fiat = {*4 ) *5 > • • • £9 } have constant r  = 1 delays, and let each transition in 7^e«i =  {* it h ,  £3 } 
be exponentially distributed. Of course, each transition in Tzei0 = {tio,fu} has zero delay. 
More specifically, Table 6.1 shows the parameters used in the six studies where Aj, A2 , 
and A3  are rates and 7  is the probability that tn  fires when enabled. Then, we let ti ~
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expo(#(p 3 )Ai) with a marking-dependent rate that scales with # (£ 3 ), the number of tokens 
in place p^. Finally, we let £ 2  ~  expo(A2 ) and £ 3  ~  expo(A3 ) with constant rates.
Table 6 . 1 : Study parameters.
Study Ai A2 A3 7
1 1/4 3/4 1 2/5
2 1/4 3/4 10 2/5
3 1/4 3/4 10 4/5
4 5/2 3/4 1 2/5
5 5/2 3/40 1 2/5
6 5/2 3/40 1 4/5
The procedures presented earlier are coded in C + + , and all simulations are run on 
a I GHz Pentium III processor with sufficient memory (1 GB of HAM) to avoid paging. 
Table 6.2 shows the steady-state (point) measures computed by observing 100 regeneration 
cycles. In this table and hereafter, we denote the partial marking # (p i,P 2 »P3 ) as s'- ln 
terms of accuracy, a 10% confidence interval was used for all estimates, and most estimates 
had near 100% confidence levels. The only exceptions were Pr{ s' =  (0.2,0) } in the second 
and third studies, which had 70% confidence levels; the same measure in the sixth study, 
which had a 94% confidence level; and Pr{ s' = (0,0,2) } also in the sixth study, which 
had a 63% confidence level. The lower confidence levels can be attributed to the lower 
probabilities of visiting said states in the fixed number of regeneration cycles.
6.4 .1  Initial R u n  P erform an ce
Table 6.3 contains the results of an initial rim, which was only performed with the example 
model instantiated with the Study 1 parameters. The initial run was given enough time 
to find the various regenerative structures discussed in Section 6.1 with distinctive char-
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Table 6.2: Point estimates of steady-state measures for each model study.
Measure
Study
1 2 3 4 5 6
Pr{s' =  (1,1,0)} 
Pr{ s '=  ( 1 , 0 , 1 )} 
Pr{ s '=  (0 , 1 , 1 )} 
Pr{ s' =  (2,0,0) } 
Pr{ s '=  (0 , 2 , 0 )} 
Pr{s' =  (0 , 0 , 2 ) } 
Pr{#(p4) = 1}
Pr{ #(pe) = 1} 
Pr{ #(p8) = 1}
6.44E-02
2.57E-01
1.90E-01
7.57E-02
3.65E-02
3.76E-01
4.63E-01
4.48E-01
4.62E-01
1.22E-02
3.48E-01
3.23E-02
1.03E-01
5.59E-05
5.04E-01
4.57E-01
4.41E-01
4.45E-01
1.36E-02
3.48E-01
3.49E-02
1.09E-01
5.46E-05
4.95E-01
4.57E-01
4.33E-01
4.45E-01
2.92E-01
1.11E-01
7.95E-02
3.49E-01
1.57E-01
1.18E-02
4.26E-01
4.10E-01
4.32E-01
6.79E-02
2.64E-02
1.86E-03
9.00E-01
3.63E-03
2.85E-04
4.89E-01
4.86E-01
4.90E-01
6.72E-02
2.63E-02
1.77E-03
9.01E-01
3.57E-03
3.14E-04
4.89E-01
4.85E-01
4.90E-01
acteristics. In so doing, 27 regenerative structures were located over tin interval of 3.615 
events, or 970 model time units of the basic step r. which is equal to one. Note, however, 
that the list of 27 candidate targets is not an exhaustive list, only the number we choose to 
show for the discussion that follows. For each of the 27 candidate targets, the regenerative 
structure is given in terms of the synchronous sets, £Yrate with some distinguished rate and 
a target state. As for the candidate target state, only the marking of places pi, p-2 , and 
P3  are explicitly given since the marking of the remaining places can be inferred from the 
synchronous sets, which indicate the enabling of the transitions £4 , (5 , . . . ,  tg. A token 
in place pio is vanishing and, consequently, never observed as part of a target state. The 
number of model events and the model time required to find each target is recorded. The 
last two columns in the table show the number of attempts and misses experienced while 
finding each target. “Attempts” give the number of times the active ph in t  clocks were 
properly reset and the special sampling event was scheduled. “Misses” give the number of 
times the clocks were found improperly reset when the special sampling event was finally 
processed.
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Starting from the top of the table, the first regenerative structure located consists of 
three synchronous sets: {£5 ) 1 / 2 , {£6 ) 3 / 4 , and {£g)i with distinguished rates 1/2, 3/4, and 
one, respectively. Note that the distinguished rate of 1/2 implies that the direct proper 
reset from the firing of transition £ 1  occurred when two tokens were in place P3 . It took 
four attempts in 343 events to find the first target, which included three missed attempts. 
For the next two targets, the partial target state s' =  # (p i,P 2 ,P 3 ) does not change as the 
inheritance property is exploited to indirectly achieve proper resets. This is inferred by the 
way the synchronous sets switch to {£4 ) 1/ 2 , {£7 ) 3 /4 , and {£9 ) 1  and then back again with 
the same respective distinguished rates. As the model time steps show, this was done over 
two, consecutive basic clock steps, two successful attempts, and no additional misses. The 
process similarly repeats with a direct proper reset for the fourth target after 353 events 
with a new target state, again followed by an inherited, indirect clock reset four events later. 
The four events include the firing of transitions £4 , £7 , and £ 9  and immediate transition 
£1 0 . This enables transitions £5 , £6 , and tg while including them in the synchronous sets 
previously occupied by transitions £4, £7 , and £9 . We know that transition £ 1 0  fired instead 
of £ 1 1  because, otherwise, a synchronous set {£5 , £6 ) 1 / 2  would have been created instead to 
accompany {£s}i- That synchronous set pair is eventually created by the firing of transition 
£ 1 1  to create the sixth target after 1,546 events, nineteen attempts, and thirteen misses in 
all.
A similar synchronous set pair was found as the seventh target, different only in the 
distinguished rate for the set {£5 , £5 ) 1/ 4 , which now has a rate of 1/4 instead of 1/2. This 
implies that transition £ 1 fired sometime when only one token marked place P3 , and its 
firing properly reset transition £4 . The properly reset clock could have been inherited by
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transition £5, back to £4, again and again, with transition £ 1 0  firing immediately after each 
firing of transition (4 . Eventually, transition £u must have fired, causing transition tg to 
join the synchronous set already occupied by transition £4 . Meanwhile, transition tg was 
properly reset by the firing of transition £ 3  and its clock reading could have been inherited 
by £ 9  and back again to £g many times in the 181 events that transpired between finding 
the sixth and seventh target. Three events and one time unit later, the clocks associated 
with the seventh target were inherited to yield the eighth target.
Only four events and one time unit later, the ninth target has three synchronous sets 
once again: the same as in the first target except that the distinguished rate for set {£5 } 1 / 4  
is 1/4 instead of 1/2. At this point, there has been 25 attem pts and sixteen misses in all. 
Six more attempts followed in succession after each unit time step via inheritance bringing 
us to the fifteenth target. Four attempts and three misses later yields the sixteenth target 
with the same synchronous set trio, but a different target state.
More targets are found in much the same way, right up to the 26th target. Here, we see 
the synchronous set {£7 ) 1 / 2  for the first time, which is different in its distinguished rate of 
1/2. Because the rate of transition £ 2  is a constant 3/4, the only way that £ 7  could have its 
clock properly reset with a rate of 1 / 2  is if was, first, properly reset within the synchronous 
set {£5 , £6 ) i / 2 i which has happened before. Sometime later, £ 5  was then removed from the 
set and placed in its own set by another proper reset. Of course, the proper reset was the 
result of transition £ 1  firing, and {£7 ) 1 / 2  resulted from {£5 ) 1 / 2  by inheritance. Finally, in 
just three events over one time step, the 27th target resulted from the firing of transitions 
£4 , £n, and £g.
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Table 6.3: Initial run performance, showing 27 regenerative structure candidates.
Target Synchronous Sets, £Vra te #(j>l,P2 ,Ps) Events Time Attempts Misses
1 { M l / 2 . {*6 ) 3/ 4 . ( M l ( 0 ,  0 ,  2 ) 3 4 3 9 4 4 3
2 { M l / 2 ’ ( M 3 / 4 i ( M l ( 0 ,  0 ,  2 ) 3 4 6 9 5 5 3
3 { M l / 2 . {*6 ) 3/ 4 , ( M l ( 0 ,  0 ,  2 ) 3 5 0 9 6 6 3
4 { M l / 2 . { * 7 ) 3/ 4 . ( M l ( 1 ,  0 ,  1 ) 3 5 3 9 7 7 3
5 { M l / 2 , {*6 ) 3/ 4 , ( M l ( 1 ,  0 ,  1 ) 3 5 7 9 8 8 3
6 { * 5 , M l / 2 .  ( M l ( 1 ,  0 ,  1 ) 1 ,5 4 6 4 1 5 1 9 1 3
7 { * 5 , M l / 4 >  { M l ( 1 ,  0 ,  1 ) 1 , 7 2 7 4 6 3 2 3 1 6
8 { * 4 , M l / 4 i  { M l ( 1 , 0 , 1 ) 1 , 7 3 0 4 6 4 2 4 1 6
9 { M l / 4 .  { M 3 / 4 >  { M l ( 0 ,  1 , 1 ) 1 , 7 3 4 4 6 5 2 5 1 6
1 0 { ^ 5 } l /4 7  { * 7 ) 3 / 4 '  { M l ( 0 ,  0 ,  2 ) 2 , 1 0 9 5 6 7 3 5 2 5
1 1 { * 4 } l / 4 ’ { * 6 ) 3 / 4 ’ { * 9 } l ( 0 ,  0 ,  2 ) 2 . 1 1 2 5 6 8 3 6 2 5
1 2 { M i / 4 ’ { * 7 ) 3/ 4 ’ { M l ( 0 ,  0 ,  2 ) 2 , 1 1 6 5 6 9 3 7 2 5
1 3 { * 4 ) 1/ 4 ’ { * 6 ) 3 / 4 ’ {*9 ) 1 (0, 0, 2) 2 , 1 1 9 5 7 0 3 8 2 5
1 4 { * 5 } l / 4 ’ { * 7 } 3 /4 ’ { M l (0, 0, 2) 2 , 1 2 3 5 7 1 3 9 2 5
1 5 { * 4 ) l / 4 >  { * 6 ) 3 / 4 ’ { * 9 } l (0, 0, 2) 2 , 1 2 6 5 7 2 4 0 2 5
1 6 { * 4 } l / 4 ’ { * 6 ) 3 / 4 ’ { * 9 } l (2, 0, 0) 2 ,2 8 1 6 1 2 4 4 2 8
1 7 { * 5 } l / 4 ’ { * 7 ) 3 / 4 ’ { * 8 }  1 (2, 0, 0) 2 , 2 8 5 6 1 3 4 5 2 8
1 8 { * 5 i * 6 } l / 4 i  { * 8 }  1 (1, 1 , 0 ) 2 , 2 9 2 6 1 5 4 6 2 8
1 9 { * 5 i * 6 } l/2 >  { * 9 } l (0, 0, 2) 3 , 5 8 8 9 6 2 7 7 5 8
20 { * 4 i *7 ) 1/ 2 . { M l (0, 0, 2) 3 ,5 9 1 9 6 3 7 8 5 8
21 { * 5 . *6} 1 /21  { * 9 } l (0, 0, 2) 3 , 5 9 5 9 6 4 7 9 5 8
22 { * 4 i * 7 } l / 2 i  { * 8 } 1 (0, 0, 2) 3 , 5 9 8 9 6 5 8 0 5 8
2 3 { * 5 . *6} 1 /2 ’ { * 9 } l (0, 0, 2) 3 , 6 0 2 9 6 6 8 1 5 8
2 4 { * 4 . * 7 } l / 2 ’ {* 8 } 1 (0, 0, 2) 3 , 6 0 5 9 6 7 8 2 5 8
2 5 { * 5 . *6 }  1 /2 ’ { * 9 } l (0, 0, 2) 3 , 6 0 9 9 6 8 8 3 5 8
2 6 { * 4 ) l / 2 >  { * 7 } l / 2 ’ { * 8 }  1 (1, 0, 1) 3 , 6 1 2 9 6 9 8 4 5 8
2 7 { * 5 . *6} 1 /2 . { * 9 } t (1, 0, 1) 3 , 6 1 5 9 7 0 8 5 5 8
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Overall, it took 3,615 events in 970 time units with 85 attempts and 58 misses to find 27 
candidate regenerative structures. In that time, we have demonstrated that the simulation 
procedures were able to exploit the properties discussed in Section 6 . 1  to catch as many 
regenerative structures as reasonably and efficiently as possible.
6 .4 .2  R egen eration  C ycles an d  O verhead
VVe now examine regeneration cycle characteristics dining the main run of the simulation. 
The example model is instantiated with the parameters given by all six studies shown in 
Table 6.1. In each case, the first candidate regenerative structure found during the initial 
run is used in the main run, which was stopped after observing 1 0 0  regeneration cycles. 
Table 6.4 summarizes the results, showing the regeneration cycle characteristics in terms of 
the mean number of events, model time, and actual simulation time. The simulation cost is 
reflected in the simulation time (in microseconds) per event and in the overhead required to 
identify regeneration times. “Overhead” is computed as the percentage increase in the per- 
event time of the regenerative simulation over the per-event time of a traditional simulation 
using the method of batch means with the batch size equal to the mean regeneration time.
Starting with the first study, we expect, from the previous analysis, to find the target 
regenerative structure in just four attem pts and 343 events, as shown in row one of Table 6.3. 
Thereafter, each regeneration cycle required 32,998.3 events or 177.4 seconds in simulation 
time on average. Out of all six studies, this first one had the highest cost, but the range 
in variation of the simulation time per event was quite small. The overhead percentages 
varied more, with the biggest difference occurring between the first and the last study.
For the second study, we let A3  increase by one order of magnitude. Doing so allowed a
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Ibble 6.4: Regeneration cycle performance and costs.
Study
Mean Regeneration Cycle Length Cost
Events Model Time Sim. Time (sec.) psec./event Overhead
1 32,998.3 8,849.8 177.4 53.8 2.3%
2 26,740.8 7,055.5 143.3 53.6 1.7%
3 27,356.4 7.275.4 146.7 53.6 1.3%
4 8.288.4 2.098.2 44.3 53.4 1.7%
5 97,178.9 27,644.6 507.3 52.2 1.4%
6 11,765.8 3,404.8 61.8 52.0 0.5%
more frequent regenerative structure to be located: synchronous sets {<5 , } 1 / 4 7  {fg}io with
s' =  (0,0.2). Initially locating it required 22 attempts and 1,163 events. We can expect the 
regenerative structure to be more frequent because transition £ 3  will fire more often, thereby 
offering more proper reset opportunities. This was indeed the case since the regeneration 
cycle lengths were shorter on average in comparison to the first study. The regenerative 
structure was also somewhat easier to identify as reflected in the reduced overhead. We 
attribute this to having an easier task of matching only two synchronous sets instead of 
three. The discrete state part of the regenerative structure did not contribute to the change 
in performance since the target state is essentially the same as before (differing only in the 
marking of place pg and pg).
We can expect the regeneration cycles to be shorter still, on average, if the same re­
generative structure of the previous study occurs more frequently. This happens if 7 , the 
probability that £n fires when enabled is made larger. This, we did for the third study, 
but the first regenerative structure found just so happened to be synchronous sets { £ 4  } 1 / 2  ^
{£7}3/4, {tg} 1 0  and s' = (0,0,2). Finding it required 28 attempts and 1,187 events. Nev­
ertheless, the study supported our expectation indirectly, i.e., the mean regeneration cycle
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length increased, which seems to support our expectation that the previous regenerative 
structure is more frequent.
For the fourth study, we returned all parameters to the values of the first study except 
Ai, which we increase by one order of magnitude. Doing so yielded a regenerative structure 
with synchronous sets {^ 4 }s/2 j {^ 6 ) 3 / 4 1  {*9 ) 1  and s> =  (1,1.0). Finding it required seven 
attempts and 781 events and resulted in the fastest regeneration cycles in all the studies.
What happens now if Ao is reduced by one or of magnitude? The fifth study answers 
the question by yielding the slowest regeneration cycles in all the studies. The regenerative 
structure used contained the synchronous sets {<5 ) 5 / 2 . {<6 )3 / 4 0 1  {<s)i, and s' =  (1 , 1 , 0 ), 
which required 143 attempts and 4,666 events to find initially.
The previous two studies sought to measure the sensitivity of the firing rates of transi­
tions < 1 and <2 - Those rates are key to the frequency of observing either the synchronous set 
Urx =  {<5 ,<6 }ri (or equivalently {<4 , <7 ) n ) or the synchronous set pair Ur? =  {<o}ri. Ur? 
=  {<e}r2 (or equivalently {<4 }ri, {<7 }^)- Note that ri = #(p-j)Ai and r 2  can equal either 
A2  or ri depending on how the synchronous set originated (r2  =  7 7  >s possible via the same 
sequence of events that yielded Target 26 of Table 6.3). The regenerative structure used as 
a target has a  measurable impact on the simulation performance, as shown already. The 
frequency of observing Uri increases in direct proportion to the firing rate of transitions 
< 1 and <n, and in inverse proportion to the firing rate of transitions < 2  and <io- As the 
frequency of observing Uri decreases, the frequency of observing Ur? and Ur? increases. 
This relationship has been observed in all of the studies so far.
Finally, the sixth study shares the same parameter values as the previous study except 
that 7  is set to 4/5. With a two-fold increase in the firing rate of transition <1 1 , we now expect
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to see Uri as part of the regenerative structure, and we do, with r\ =  5/2. Of course, the 
other part is the synchronous set ( tsh - Also, s' =  (2,0.0) and the whole structure is initially 
found after 340 attem pts and 11,071 events. The result is a much improved simulation 
performance attributed to significantly faster regeneration cycles: 11.765.8 events and 61.8 
seconds of simulation time, on average. Moreover, the task of identifying the recurring 
regenerative structure was made easier, as reflected in the lowest cost compared to the 
other studies: 52 /isec./event and only 0.5% overhead.
All this discussion, however, focuses on the length of the regeneration cycles. In terms of 
both statical accuracy and simulation efficiency, we are still unsure whether many shorter 
cycles, with likely higher variance, are any better (or worse) than fewer longer cycles, with 
likely lower variance.
6.4 .3  P rop er C lock  R eset P erform ance
Let us finally examine the simulation performance by looking closer at the underlying 
reasons that regeneration cycles are faster or slower, as it may be for a given model. We can 
do this by analyzing the average number of attempts, retries, and missed attem pts required 
to identify regeneration times. Table 6.5 summarizes just such an analysis for each of the six 
studies. The average simulation time per regeneration cycle is shown again for convenience 
since we will relate the cycle lengths to the proper clock reset performance. “Attempts” is 
the average number of times the active ph in t  clocks were properly reset and the special 
sampling event was scheduled. “Retries” is the average number of times the clocks were 
still properly reset when the special sampling event was processed, but the current state 
did not match the target. In such cases, another special event is scheduled to occur at the
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next r  time step. •‘Misses” indicate the number of times the clocks were found improperly 
reset when the special sampling event was finally processed.
Table 6.5: Simulation performance and proper clock resets.
Study Avg. Sim. Time per Regen. Cycle (sec.)
Mean Values
Attempts Retries Misses
1 177.4 27.48 5.91 20.57
2 143.3 8 . 6 6 2.62 5.04
3 146.7 5.85 1.72 3.13
4 44.3 8.09 1 . 1 1 5.98
5 507.3 88.41 24.73 62.68
6 61.8 15.14 0.85 13.29
Not surprising, the studies that required the least number of attempts to regenerate 
had the smallest regeneration cycle lengths on average. This included studies 2, 3, 4, and 
6 , which, together, introduced a change in all four parameters. Comparing the second and 
third studies, where 7  varies, we notice a change in the number of attempts, retries, and 
misses, but the ratios remained about the same: retries-to-attempts =  1:3 and misses-to- 
attempts =  1:2. Interesting enough, this resulted in almost identical regeneration cycles in 
terms of performance and cost, as Table 6.3 shows.
Now, compare the first study with the second study, where A3  decreases by an order 
of magnitude. The number of attempts increase significantly, as do the ratios—especially 
the misses-to-attempts, which increases to 3:4. This resulted in a slight increase in the 
regeneration cycle lengths as well as the cost to identify the cycle boundaries. This is 
in stark contrast to the fourth study, where Ai increases. Here, the number of attempts 
remained about the same, but the ratios changed significantly. Although the misses-to- 
attempts ratio increased to almost 3:4, the retries-to-attempts ratio decreased more than
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half compared to the second and third studies. The net effect yielded the lowest mean 
regeneration cycle length in all the studies.
Decreasing A2  in the fifth study had the disastrous effect of increasing the mean regen­
eration cycle length to its largest value in all the studies. The reason is clear from a symp­
tomatic view: the number of attempts required to achieve proper clock readings increased 
an order of magnitude compared to the fourth study. The underlying cause, however, can 
be attributed to the slow firing rate of transition t-2 . which of course creates the synchronous 
set {<6 1 3 /4 0 - Meanwhile, the remaining two synchronous sets, { 5^ }s/ 2  and {fs}i, can occur 
at a much higher rate with the firing of transitions t\  and <2 > but can also disappear just 
as fast, as indicated by the high misses-to-attempts ratio. Observing all three synchronous 
sets together, at the same time, is indeed harder. Yet, the retries- and misses-to-attempts 
ratios also seem to indicate that the relative frequency of observing properly reset clocks is 
still on par with the other studies. The problem is that observing the target state at the 
same time is also more difficult, as indicated by the higher retries-to-attempts.
One bottleneck like the slow firing rate of transition < 2  does not always yield poor simu­
lation performance. The sixth study is a case in point, which increases 7 . Doing so allowed 
the simulation to regenerate with one fewer synchronous set by combining transitions < 5  
and < 6  into one set. Even though this also increased the misses-to-attempts ratio to the 
highest level yet, it reduced the retries-to-attempts ratio to its lowest level in all the studies. 
A significant improvement in simulation performance followed.
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6 .4 .4  C om m ents and  E nhan cem ents
Overall, the performance and costs associated with identifying regeneration times seem 
reasonable considering the benefits of regenerative simulation. Of course, we have only 
shown results for one example so far. Certainly, the performance and costs will vary with 
the application. In the next chapter, we will consider an application model with more 
complexity and continue our assessment of the simulation procedures. Before we do that, 
we should comment on some clear disadvantages of our regenerative simulation method and 
offer alleviating enhancements to the method, if possible.
First, the regeneration cycles may be long. This is, however, a problem that any re­
generative simulation experiences. We can offer no solutions here since our goal was only 
to efficiently identify regeneration times in Asynchronous PDPN models. Beyond that, we 
only offer some comments on choosing a target regenerative structure. Heuristically speak­
ing, we can expect that the first regenerative structure found during the initial run will 
have reasonable probability of be visited again, soon, by the governing influences of the 
random number generator. Therefore, the first regenerative structure found is heuristically 
a reasonable choice for the target. If greater confidence in the quality of the chosen target 
structure is desired, however, we suggest another heuristic. Try constructing a histogram 
that records the frequency that some reasonable number of candidate regenerative struc­
tures are visited. After the simulation has run a while, simply choose as the target the 
candidate regenerative structure with the largest relative frequency.
There is another disadvantage more peculiar to the simulation method presented here. 
It has to do with the processing of (perhaps many) phase-change events, one basic step
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of length t at a time. This can be very costly when the actual phase-type firing delays 
are long, especially the ph in t  delays. There is not much we can do about the ph re a l  
delays, because of the infinitesimal rate of change in continuous time, but we can alleviate 
the problem with certain ph in t  delays. Whenever maintaining an accurate record of the 
discrete-time phase progression of ph in t  delays can be avoided, at least in part, the current 
phase of a ph in t  random firing delay might be computed only as needed given a starting 
phase and current, elapsed time delay. Deferring explicit knowledge of the phase progression 
is possible when all (active) ph in t  transitions are either geometric or have finite support. 
Examples are shown in Figure 2.4, which include the const and equiprob distribution. A 
phase-type random variable has finite support when its directed graph representation (of 
the absorbing Markov chain, which specifies the ph in t  random variable) is acyclic. In 
such cases, the phase of the firing delay, which has not yet reached its firing time, can be 
computed given the elapsed time.
Take the phase numbering convention described in Section 2.3, for example. Given the 
knowledge that the transition has not yet fired, its initial phase when originally enabled, 
and an elapsed time delay, d, the current phase of the firing delay sampled from geom(p, kr) ,  
(with success probability p  of firing after k basic steps) is equal to k — (d modulo k).  For 
all others, the current phase is i  — |d / r j r ,  where It  is the largest possible delay.
Wlien the active ph in t  transitions have distributions described above, the associated 
clocks can record the actual firing delay sampled from the ph in t  distribution, as opposed 
to the time until the next phase advance. We thereby avoid having to record the phase 
information in the state and, instead, jump ahead to the actual firing events. This is similar 
to the “embedding with elimination” procedure presented in the previous chapter, and for
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the same reason. The events most relevant to the identification of regeneration times are 
the events that cause proper, or improper, resets of ph in t  clocks and, ultimately, the 
regeneration times of the process. However, we cannot avoid the need to know about the 
phases entirely because regeneration times almost certainly occur while one or more ph in t  
transitions are still delaying. Knowledge of the phases is, therefore, needed to compute a 
target state of the regenerative structure. With the ph in t  distributions described above, 
the phase information can be computed by the ProcessEvent procedure (6 .8 ) only when 
needed: first, to fix a target state and, second, to compare it with the current state. This 
enhancement would be able to simulate models with very long ph in t  delays (long periods of 
only phase changes) more efficiently (by processing many fewer events) by jumping ahead to 
the firing events while still being able to regain the information needed later at regeneration 
times.
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Chapter 7
Application: Node-Clustering 
Networks
This chapter demonstrates the utility of the regenerative simulation method presented in 
the previous chapter. An application model is studied that captures certain aspects of a 
network of dynamically organizing nodes. Considering its direct impact on simulation time, 
the performance in detecting the hidden regenerative structures possessed by the model is 
also assessed for several target structures.
7.1 M odel Description
The following application model is based on some unique characteristics of wireless ad- 
hoc networks. Communication between any two nodes within a wireless (ad-hoc) network 
requires routing over paths comprising wireless links connecting multiple nodes. However, 
these paths do not enjoy the benefits of a fixed infrastructure, as the end points of each 
link are in motion. This causes frequent activation and failure of links, which gives rise to 
an interesting property from a modeling perspective. That is, unlike fixed infrastructure
208
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networks where link failures are comparatively rare events, the rate of link failure due to 
node mobility is frequent enough to be the primary obstacle to routing [33]. Reactions 
by the network routing algorithm to mobility-driven link failures also leads to increased 
network congestion if updated routing information is frequently communicated among the 
nodes.
The following application model is inspired by the research presented in [33] by McDon­
ald and Znati who propose a novel approach for dynamically organizing nodes of wireless 
ad-hoc networks into "clusters.'’ The goal of the approach is to reduce the far-reaching 
effects of topological changes, which requires re-routing, and allows the network to better 
adapt to node mobility. This has the benefit of reducing the overhead associated with 
routing table maintenance and communication.
The essential idea is that nodes are grouped together into clusters, as shown in Figure 7.1, 
with membership based on proximity, mobility, and expectation that some lower-bound path 
availability, hence quality of service (QoS), can be maintained for some specified (service) 
time interval. Nodes that cannot guarantee path availability to all other nodes within an 
existing cluster are not allowed to join the cluster. Nodes that are already members of a 
duster but later discover that path availability can no longer be guaranteed (due to link 
failures) voluntarily leave the cluster and become “orphaned.” Orphan nodes will attempt 
to (re-)join a cluster, possibly the same cluster that was previously occupied, only sometime 
after more-favorable topological changes have occurred.
Other model assumptions include:
1 . The network size is limited to M  nodes.
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node clusters
orphan
Figure 7.1: Communication network with node clustering.
2. The cluster sizes are limited to N  < M  nodes each.
3. Nodes are indistinguishable in regard to clustering abilities and link capacity.
4. There is no centralized control over the clustering process.
5. Nodes can asynchronously join, leave, or create clusters.
6 . Each node maintains a deterministic timer that triggers periodic cluster maintenance.
The strategy presented in [33] ensures that all node timers are asynchronous and, conse­
quently, the times that nodes either stay, leave, or join clusters will forever be skewed. This 
ensures that changes to cluster membership occur gradually over time. We have instead 
assumed that node timers within the same cluster are synchronous, whereas the timers 
among different clusters are asynchronous. Thus, clock skew exists only among clusters and
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not within clusters. This assumption significantly reduces the number of separate clocks 
that must be explicitly modeled while still capturing the essence of the strategy. Because 
there are still many clocks captured by the model that never become synchronized with 
significant probability, the model is a good match for the regenerative simulation method 
proposed in Chapter 6 .
Figure 7.2 shows the Petri net model that captures the node clustering behavior of 
the network system discussed above. The number of tokens in place C(i) represents the 
number of clusters of size i for 2 <  i < N . Transition Join(i) represents the continuous­
time, asynchronous action of an orphan node joining a cluster. As the net shows, this 
requires that a cluster of size t — 1  already exists (place C(t — 1 ) is not empty) for the 
orphan node to join before a cluster of size i can be created. The join operation reduces the 
number of clusters of size i — 1  and the number of orphan nodes by one each and increases 
by one the number of clusters of size i (a token is added to place C{i) after removing 
one token each from places C(l) and C{i — 1)). We assume that orphan nodes will join 
clusters at exponentially distributed intervals in time. Moreover, we assume that the rate 
at which orphan nodes join larger clusters is higher than for smaller clusters. Hence, we let 
Join(i) ~  expo (A t) with a marking-dependent rate that increases linearly with the cluster 
size, i. which is justified by the following reasoning. A node joins a cluster at random by 
first coming into communication range with another node that is already a member of the 
cluster. The probability that a given node resides within an available cluster of size i is 
proportional to i /M ,  hence the linear rate of increase in joining clusters of increasing size. 
We let A equal 0.5 in the model studies that follows later.
A timer is created simultaneously with each new cluster to trigger cluster maintenance
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C(i-3)
C(/-1)
C(i-2)
Figure 7.2: Petri net model of the node clustering behavior.
actions. Transition Timer(i) represents the constant-duration timer tha t expires in discrete­
time. Therefore, we let Timer(i) ~  const(r) with r  =  1. Upon timer expiration, a random 
number of nodes (fewer than i, possibly none) will exit the cluster as a result of the mainte­
nance procedure that ensures some QoS. Such actions are modeled by firing any one of the 
immediate transitions, t ( i , j ), 0 < j  < i. More specifically, the event that j  nodes leave a 
cluster of size i is captured by the firing of immediate transition t( i ,j) .  If transition t(i, 0) 
fires, meaning that no nodes leave the cluster, the token removed from place C{i) is simply 
returned there. If transition t( i ,j)  fires for 0 < j  < i, then j  tokens must be deposited in 
place C (l), representing the j  orphaned nodes, and the original cluster of size i is reduced 
to a size i — j .  For j  =  i — 1, this has the effect of depositing t tokens into place C(l) and 
eliminating the cluster altogether.
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We assume that the decision of a node to either leave a cluster or stay is made indepen­
dently of all other nodes. Furthermore, we assume that the probability that a node decides 
to leave a cluster has a fixed value, ur, which is the same for all nodes. Therefore, the firing 
probabilities of the immediate transitions, which are in conflict, is given by
7 (i,j)  =  Pr{ transition t ( i , j )  fires | #(p(i)) =  1}
* ~  ^  (1 -  U/)i_l_J‘, 2 < i < N, 0 < j  < i — 1, (7.1)
a Binomial pmf with parameter uj € (0,1). We allow jj to vary in the model studies that 
follow. It is also reasonable to expect that an appropriate value for u  can be estimated from 
a more-detailed model of node mobility, network topology, and path availability.
It is important to note that transition Timer(i) is special in that it must support multiple 
enablings, i.e.. a new and distinct enabling each time a new token arrives in place C(i). 
Rather than implement a multiple-enabling feature within (the modeling tool) software, we 
implemented the feature within the Petri net model itself, as shown in Figure 7.3. The 
example shown allows up to three multiple enablings by replicating transition Timer(i) 
three times to create transition Timer(i, k) for each k € {1,2,3} in the added dimension. 
The three new transitions still remove tokens from the same input place, C(i), and deposit 
tokens to the same output place, p(i). However, any transition that adds tokens to place 
C(i), represented by transition add token, must also deposit one token in place enable. 
Doing so allows one of the immediate transitions, e(i,k), for some k  to fire and move 
the token from place enable to place a(i, k), thereby enabling an instance of transition 
Timer(i). The inhibitor arcs from a(i,k) to e(i, k) for each k  limit the number of multiple 
enablings to three. Any transition that removes tokens from place C(i), represented by
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transition remove token, must also deposit one token in place disable. This causes one of 
the transitions, d(i, k) for some k, to fire and disable the active transition Timer(i, k) with 
the same k, which means there must also be a token in place a(i, k). Note that the specific 
transition Timer(i.k) (the Arth instance of Timer(i)) that is enabled or disabled is selected 
at random. For any given i in our model of M  network nodes, the possible values for k can 
range, in general, from 1 to [A// iJ, which is limited above by the largest number of clusters 
possible of size i.
7 . 2  M odel Study
The model presented in the previous section was studied assuming a total of M  =  16 nodes 
in the network and a maximum cluster size of N  =  8 . In the following, the index i ranges 
from 2 to N. The parameter, u>, of the pmf (Equation 7.1) that gives the probability of 
firing each immediate transition, t(i, j) ,  0  < j  < i, when enabled is varied to achieve five 
different studies, as Table 7.1 shows. Our regenerative simulation method was employed 
to estimate the expected cluster sizes. Only 64 regeneration cycles were needed to achieve 
accuracies within a 10% confidence interval at a  95% confidence level. The estimation 
of other measures, such as the utility (or usefulness) of each cluster, which equals the 
square of the number of nodes, or the communication overhead would not impact the 
choice of regeneration point or the duration of regeneration cycles. However, the number of 
regeneration cycles required will depend on the variability of different measures accumulated 
within each cycle.
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F igu re  7.3: Realization of transition Timer(i) with multiple enabling.
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The average cluster sizes for a given set of network parameters is important to know 
since the sizes directly impact the utility of each cluster. The intra- and inter-cluster 
communication overhead is also directly proportional to the cluster sizes. The exodus of 
nodes from clusters should increase in frequency and number as becomes large, and the 
opposite should hold as u  becomes small. We expect to see an increase in the average 
number of clusters as uj increases since, for larger values of u/. the cluster sizes must be 
smaller on average since there are more of them. The opposite is true for small u: since 
cluster sizes tend to be larger and, hence, fewer. Indeed. Table 7.1 shows that the expected 
number of clusters can change by as much as one as o' is varied in the extremes.
Table 7.1: Study parameter and performance measure.
Study U/ Expected no. clusters
1 0.25 4.2515
2 0 . 2 4.0354
3 0.15 3.8113
4 0 . 1 3.5388
5 0.005 3.2082
Figure 7.4 provides a closer examination of the clustering performance in terms of indi­
vidual sizes from one to eight for each study. As expected, the system favors small cluster 
sizes for the (low numbered) studies where u  is large and favors large cluster sizes for the 
(high numbered) studies where uj is small. Notice the greater sensitivity and disparity in 
smaller cluster sizes for each study as opposed to the larger cluster sizes (i.e., the plots have 
a much greater fan-out on the left than on the right). The cross-over in the plots where the 
system begins to favor larger cluster sizes over smaller ones occurs in the ranges of four to 
six in size. Notice also that the expectation of observing a cluster size of five is essentially
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the same (about 0.44) as u  varies for each study.
VVe now turn to the regenerative simulation performance. The simulations were run 
on a 2.4 GHz Xeon computer with sufficient memory (1 GB of RAM) to avoid paging. 
Several regeneration points were selected for performance comparisons. Table 7.2 shows the 
synchronous sets used for each regeneration point, designated as Runs 1. 2, and 3. whereas 
the discrete state (not shown) was allowed to vary for convenience. The synchronous sets 
contain the instance of the multiply-enabled transition Timer(i), 2 < i < 8 , that are properly 
reset with some distinguished rate shown in subscript. Notice that the distinguished rate 
for a given i equals i f 2, the marking-dependent rate of transition Join(i), which has an 
exponentially-distributed firing time.
Table 7.2: Synchronous sets used for regeneration points.
Run Synchronous Sets
1 {Timer(8 , 1) } 4, {Timer{8,2 ) } 4
2 {Timer{6 , 2) } 3, {7imer(8,2)}4
3 {Timer(3,5)} 1 .5 , { 7 tmer(5 , 3 )}2 .5 i {Timer(8 , 2 ) } 4
The reader may have noticed that the model also possesses regeneration points as­
sociated with entering (or leaving) simple discrete states that do not coincide with the 
out-of-sync clocks associated with the Timer(i) transitions. One such state occurs when 
#(C (1)) =  A/, meaning that all nodes are orphaned and, hence, all Timer(i) transitions 
are disabled. Another occurs when only one Timer(i) transition is enabled for a given i. 
However, these simple discrete states are visited with a probability of 10“° or less in steady 
state. This very low frequency of visits makes these states poor candidates for regeneration 
points. The hidden regenerative structures requiring proper resetting of the out-of-sync
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F igure  7.4: Expected cluster size.
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clocks of the Timer(i) transitions actually occur with a much higher frequency.
Table 7.3 displays the performance results, which include the same statistics examined 
in the previous chapter for an average regeneration cycle as well as the aggregate number 
of events and simulation time, which is displayed in minutes and seconds. Recall that “at­
tempts” records the number of times that the target synchronous set was realized, “retries” 
records the number of times that the target synchronous set was realized at one of the 
scheduled “special events” at time nr  (n 6 N) but the wrong discrete state was observed, 
and “misses” records the number of times that the target synchronous set was not observed 
when the “special event” was processed, all given as averages over all regeneration cycles.
Table 7,3: Simulation performance.
Study Run
Average Regeneration Cycle Total
Events
Model
Time Attempts Retries Misses Events
Simulation 
Time (m:s)
1 40.922.66 2,794.56 3.63 0 2.63 2,627,515 2:13
1 2 86,713.11 5,926.64 27.23 9.72 16.52 5,549,916 4:41
3 29,844.33 2,036.75 1.02 0 0.02 1,910,419 1:37
2 1 33,723.59 2,407.11 3.11 0 2.11 2,234,735 1:45
1 14,800.27 1,125.22 1.84 0 0.84 954,860 0:53
3 2 161,647.84 12,304.19 45.58 19.77 24.81 10,352,734 9:36
3 42,375.06 3,221.70 1.09 0 0.09 2,723,254 2:31
4 1 7,117.81 594.13 1.53 0 0.53 455,891 0:28
1 5,926.83 561.45 1.06 0 0.06 402,479 0:27
5 2 457,766.19 43,823.17 78.72 49.72 28.00 29,302,415 33:20
3 142,389.56 13,609.27 1.05 0 0.05 9,141,831 9:28
Utilizing the two synchronous sets shown for Run 1 was important when analyzing the 
simulation performance. As pointed out already, our implementation of multiple enablings 
within the model is less than ideal in terms of efficiency. The problem to our regenerative 
simulation method is this. In theory, it should not m atter which instance of a multiply- 
enabled transition clock is properly reset and, consequently, added to a synchronous set.
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What matters is that the same fixed number of clocks for the same multipiy-enabied transi­
tion is counted towards achieving a regeneration point. Unfortunately, our implementation 
of multiple enablings within the model distinguishes each clock instance within the discrete 
state with the effect of reducing the frequency of regenerations. The reason is that the same 
specific set of clocks must be reset for each regeneration instead of just the same number of 
clocks for a given transition Timer(i). Take Run 2 for example. By distinguishing the clock 
instances, the following four combinations of synchronous sets are treated as unique regen­
eration targets: Timer(6,1) with Timer(8A), Timer(6,2) with Timer(8 ,1), Tim er(6,1) 
with Timer(8,2), and Timer(6,2) with Timer(8,2). More appropriately, by requiring only 
that one instance of transition Timer(6) is properly reset together with one instance of 
transition Timer(8), the frequency of regeneration can be increased by a (multiplicative) 
factor of four. Run 1 gets around this problem by using both clocks associated with transi­
tion Timer(8), which are the only two clocks available. Moreover, this synchronous set can 
coexist with only one possible discrete state, which is a system state of only two clusters 
of size eight each, with no other clusters, and no orphan nodes. Therefore, the first run in 
each of the five studies will likely employ the most efficient regeneration point, certainly the 
most convenient.
Referring now to the first run for each study shown in Table 7.3, we see that the number 
of simulation events (hence time) reduced significantly as u  became smaller with each 
subsequent study. This was anticipated given that the system favors clusters of size eight 
for small u, as Figure 7.4 shows, which makes such regeneration points more likely. The 
differences in simulation time were significant in the extremes: about two minutes for 
Study 1 (u> =  0.25) verses about a half a minute for Study 5 (a; =  0.005). Of course,
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the improvement in simulation time from Study 1 to Study 5 is attributed to the 80% 
decrease in regeneration cycle length on average. The fast simulation times can also be 
attributed to the small number of attempts required to achieve regeneration, which did not 
require any retries.
For the purposes of assessing the simulation performance with less ideal regeneration 
targets, we simulated the odd-numbered studies two more times with two alternative syn­
chronous sets. As Table 7.2 shows, the second run replaces transition Timer{8.1) in the 
first synchronous set with transition Timer(6,2), which is associated with a cluster size of 
six that is increasingly less likely to occur than clusters of size eight as ui becomes small. 
The differences in simulation performance is dramatic. Starting with Study 1, the simu­
lation time for the second run was about twice that of the first run and got much worse 
with each additional study, as expected with smaller values of u. Study 5, which used the 
smallest value for u/, required a simulation time of about 33 minutes. The reason for the 
long simulation times is clear by noting the large numbers associated with regeneration at­
tempts, retries, and misses, which led to very long regeneration cycles. Interesting enough, 
the number of retries was zero in the first and third runs but significant in the second run. 
This was compounded by many missed attempts as well, which resulted in a large num­
ber of regeneration attempts overall. The apparent difficulty in observing the regeneration 
target can be blamed partly on the problem of distinguishing clock instances of the same 
transition, as discussed above. The other reason for the long regeneration cycles has to do 
simply with the steady-state distribution of probability mass. To see this consider the third 
and last run.
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For the third run, we chose three synchronous sets with each containing a unique transi­
tion (and unique clock instance). We again see that the regeneration cycles and simulation 
time are increasing in length as u; becomes small, just as in the second run, which is ex­
pected as the regeneration target becomes less likely. What is different from the second run 
is that the regeneration cycles and simulation times are much improved and more in line 
with the first run—even better in some respects. Notice that the third rim required only 
about one attem pt at regeneration on average for all studies. Compare that to the first 
run for each study to see the improvement. Comparing again the third rim to the first run, 
notice also that while the average number of attempts and misses decreased, the average 
regeneration cycle decreased only for Study 1. Yet, this is consistent with Figure 7.4, which 
indicates that for Study 1, clusters of size three are more likely than clusters of size eight. 
We have already noted that the expectation of clusters of size five is essentially the same 
for all studies. So, although regenerating by properly resetting three clocks (as in the third 
run) should be more difficult than properly resetting two clocks (as in the first run), the 
frequency of regeneration still depends significantly on the distribution of probability mass 
over all states in the stochastic process.
In summary, we think the model of node-clustering behavior for wireless networks is 
an interesting application for our regenerative simulation method. The solution, which can 
provide insight into the utility and overhead of the clustering approach, does not require the 
use of infrequently visited discrete states that would make poor candidates for regeneration 
points. Nor, do we have to wonder about what batch size is large enough before using the 
method of batch means. Our method can simply detect the hidden regenerative structures 
that accompany non-memoryless clocks that may never synchronize but, nevertheless, allow
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for frequent regeneration times. While good simulation performance was realized even with 
our simple implementation of multiply-enabled transitions, a more efficient implementation 
is needed before the application model can be scaled up much further from the complexity 
demonstrated here. The performance assessment also hints to the need of some heuristic 
for choosing a  regeneration target, even if it is merely a trial run that histograms a number 
of candidates. Other possible improvements are discussed in the next chapter where we 
discuss some topics for future research.
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Conclusions
We presented the phased delay Petri net, or PDPN, a new stochastic Petri net formal­
ism that affords improvements in modeling fidelity by allowing a mixture of discrete- and 
continuous-time events, as well as non-Markovian behavior. We formalized its definition 
and semantics with the aid of internal state machines for each PDPN transition, and iden­
tified the underlying stochastic process as a general state space Markov chain, or GSSMC. 
This allowed us to  recognize special structures within the stochastic process generated by 
PDPN models.
We showed that the PDPN has important classifications. The “asynchronous” base class 
has no restrictions, but is the hardest to analyze. The ‘‘synchronous” class has restrictions 
on the transition executions that simplify the analysis, especially for steady-state solutions. 
The reason is tha t Synchronous PDPNs have underlying stochastic processes that are semi- 
regenerative, which facilitates analysis through the application of Markov renewal theory. 
Further restrictions to the synchronous class lead to an “isochronous” subclass that also 
allows efficient time-dependent analysis.
We proposed a  stationary solution algorithm using numerical methods that shows promise 
in terms of time and space efficiency. Called “embedding with elimination,” our approach
224
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is novel in that it affords a level of freedom when defining the embedded process, thereby 
allowing computational and memory tradeoffs.
Asynchronous PDPN models that are well defined for steady-state analysis were shown 
to be regenerative. We exploited this fact by proposing an efficient regenerative simula­
tion method that supports easy-to-compute point estimates and confidence intervals. The 
method is novel in that it can automatically find hidden regenerative structures that do not 
correspond to simple discrete states, nor can be readily determined by analytical means.
Lastly, the embedding-with-elimination and regenerative simulation methods were demon­
strated and assessed on motivating application models, as well as simpler example models.
8.1 Future Research
While the embedding-with-elimination method presented in Chapter 4 yielded cost savings, 
the improvements depend on the model, and could even be negative. Therefore, a heuristic is 
needed that chooses, at each regeneration period, whether to preserve or eliminate embedded 
states and ensures a good tradeoff between the computation time and memory costs among 
the subproblems that arise from studying separate regeneration cycles.
Our analysis has shown how difficult it is, using numerical methods, to obtain time- 
dependent solutions for all but the Isochronous PDPN or even steady-state solutions of 
Asynchronous PDPNs. So, a topic for future research might be the investigation of efficient 
and reasonably accurate approximations for these problem classes, preferably with error 
bounds.
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The regenerative simulation method presented in Chapter 6 assumes that the underlying 
GSSMC is Harris recurrent, by Definition 2.1. This definition implies that the chain is 
irreducible so that there is only one recurrent class. Thus, the stationary distribution is 
independent of the initial state. The assumption is convenient because once a regenerative 
structure is found, we can be sure that it will be revisited again, infinitely often. What if, 
instead, the chain is not irreducible, but has transient states, or more than one recurrent 
class? Then, the stationary solution—we assume it still exists—will depend on the initial 
state. By using the regenerative simulation to, first, identify a regenerative structure—the 
“target”—we avoid the problem of choosing a target that will not be visited infinitely often, 
in most cases. That is, we do not have to worry about choosing a target in one recurrent 
class, only to find later that the simulation found its way into another recurrent class, one 
without the target. This simply cannot happen. However, transient states would pose a 
problem. If a target is chosen that happens to be transient, then the simulation will be 
unable to visit it again and again, infinitely often. Is there a solution?
Recall Remark 3.4 where we discussed how, in principle, reachability analysis on a 
GSSMC can be performed. We believe that recent advances in data structures offer an op­
portunity. For instance, decision diagrams [15, 34] are capable of storing state information 
with much smaller memory requirements than conventional sparse storage. Such “enabling 
technology” should allow a reachability analysis of a GSSMC (underlying a PDPN, or even 
other formalisms) to yield a classification: whether the chain is irreducible or not, what 
states are transient, etc. Such information can certainly be used to avoid undesirable (read: 
transient) targets for regeneration. But we may even be able to use regenerative simulation 
on GSSMCs with multiple recurrent classes. What if, given the initial state, the proba­
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bility of absorption into each recurrent class can be estimated, if not computed exactly? 
For instance, mean likelihood estimates could be computed using (transient) terminating 
simulation from the initial state until absorption within one of the recurrent classes. VVe 
know when absorption occurs from the current state and the information gathered by the 
reachability analysis. Then, each recurrent class can be simulated in isolation using the 
regenerative technique presented here, starting from any state within the recurrent class. 
Again, we know what (initial) states are appropriate from the reachability analysis. Finally, 
the estimates computed for each recurrent class (and hence conditioned on being absorbed 
there) can be scaled (unconditioned) based on the probability of being absorbed in each 
recurrent class, respectively. We intend to pursue these ideas in the near future. Future 
research may also identify “stronger” regenerative structures to exploit for regenerative 
simulation that, perhaps, increases the frequency of regeneration.
Lastly, checks on the PDPN incidence matrix may be investigated in the future that 
could determine whether or not ph in t transitions maintain synchronization during execu­
tion. In this way, examination of the PDPN model itself would determine which solution 
method—the ones presented already, or at least envisioned here—is appropriate.
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